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THE BEAUTY OF ACCURATE SOUND
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Acoustic Research, Connoisseur Series loudspeakers, look as good as they sound and sound as good as they look
ir beauty extends to every facet of system design Each acoustic element is precisely combined to ensure accurate
oduction for arefined listening experience. Unwanted sound wave reflections are reduced by rounded cabinet edges
recessed drive units which enhance the loudspeaker appearance as well Auniquely designed stand (optional) places the
em at the optimum listening height Ahigh quality Crossover Network, long-throw woofers and domed tweeters enable
optimum dispersion, smooth frequency response and large signal performance The new Acoustic Research,
inoisseur Series is available at select audio retailers Stop by to see and hear for yourself, the beauty of accurate sound
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AS WE SEE IT
GETTING
THE NOTES
RIGHTMIDRANGE
MADNESS
J. Gordon Holt

A

lmost 30 years ago, Columbia records

issued aunique disc called The Art offonathan and Darlene Edwards. Darlene sang
and Jonathan played piano, and the jacket
notes rhapsodized about the depth of feeling

_

tressing trend in pop music: the growing
popular appeal of musicians who could
emote like crazy but couldn't play music

they brought to their duos, despite some im-

worth atinker's dam. Of course, the record

perfections of technique.

sank like alead feather in the marketplace,

Those imperfections, it turned out,

leaving nary a bubble .to mark its watery

amounted to spectacular technical incom-

grave; no one had ever heard of the Ed-

petence. Darlene's voice swooped, broke,

ward.ses, and American record buyers never

went falsetto during high passages, and was

have understood anything about good or

painfully off-pitch about 60 percent of the

had performances anyway. (Sure, Ican play
the piano. How well? Whaddya mean, how

time. Jonathan, who had an impeccable
sense of timing and phrasing, on occasion

•

(also known as Mr. & Mrs. Weston)—to
thumb their noses at what they saw as adis-

well? What's that got to do with anything?)

staying precisely in step with Darlene, was

But the Art of Jonathan and Darlene Ed-

the original Mr. Stumblefingers at the keyboard. He played runs with hesitancy and

wards became an immediate and lasting hit
with cynics, who delighted in burying it

disordered abandon, his chords presaged

amidst a pile of trendy ephemera on the

the coming of aleatoric music, and his ar-

record changer at aparty, and waiting to see

peggios sounded like pebbles thrown at a

how long it took their guests to notice that

set of concert chimes. Their performances

something, anything, was wrong. (The fact

may have run as deep with emotion as a

that most guests never noticed at all only

Dostoyevsky novel, but no one who heard

further fueled the fires of their cynicism.)

the record ever noticed anything but that

Now that some pop instrumentalists have

Jonathan and Darlene couldn't get the

learned to play their instruments pretty

bloody notes right.

well, we can sneer at those early-illiterate

That record did not become an indelible

rock groups while enjoying today's

blot on Columbia's recording escutcheon.

sophisticated performers through our

It was, rather, a historical document of

S10,000 audio systems that reproduce the

sorts, aroundabout way for two very fine

stage dimensions to within afraction of an
inch, the rumble of the subway three

musicians—Paul Weston and Mary Ford
Stereophile
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ENIGMA System $2895

DIPOLE BASS?
•Why are so many superb loudspeakers enclosureless?
•Do they have an advantage in midrange-treble clarity and accuracy?
•Is it really impossible to obtain deep bass without resorting to an enclosure?
•Could an enclosureless subwoofer be designed with awesome depth and power?
•Would it be as fast as those superb enclosureless systems?
•If such a product could be designed. would it be
Just ask an ENIGMA owner

The Answer"?
or call 1-800-331-6677

A complete full color product brochure and comprehensive technical manual
"Acoustic Disclosures' is available for $5.00.
Sound Associates, Inc.. Suite A. 11112 North Port Washington Road. Mequon, Wisconsin 53092. 414-242-3301

blocks away, and the distress calls of local

What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that

bats which can recognize aural trauma before people can. But can that super system

spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass!
How can you doubt?! (How realistic is it?

reproduce music properly? Can it make a

Whaddya mean how realistic? What's that

clarinet sound like aclarinet, atrumpet like

got to do with anything?)

atrumpet, an Amanda McBroom like Amanda
McBroom? Can it get the notes right? Chances

of what audio is all about: the reproduction

Somewhere along the line we lost track

are, it can't.
It seems, these days, that many of us au-

of music.

diophiles have become so preoccupied
with the minutiae of sound reproduction
that we haven't even noticed that it doesn't

philes is suggested by the reactions of those

That this comes as asurprise to many audiowith whom Ihave actually discussed this

sound like music any more. We marvel at

subject. Ihave played on this old saw in
these pages for so many years that it has

the soundstage presentation, lose our con-

turned into adead saw horse, but somehow

tinence over the detail, and climax over our
system's ability to rattle the lighting fixtures

There should be no harm done by beating

and scramble our otoliths.! But ask your
average audiophile if his super system

the message never seems to get through.
it into the ground alittle farther.
Some years ago, Hi-Ft News & Record Re-

reproduces instrumental sounds realistical-

view, England's premier audio magazine,

ly and he'll give you ablank stare or, worse,
tell you that it must because it's so accurate.

published anumber of real-time spectrum

IOtoliths are little hits of sand that float around in our inner ear. and sink to the bottom when gravity tells them we
are standing on our feet rather than otherwise. Enough
20•Fiz sound pressure can agitate them so that, like many
other audiophiles. we find it hard to tell which side is up.
It's arcal turn •on.

energy through the audio range during

Stereophile

analyzer curves showing the distribution of
brief passages of actual recorded music.
The thing that was so shocking about those
curves was that they revealed, for all to see,

that music was comprised mainly of mid-

middle C (220 Hz) and C4 (4186 Hz). Often,

range energy! Everything else took aback

of course, the right hand plays bass and the

seat. That in itself should tell you some-

left treble, but the major thematic material

thing, but in case it doesn't. Ishall spell it
out. Since there is more middle range in

of most compositions stays between 220
and about 1500 Hz. (Few works call for

live music than anything else, it would seem

more than an occasional excursion into the

logical to assume that the accuracy of middle-

range above 1500 Hz).

range reproduction is the most important
part of music reproduction.
Now Iam aware that logic is anathema to
the manic perfectionist who treats the more
abstruse aspects of his "hobby" as revealed

It is this 220-to-1500-Hz part of the audio
range wherein lie the most important notes
in music. If asystem can't reproduce this
range properly—if it can't even get the
notes right—then any other positive attrib-

religious truth; this treatise is not addressed

utes that system may have are irrelevant. If

to him. Ispeak instead to the person who

it can't make the instruments that play in

still approaches audio as ameans for the

this range sound the way they're supposed
to sound, then the fact that it has abeauti-

realistic reproduction of music—the person
who still has at least one and a half feet

fal soundstage, and asilky, airy high end,

placed firmly on the ground.

and deep, solid bass is mere embellishment

The middle range is the home of perhaps

of dross, like gold plating on acigar butt.

85% of the music we listen to. The bass in

Sure, the system may "sound good," but so

amusical composition is usually nothing
more than arhythmic or harmonic under-

did the boomy, "mellow" old Magnavox
consoles that were the last word in home

pinning to the "melody," which—tradition-

music systems during the mid-'40s. If we

ally scored for apiano's right-hand, or tre-

take seriously our commitment to accuracy

ble, clef—lies in the range between A below

in music reproduction, we should not take

seriously the scads of high-priced loudspeakers out there in audioland which treat
the essential midrange frequencies as ob-

sign of the LS 3/5A) has become absolutely
Out. Even JBL, long noted for the startling
realism of their midrange reproduction (and

scenities, to be modestly hidden from innocent ears.

for the awfulness of their high and low
ends), has joined the bandwagon with a

Iam appalled at how often Ihear cheap

new

line

of

audiophile

speakers

and unassuming systems—automobile radios

featuring—guess what?—superb highs, re-

and K-Mart Special (30% off!) table
radios—produce the kind of startling, in-

s
.pectable bass, and anew, sucked-out, laidback middle range.

the-room realism from voice and smallensemble music that hasn't been heard

point of loudspeaker design, onto which

Midrange accuracy should be the starting

from "perfectionist" loudspeakers since

our other prized audiophile attributes

Acoustic Research invented "Boston bland."
Many people have told me, often with some

should then be appended in order to con-

embarrassment, that they get more sheer

vert that musical midrange into asemblance
of literal accuracy. Today it seems that,

emotional excitement from their cheap car

among the loudspeaker designers who lay

radio than they do from their kilobuck supersystem at home. What's the appeal of these
cheap-crap audio "systems?" Because,

claim to accuracy, the musical midrange
gets tacked on as an afterthought, to fill the
void between all those lovely things the sys-

while they may not do anything else well,

tem

they often do middles very well.

does at the low end and high end.

Just afew years ago, audiophiles used to

That so-called laid-back middle range
(now known as the BBC dip, after their de-

ask each other "Sure, it's accurate, but does
it sound good?" Today, we might well be

epidemic among high-end loudspeakers.

saying "Sure, it sounds good, but is it ac-

Richness and unctiousness are In, realism is

curate?" It often isn't.

LE
Historically, the oracle of ancient
Greece was seen as the source and
revelation of truth.
With ORACLE turntables we strive
for true sound reproduction. Our
technological resources are dedicated
to the achievement of the highest
standards of manufacturing and to
offer uncompromising quality of
sound. ORACLE research developped
the first power supply conditioner —
the DYNAMIC ISOLATOR, the first
platter resonance absorption device
— the PERIPHERAL WAVE TRAP, the
foremost REFLEX CLAMP. With its
GROOVE ISOLATOR, ORACLE as
attained an unsurpassed standard in
mat technology.
There is more — for instance,
ORACLE's own award-winning
suspension system with its
proprietary dampening materials
together with the unique drive belt
tracking adjusmenr

These are some of the technological
achievements which together enable
to offer complete, fully integrated,
exceptional turntables for which
ORACLE is acclaimed by audiophiles
throughout the world.
They are also some of the reasons
why the purity of the ORACLE soun
Is legend to those who own our
turntables. It is a true sound. Hear it.
Listen. Let the record speak for Itself.

For informative documentation please
write to:
Dept. NI
ORACLE AUDIO CORPORATION
505 Industrial Blvd.
Sherbrooke, (Due., Canada
J1L 1X7

LETTERS
Ithen purchased aMagnavox FD 1010,

Crappy Obfuscation

and the difference was like night and day!

Editor:
Thanks for sending the free sample
magazine, but Ican't in good conscience
sell it in my store next to TAS. J. Gordie
Dolt's editorial is the height of crappy obfuscation. "The Absolute Sound of What?"
indeed! He wants to be the Stereo Review of
the High End, right? When are Len Feldman
and E.T. Canby coming to work for you?
Nice try, though. I'll probably subscribe
personally just for the yucks. (And maybe
for AHC.)
Barry Jones
Tex-Gas
Waukegan, IL
JGH is pleased that Mr Jones has such a
good sense of humor and apologizes profoundly for having frayed Mr Jones's
security blanket with an abrasive truth.
JGH also suggests that Mr Jones just forget
about subscribing to Stereophile, lest he be
rendered threadbare by even more
outrageous assaults on his complacency

The cueing on my machine is super-reliable,
albeit somewhat slow, and the error-correction is superior. In fact, my copy of Telarc's
Carmina Burana has a visible surface
defect that gave the Hitachi fits. That
machine would get stuck at the same point
each time, repeating about aquarter-second
of music, until Ieither whacked it or, in
saner moments, advanced the laser pickup.
Even this would still result in annoying
clicks for about one full minute afterwards.
The day Ibrought my Magnavox home, it
was "bombs away" with Carmina Burana.
That sweet little machine played through
the whole section as pretty as you please,
with nary aclick. Ihave close to 45 discs,
and Ihave yet to hear one click from any of
them on the Magnavox, nor has the player
ever muted. Could this be the same brand
of player Mr. Iyall spoke of?
When you consider that, for the $250
purchase price, Igot not only a terrificsounding and -performing player, but also
arebate coupon for $50 worth of free discs,
the advantages of lowly Magnavox become

Magnavox Reliability

clear.
Chris Hussey

Editor:
Iwas surprised and rather shocked to

Columbus, OH

read Bob lyall's letter describing the problems he has had with Magnavox. Iam also

Readily Cured

the owner of aMagnavox CD player, and I

Editor:
The Magnavox FD-2020 compact disc

think Stereophile's readers deserve an alternative viewpoint, lest any potential
Magnavox buyers run scared.
My first CD player was aHitachi DA -800.

player that Iown began, after afew months,
to occasionally mute. On those (initially) infrequent occasions when the problem oc-

While Iwas very impressed by the sound of

curred, the machine would simply stop. A

my ever-growing disc collection, problems

later problem, or later symptom of the same
problem, was that the player would occa-

with that machine immediately became apparent. In fact, they were almost exactly the

sionally not start at the beginning of adisc.

same problems which Mr. lyall encountered
in his Magnavox(es): the cueing and tracking were erratic, discs frequently made clicks,

The disc would spin, the track lights would
light, but play would never begin. With

the player would often mute, and so on.

10

time, the frequency of these malfunctions
increased. At this point, my and Mr. lyall's

Stereophile

stories diverge.

developed in every component. In all fair-

A call to Philips in New York resulted in

ness to the manufacturers, many of these

instructions to contact N.A.P. in Cornwall

problems were actually caused by the

Heights, PA. After calling them, Isent the

dealer who sold me the system, but that's

player along with a letter describing the

another story.

malfunction symptoms as best Icould. In

To the point: When 1intirmed the manufac-

approximately three weeks, the player was
back in fine working order. In the several

turers directly of my problems, they all acted
Immediately. Infinity sent me new speakers

weeks since its return, it has yet to malfunction.

and through the constant help of Dean and

(RS-IB's) by UPS Red label (one-day service),

Having once had asimilarly protracted

Heather at Infinity, the speaker problem

experience with an expensive tuner, Iwell

was solved. Dan and Rondi D'Agostino at

know Bob lyall's frustration. Ido feel that

Krell gave me new KMA-100 amps, built

Philips' performance, in my case, is worthy

before my eyes while Iwaited in their Con-

of mention.

necticut factory, and tied up two techniCal Kaschub
Charlottesville, VA

cians to do it! And last, but certainly not
least, Mr. Rod Herman of SOTA replaced my
SOTA Star with anew unit, actually flying to

We have had other letters suggesting that
Mr ¡j'ai! 's frustrating experiences with
Magnavox CD players were atypical.

my home from California to set it up!
Irealize that these malfunctions were
unusual, but so were the manufacturers'
reactions of care, concern, and speed.

Sticky Stuff

Everyone purchasing audio equipment
should be aware of the way these people

Editor:
There is acomment on page 14 of Vol. 8,

stand behind their products. Icertainly feel

No. 1, concerning spreading a"dense, sticky

adebt of gratitude toward all of them. As far

mastic" between the upper surface of acon-

as I'm concerned, Dean, Heather, Dan, Rondi,

ventional cartridge and its head shell. Can

and Rodney all deserve ahand of applause.

you suggest a material of this type, and
where Imight purchase it?

They've certainly made me very happy.
Dennis Miranda
Santa Fe, NM

J. Roy Guin, Jr.
Birmingham, AL
The most easily obtainable material for
this purpose is the putty-like rope-shaped
material sold in hardware stores as
dote caulking. (It used to be called Mortite)
Since it is usually sold in quantities several
thousand limes the amount you'll need,
you might ask your friendly hardware
dealer if he'll sell you hallan inch

qf it for

afew cents. Ingenuity should suggest an
even cheaper approach. (We didn't reall.y

That's what we call service above and
beyond even common sense—and we applaud it! Makes us proud to be part of this
industry.

A-B Testing
Editor:
I'd like to address two issues raised in Vol.
8, No. 5: double-blind testing and singlespeaker demonstrations.
JGH's assertions that he knows what the

say that!)

AUX box does and no longer needs it seem

Above And Beyond

ahit disingenuous. The double-blind comparator exists because of the experiences of

Editor:

people who, like JGH and other subjective

A short while ago Ipurchased arather ex-

reviewers, noticed differences in compo-

tensive (and expensive) audio system con-

nents and wanted afaster and more reliable

sisting of products from Infinity, SOTA,

way to identify them. When, after level and

Krell and others. Unfortunately, problems

frequency response had been very carefully

Stereophile
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equalized, many of those differences proved

ry thresholds is well-proven.

inaudible, it came as an unpleasant surprise.

These or other mechanisms may, at any

People need to trust their senses; that's why

time, give afalse negative result in atest for

arguments about the nature of reality are

audibility. Ican never disprove the exis-

the fiercest kind.
As LA commented, Iand others have

tence of sonic characteristics that for some
reason don't show up in a double-blind
test. But some differences, including many

done many experiments in which component differences were clearly audible despite any problems in experiment, system,
room, or listeners—as long as we pushed
only buttons A or B—effectively duplicating the subjective reviewer's non-blind
procedure (meaning you always know what
you're listening to). When we start pushing
the button labeled X,' which connects either
component A or B(but only the comparator's microprocessor knows which), the
choice suddenly seems more difficult. Lo
and behold, our guesses prove inaccurate
from three to seven times out of ten, in-

that seem quite subtle, do show up in such
trials. The distinction between the two
kinds of characteristics is a useful one: I
think those that do show up in doubleblinds are more important, and more worth
spending money on, than those that don't.
Many people disagree; that's what keeps
high-end audio alive.
If some people would rather worry about
whether there are telephones in the room, 2
that's their privilege. For your information,

dicating that we couldn't tell the difference

Ivor Tiefenbrun took part in asingle-blind
experiment designed to test the audibility
of a third loudspeaker in the room; he failed

after all.
Idon't mean to suggest that the ABX test

to detect it. The speaker in question was behind his listening chair, and was not re-

isn't sensitive. Under many circumstances,
it does what was originally hoped; that is,
demonstrates quickly and easily that a

moved but simply turned either sideways or

difference is audible. In an AES workshop
last October we tested for the audibility of
the Carver CD-fixing box, the so-called
Digital Time Lens. using pink noise as a
source, and 124 out of 124 responses were
correct.
But subtler characteristics may be harder

face downward (to decouple the drivers
from the air in the room), aprocedure Ivor
approved in advance. Another experiment
was done with abeeper-equipped watch
(the beeper was the supposedly offensive
transducer) held behind IT's head and alternately enclosed tightly between the tester's
palms and exposed to the room. Same re-

to identify with the comparator, especially

sult: no detection.
An additional speaker does not reradiate

given the habitual rapid switching that the

acoustic energy into the room; rather, it ab-

device seems to encourage. While it's true

sorbs at low and middle frequencies. The
woofer cone moves, and the box is filled

that it can be used for long-term blind testing, no one seems to have the patience. Yet

with fiberglass. At the woofer's fundamental

another interpretation of the first story is

resonance, the box is aHelmholtz resonant

that the anxiety produced by listening to

absorber, and that's where the effect is

the unknown decreases the sensitivity of
the listeners. That anxiety can raise senso-

strongest. (Unboxeci drivers don't act this

IReaders who would like

10

know, in depth what the

ABX comparator does are referred to .ftiirs review and
editorial in ‘'olume 5. Number 5. Briefly. the subject has
the opportunity to choose either of two components to
listen to. labeled A and B. There is athird button on the
comparator. however. labeled X. which chooses A or B
without the subject knowing which. The comparator
keeps track of what was chosen. The subject. after chotis.
ing x apredetermined number of liffICS (say. MI and at.
gemming to identify what X was, can then check the
comparator's memory to see how he or she did. It is still
possible to choose A or B to verify one's memory after
commencing with X.

12

—LA

way, which tends to confirm Mr. Gold's experience.
A while back, while working in the listening room of alarge speaker company. Ihad
trouble getting the low bass response Ihad
heard at home from the same speakers.
There were about thirty other speakers in
the room, so we installed shorting plugs in
2 See Alvin Gold's response under "Single Speaker Demos" in Volume S. Number 5.
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Finally someone has made a
true bookshelf speaker. The
Cabasse Galiote is small enough
to fit on an ordinary bookshelf
but its sound is big enough to fill
your room. The unique honeycomb dome woofer and external
active compensator are essential elements of this system and
allow you to tailor the Galiotes
bass response to match your
room and your tastes without
adding asubwoofer. With 93.5dB
for one watt input efficiency, you
won't need an enormous amplifier either. If you want aspeaker
that will be at home among your
books but are unwilling to sacrifice dynamic range or wide
frequency response, ask your
local dealer to show you the
Cabasse Galiotes. There is nothing else like it.

141;:i
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It has been said that the history of the progress of man is the ability to do more with
less—Perreaux of New Zealand concurs
wholeheartedly.
In the world of audio components.
Perreaux does more than anyone else,
with far less. In fact, Perreaux accomplishes more because it uses less.
The "less" that comes between you and
the original music signal, the more it
sounds like the original music. In audio,
this concept is known as "straight wire
with gain". The ideal amplifier would have
no parts other than awire between the
source and the speakers. Perreaux
comes closer to this ideal than any other
audio component ever created. The renowned British magazine HI Fl FOR
PLEASURE says: "There is little more
that Ican add about the 'sound' of the
Perreaux as it can't really be said to contribute any particular character of its own
to the musical performance—it is as innocent acomponent as Ihave ever been

privileged to hear."
Perreaux circuits are so simple that a
single integrated circuit chip usually
contains more circuitry than aPerreaux
component. No integrated chips or trick
circuits are used by Perreaux. Each
circuit has been refined over and over
again until it accomplishes its task with the
shortest circuit path and the fewest parts.
Perreaux simply designs the most refined
audio components in the world.
Other manufacturers use additional parts
to correct for differences in transistors,
Perreaux tests, calibrates and matches
every transistor. Others use additional
parts to block radio interference, Perreaux
plates its circuit board with 24 karat gold,
creating the most conductive ground
plane possible to "absorb" and isolate interference. Others require complex protection circuits to prevent their amplifiers
from self destructing, Perreaux power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever—the stability is inherent in

the design. While other manufacturers
require additional circuitry to boost the
gain of alow output moving coil phono
cartridge, Perreaux preamplifiers accept
moving coils without any additional preamplifier circuitry.
Perreaux has even created an amplifier
capable of harnessing all the electricity
your power company can supply to your
home—the PMF5150B. Its brute strength
is also derived from elegant simplicity.
Perreaux can deliver more massive power
than any other home amplifier with only
five transistors in the driver stage and
twelve transistors at the output. The filter
capacitors and power transformer can
deliver over 2,000 amps to the circuit,
eliminating the need for dual transformers
which cause severe phase shifts.
Every Perreaux component reflects its internal beauty and simplicity with its external design. Perreaux has no flashing
lights or panels that glow in the dark.
Perreaux has no need to shout its authority.

Perreaux International
875 Merrick Ave

Perreaux

516-683-3000

Westbury, NY 11590

all the unused ones. (Try pushing the woofer

tions of the experimentors. If the subjects

cone of adisconnected speaker, then short

are also biased, then the problems are even

the output or connect the power amp; feel

worse. It appears that every listener knew

how much stiffer it gets.) Bass response im-

exactly which cable he was listening to, and
certainly each listener had his biases. Per-

proved both audibly and measurably —by
about 4dB at 40 Hz! We then removed all
the other speakers (most of which weren't
near the active ones) from the room; the effect was, at most, marginally audible; it

haps the best way of removing this problem
is through the use of double-blind A-B comparisons. Give the listeners all the time they
want to listen to acable with their own sys-

could not be measured.

tem in their own living rooms. Just don't tell

The business with the telephones and the
digital watches is, in my opinion, silly but

3. In the next paragraph, AHC likens word

harmless. Meanwhile, as AG says, ashow-

recognition research to the problems he

room should be as much like aliving room
as possible; if dealers are setting up listening
rooms with fewer speakers, or installing

faced. He quite correctly points out that, in
his type of task, performance increases

switchboxes that short out the unused

the stimuli. This is true in almost all types of

ones, so much the better.

identification tasks. What he fails to mention
E. Brad Meyer
Lincoln, MA

them to which cable they are listening.

when the subject is given more exposure to

is that, at least with word recognition, this
performance increases occurs when time is

P.S. My thanks to both halves of Cy Huss's

increased by milliseconds, not by minutes

brain for his entertaining letter. Those

or even seconds. Granted, perception of
music is a more complex task than word

sharp-edged CD bubble packs are adrag!

In Defense of

recognition, but, even so, there should be
no advantage for exposures greater than

The A-B Technique

several minutes.

Editor:

4. Mr. Cordesman rejects out of hand the
results obtained in his double-blind A- B
comparisons (yes, I, too, read the infamous

1enjoyed AHC's thorough and extensive
review of audio cables and connectors, but
as an Experimental Psychologist and audiophile who deals frequently with such tasks,
Ifeel Imust respond to Mr. Cordesman's

Stereo Review report!)_ as "silly." Itake
great exception to this. In what was obviously the most scientifically controlled ob-

misleading review of acritical experimental

jective experiment of his wire survey he ap-

technique, the A- Bcomparison.
1. His condemnation of A- Btesting begins
with the assertion that such testing has no

ed. Iam certain that Mr. Cordesman is aware

proven ecological validity for audiophiles.
While it may be true that no major research
institution has compared preamplifier Y
with preamplifier Z, A- B testing has been
shown time and time again to produce consistent, reliable results with major "realworld" application.
2. While his assertion that "short periods
of exposure to subjective phenomena ...
can produce totally invalid results" is to
some degree true, he has conveniently ignores the far more important factor of experimentor bias. It is well known among

pa:ently got null results. He did not get "silly"
results; he simply didn't get what he expectof the problems involved in interpreting null
results (an experiment showing that A was
not found different from B does not show
that Ais the same as B); his conclusion therefore strikes me not only as bad science, but
as unethical. What if every researcher who
did not get the results he expected claimed
that the results he did get were "silly"?
Finally, Ido not want to give the impression that 1am at odds with AHC's overall report. Everyone admits that cable differences
are minor and subtle, so it is quite possible

psychologists that experiments are biased

that rapid A-B testing, in the traditional
sense, may be inappropriate to the task. My

(unconsciously, of course) by the expecta-

greatest concern is that AHC and his fellow
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AUDI
RESEARCH
INTRODUCES
anew
reference-standard
stereo preamplifier

elMle

The

SPI 1

Rarely—perhaps once in alifetime—an
audio component appears that is truly unique. And, it must be
personally experienced to be appreciated. Its performance
cannot otherwise be related. We firmly believe the Audio
Research SP11 Stereo Preamplifier is such aproduct.
PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: High level, ±.5dB 1Hz to 100kHz, -3dB points .2Hz and
>250kHz.
PHONO: ±.2dB RIM accuracy 20Hz to 40kHz.
HARMONIC DISTORTION: <.005% @ 2V RMS output, 5to 30kHz
(Typically <.001% midband).
GAIN: High level inputs, 30dB; Phono, 76dB.
NOISE: Output noise (gain down), -110dB IHF weighted ref 2V RMS output. Input
noise, high level, gain maximum <5uV equivalent input, IHF weighted, or 106dB below
1Volt RMS input. Phono, RIM IHF weighted <.2uV or 74dB below lmV input.
SELECTED FEATURES:
•Automatic warmup, brown-out, power-line interruption muting and manual muting at
all preamplifier outputs, with new shunt circuitry.
•Subsonic phono filter with 6dB/octave rolloff (to eliminate ringing) with transition to
12dB/octave. Front panel switchable.
•Absolute phase switch for main outputs, plus unswitched inverting and non-inverting
outputs.
•All input/output connectors connect "ground" before "hot".
•Level set control in addition to normal gain control. Allows essentially unlimited input
signal range while preserving optimum gain control usage.
•Toroid power transformer for low mechanical noise and low external magnetic field.
•Call or write for literature on the complete line of Audio Research products.

audio research corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430

Phone (612) 566-7570, Telex 290-583
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reviewers will get in the habit of selectively

amplifier interfaces, with known controls,

reporting their data, disclosing only those

to be credible. The cables tested involve

items which support their position.

relatively small differences in type and

Chuck Weaver

measured performance; none were "state

U. of Colorado

of the art." Even bad the experiment been

Boulder, CO

better structured, the use of several varia-

AHC responds:
Igenerally try to let the reader have the
last word, but the whole A-B testing" bit
gets on my pierres. The letters columns in
audio magazines steadily repeat the assertion that the method is **scientific." without
dealing with the complexities of managing
even the simplest truly scientific test of one
piece of audio gear in acomplex s
.
lestem. 12t
me take Mr Weaver's points in order
I. Either there is reputable scientific literature validating AB testing of audio
equipment. in which known variables are
reliably identified, or there isn't. Mr Weaver doesn't cite a single reference. In fact,
there is a wide amount of such literature
'proving" amplifiers are identical if equalizedfor amplitude andfrequency response.
2. Mr Weaver goes on to suggest that
double-blind testing of an audiophile's system in his own home, and presumably using
known music is valid. It may be, but don't
know of anyone who bas tried it in aC011trolled experimental form and published
the results. Most double-blind tests of audio
gear specifically ignore the need for controlled variables, or control only apart of
the error budget.
3. Idid not mention "word research."
The problems in A-B testing and social psychology that Imentioned also affect visual
images, the problem of human engineering
in a vast range of military information systems, and sound perception in complex
areas like ASW warfare. They affect tests of
phenomena with very long durations. For
example, tbe difficulty of determining why
one sonar operator can perceive so much
more accurately over time than others, and
why others seem prone to suggestion or er-

bles with very limited differences would
have virtually ensured confusing results.
"Silly" may not be the proper word, but
"technically incompetent and experimentally absurd" seems all too valid. It is unfortunate'sytypical that no one has tried to
validate the Stereo Review test witb awider
range of cables, or to improve the controls
and tests ofperception necessary to fullyexamine the results of the experiment.
My problem with the whole A-B debate is
that it operates in direct contradiction to
proper scientific methods. The experimenter
must first validate his methodology and
then start using it to test phenomena. Instead, we get random 'bite of akind" efforts
with lousy technical input and experimental
controls. This kind of 'bperations research"
would earn afat "F-" in any decent OR
course. 11 may befinefor ahobby but if A-B
testing of audio components is to be proved
valid, it is time that the psychologists who
defend the method start acting like professionals.
Tiny Listening Room
Editor:
After reading your review of the Stax
Esta -4U Extra speaker system, Iwas left with
afew questions: I) How did you get apair of
15 34 "by 1734 "speakers into that 14" by
24 "room? 2) How did you get yourselves in
there to listen? 3) What was the optimum
listening position (I'll bet there was no "hole
in the middle" effect)?
Alan Rauchwerger
Rochelle Park, NJ
P.S. My wife is thinking of a career in
proofreading. Maybe you'd like to get in
touch with her?

ror, is typical of the difficulties in validat-

We welcome reader's wives contributions,

ing A-B testing of complex patterns.

not to mention reader's contributions. Note

4. The Stereo Review tests were absurd
from the start because they did not test a
sufficient range of cables and speaker20

the use of the word "contribution." Plus, it's
abig move from NJ to NM. The error came
ata time when we were switching from one
Stereophile
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The CARVER C-1 Sonic Holography Preamplifier:
Appreciated for Musicality
Acclaimed for superlative performance, meticulous
engineering, high reliability and finest sonic quality, the C-1
fulfills the requirements of the most demanding audiophile.
And more. ..
The C-1 provides avery affordable way to experience
the sheer musical pleasure of SONIC HOLOGRAPHY, arecreation of the three-dimensional sound field of the original,
live performance.
Sonic Holography has been acclaimed as ascientific
and artistic achievement of significant merit. Solving the
problems of sonic imagery inherent in conventional stereophonic reproduction, Sonic Holography presents timing
and phase information that exists in stereo program material
but is normally inaudible.
With Sonic Holography, this information emerges in
three-dimensional space around the listener who is thus
able to establish the precise location of the instruments and
voices.
The Carver C-1 is aquality instrument replete with precision gold-band laser-trimmed resistors, life-time lubricated sealed switches, G-10 glass epoxy boards, and
machined solid metal parts; the C-1 provides moving coil
input, soft touch controls, an infrasonic filter, aheadphone
amplifier, dual tape monitors, variable turnover tone controls, silent muting, and an external processor loop.
Its straight-wire engineering assures that awatt of input
leaves with just 0.000000251 watts of distortion. Or less.
If you seek new levels of detail, openness and threedimensionality in an audiophile preamplifier, we invite you
to audition the CARVER C-1.
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typesetting system to another, and the new

bandwidth relative to our balance point,

codes for indicating feet and inches appar-

and the slope of the actual frequency re-

ently got switched around. The "hole in the

sponse. Mathematically, it is something like

middle" effect you refer to was apparently

setting the center of gravity, or perhaps the

afflicting the editor—yours truly.

moment of inertia.

Balanced Loudspeakers

input to aloudspeaker bears very little rela-

Some people forget that constant power
Editor:

tionship to constant acoustic output. Most

Since you are interested in comments

of the input power is not converted to

from loudspeaker designers. Ithought I

acoustic output, and this varies drastically

would make some brief comments and

with frequency.

control my usual compulsion to develop a
doctoral dissertation.

There's another interrelationship here.
The signal processing of our hearing system

In the ages-old literature. you can find

discriminates between the bass output of

the answer to why asmall monitor loud-

the loudspeaker and the bass buildup in the

speaker with flat extended highs sounds

room. We mentally adjust to our room

much too bright. If y•ou were to study the

acoustics. If we then adjust the loudspeaker

work done in the 1920s and 1930s. it might

for flat bass response in the room, it will

be disturbing to you to realize that so much

sound weak.

has been forwmen and reinvented.

In its steady-state response at low fre-

For aloudspeaker to sound balanced, the

quency, pressure leads the input signal by

geometric center of its bandwidth must he

90°, leading to the belief that pressure is

somewhere between 500 and 1000 Hz. This

proportional to the acceleration of the cone.

varies somewhat for different people. We
have abalance point to our hearing system:

From the transient response viewpoint, low

if the lows are cut off, the highs must also

high frequency components. What appears

he cut off in order to sound balanced. The

to be a90° lead is actually a2'0 °lag.

frequency components cannot lead the

design principle for the loudspeaker is that

David H. Blasetti

high frequency rolloff times low frequency

l'pper Darby. PA

turnover must equal 500.000. Iwon't swear
this is the right number, hut it will serve for

Wé an»

at 50 Hz, the highs mustn't go above 10,000

au•are of the so-called "500,000

but it does not explain why asystem

this example. If the low frequencies cut off
that

essentially flat to 30 Hz still needs a

Hz. If the lows go to 25 Hz, highs should go

gradual rolloff above approximately 3kHz

to 20.000. The product of these numbers is

to sound 'flat' (i.e.. musically natural)at

500,000.

the high end. The exact amount of rolloff

The perception of flat is related to our

required seems to be related to the HI' dis-

aural balance point, and varies with loud-

persion characteristics of the system, and

ness. Variation with loudness is why music

can wily he determined by listening to

sounds more real when we play it at the lev-

music through the system. Pink noise will

el we would have heard it "live:" the fre-

not do, as the ear has )10 frame of reference

quency response of our hearing matches

for what sounds "right" in terms of HP

the frequency response set by the musicians.

balance using pink noise.

—JGH

Instead of cutting off the highs to match
the limited lows. Iprefer to extend the highs

Dead State of Mind

and set the balance by ear, using pink noise.

Editor:

Once the trend of the frequency response is
set by ear, the actual response can be refined
to eliminate peaks and dips. relative to the

In reference to Vol. 8, No. 4. Record
Reviews:
Mr. Watkinson:

trend. There are definite relationships re-

You sir, are in adead state of mind. Your Linn

garding the bandwidth, the position of the

and SOTAs are dead. As you will see in the
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PRECEDENT
Never, in the history of audio, has response to atuner equalled the
acclaim received by the CARVER TX-11 FM Stereo Tuner with the
Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo Detector.

"Breakthrough in FM tuner performance: Carver TX-11.''
"The significance of its design can only be fully appreciated by
setting up the unit tuning to the weakest most unacceptable stereo
signals you can find, then pushing those two magic buttons:'
"Separation was still there; only the background noise had been
diminished, and with it, much of the sibilance and hiss edginess so
characteristic of multipath interference."
"A tuner which long-suffering fringe area residents and those
plagued by multi-path distortion and interference have probably
been praying for." Leonard Feldman Audio (December, 1982)
"It is by awide margin the best tuner we have tested to date!'
"What distinguishes the TX-11 is its ability to pull clean noise-free
sound out of weak or multi-path ridden signals that would have you
lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner we know or: High
Fidelity (January 1983)
"...enjoy the music and forget about noise and distortion!'
"under conditions of weak signal stereo reception the effectiveness
is almost magical!' Ovation (December 1982)
"A major advance..."Its noise reduction for stereo reception ranged
from appreciable to tremendous!' "It makes the majority of stereo
signals sound virtually as quiet as mono signals, yet it does not dilute
thestereoeffect."JulianD. Hirsch, StereoReview(December,1982)
Audition this superlative instrument incorporating Bob Carver's
latest circuit refinements at your authorized CARVER dealer.

And Now...

If you have substantially invested in another stereo FM tuner —or
perhaps in areceiver —you will appreciate the CARVER TX1-11.

The TX1-11 embodies Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled technology in
asophisticated add-on high fidelity component
For a20 dB improvement of the stereo quieting (that's 10 times
quieter!) and a10dB improvement in multipath noise reduction,
simply connect the CARVER TX1-11 between your FM stereo tuner
and the pre-amplifier or through the tape monitor/external processor loop of present system. Hear fully separated stereo FM
reception with space, depth and ambience—only hiss, noise and
distortion is eliminated.

I.
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Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Ltd.

cede that my real reason for writing is to sug-

near future, they too will have CD players on
the market. If they don't, they won't be

gest that you obtain the NAD 2200 power

around long. If you people want your pub-

amp for review. It is aviable upgrade for

lication to last, you better start opening your

3020 owners via the preamp-out jacks, and

ears. Gentlemen, Ican sit for eight hours

priced below an assembled Hafler DH-220

and enjoy my music by just listening. How
many times do you get up in eight hours and

(which Iown and will probably keep, pend-

tinker and replace your cartridges to get the

Acoustats to satisfying volume levels with

perfect sound? All Ido is push abutton.
I. Pink Floyd's Dark Side is horror at its

relative ease.
Imust admit that Iam somewhat con-

ing a Precision Fidelity M-8). It drives

best, try the Japanese import-100 times

fused by the apparent disdain, disregard, or

better. Mr. Watkinson, I'll put my Magnavox

lack of interest in sound value per dollar ex-

2020 up against anything you have. Your
record reviews are (excuse me) invalid. Sir,

hibited by Stereophile and other high class
audio journals. Inaturally have not read all

you don't like CDs, Ican see that. So why are
you reviewing them? You are not helping

the so-called underground audio publica-

anyone by saying "but this" and "but that."
2. Mr. Jones's voice never had body. You're

tions, but while Hafler, B&K, Creek, and
other "budget with decent sound" manufacturers' get applauded, NAD gets no re-

just used to the distortion of your cartridge
and tonearm. And don't forget the wiggle in
your vinyl. You're only making vinyl lovers

views. Why? If Ibegin to sound like an NAD

feel better.'
3. On Sade's Diamond Life, the music is
great but the recording sucks like all Colum-

and no speakers.
My next point which is that Ifind your

fanatic or employee, bear in mind that Iown
aConrad-Johnson PV-4, Hafler DH -220K,

reviews and editorials very useful. Iam ba-

bias. Iwould love to know what player and
equipment you're using. Analog is dead. I

sically only considering speakers (to replace
my Folks) that you have favorably reviewed:

was not born yesterday.

Thiel, Vandersteen, Fuselier, Dayton-Wright,
John Witkowski
Laurel, IN

Fried, Acoustat, Magnepan, and others.
Keep up the good work, and give NAD a
break (not literally, since construction ain't

Imust say it's refreshing to hear us criticized for our anti-CD stand on occasion.

one of their strong points).
Willis Evans

Better responses come in ANC's tonearm

Louisville, KY

survey, and Alvin Gold's CD update. —LA

P.S. Did L.A. ever try the Precision Fidelity
M-8 with the CS-3s?

Why No NAD?
Editor:
Inoted with interest your remarks concerning reader Chet Price's desire for aNAD
3020 review. My question is in reference to
whether or not the 3020 is still in production. Even if out of the current line, the review would nevertheless be of value to
some readers. Iagree with what Ibelieve is
being written between the lines—that the
NAD 3020 is some sort of benchmark in decent sound and low cost. Imust, however,
IThe general attention to detail in this letter can be surmised fnim the reference to "Mr. Jones:* Not only would
it he obvious even on CD) that Rickie Ire Jones p, female.
hut it even sa). No in SVnrs review! Oh. our inattentive
letter- writers
—LA
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NAD has been reluctant to part company
with their products in the past, perhaps because they felt their budget equipment
wouldn't stand up to our high-class scrutiny Also, there may have been a simple
breakdown in communication. The communication has been repaired, and we are
promised a sample of the 2200—but not
until every last tweak and production
modification bas been made. They don't
want it criticized for things they're in the
process of fixing. Strangely enough, they
didn't seem to worry too much about the
early production version they sent toJulian
Hirsch.
LA hasn't tried to M-8 with the CS-3s.
Stereophile

REDEFINITION.
THE CARVER
RECEIVER

Redefines your expectations of
receiver performance with the power
you need for Digital Audio Discs plus
virtually noise-free stereo FM reception A receiver with astonishing performance incorporating two highly
significant technological breakthroughs Bob Carvers Magnetic
Field Power Amplifier and his
Asymmetrical Charge Coupled
FM Detector

ISSEIMAL POWnit Your system
needs an abundance of power to
reproduce, without distortion, the
dynamic range of music on Digital
Audio Discs and fine analog
recordings
The Magnetic Field Amplifier in the
CARVER Receiver gives you 130
watts per channel' of pure, clean
power with superbly defined, high
fidelity reproduction
The Magnetic Field Amplifier
produces large amounts of power
(absolutely necessary for the accurate reproduction of music at
realistic listening levels) without the
need for heavy heat sinks, massive
transformers and enormous power
capacitors required by conventional
amplifier design
Unlike conventional amplifiers
which produce aconstant, high voltage level at all times, irrespective of
the demands of the ever -changing
audio signal (Even when there is no
audio signal in the circuit at all'). the
Magnetic Field Amplifiers power
supply is signal responsive Highly
efficient, it produces exaCtly and only
the power needed to carry the signal
with complete accuracy and fidelity

The Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled FM Detector was first introduced in CARvERs TX-11 Stereo
Tuner, receiving unparalleled critical
acclaim

Sad We aucla outpul egnd BMW+ in1 power
aupey belage Sholded oso rasled power ',erica,
fines pme, to spoken
The 130 watts-per -channel'
CARVER Receiver is about the same
size and weight of conventional receivers having merely 30 watts per
channel'
1111151-111E11110EPTION: The AM FM CARVER Receiver gives you FM
stereo performance unmatched by
that of any other receiver
As it is transmitted from the station.
the stereo FM signal is extremely
vulnerable to distortion, noise, hiss
and multipath interference
However, when you engage
CARVERS Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled FM Detector circuit, the
stereo signal arrives at your ears virtually noise-free You hear fully separated stereo with space, depth and
ambience'

14 maor advance its noise reduction
for stereo reception ranged from aopreciable to tremendous it makes the maprity of stereo signals sound virtually as duet.
as mono signals yet it does not dilute the
stereo effect"
Juhan D Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW
Sepafator, was Stdt there, only the
background noise hail been diminished
and with it. much of the sibdance and
h,ssy edginess so characteristic of mutt.
turn htertetence Leonard Feldman. AUDIO
-What tltsttngutshes the rx ri. its
ability to pull clean noise-tree sound out
of weak of mulfipath ridden signals that
would have you lunging tor the mono
switch on any other tuner we know of"
HIGH FIDELITY

"The Carver Recerver is without dues
hon. one of the hnest products of its kind
i
have ever tested and used"
Leonard Feldman, AUDIO
The CARVER Receiver has been
designed for fidelity, accuracy and
musicality You will want to visit your
CARVER dealer for apersonal audition of this remarkable instrument
•130 watts per channel RMS into 8
ohms. 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more
than 005% total harmonic distortion

/.027.1:17
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CARVER

Powerful Musical Accurate

Carver Corporation RO. Box 1237 Lynnwood,VVA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Ltd.

SHINON

RED
MC cartridge
Boron cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut AIMg body
1mV output

SHINON Inc.
354A Yonge Street
Toronto. CANADA
ItI5B ¡SS

What Was Wrong WithJGH's
XG- 10s?

imperfections in your source material and
electronics. Ah, but when you have those

Editor:

problems licked, what sound!!!

Iwas surprised to discover in my mail box
just yesterday the August edition of your
magazine. Irealize that your articles don't
get quickly out of date, but this is alittle ridiculous. One review irked me terribly.

Ihope that you will give these incredible
speakers another chance. If you find yourselves in Phoenix again, come by and hear
them for yourself.
Avrom Green

Iwas appalled to read JGH 's review of the

Phoenix, AZ

Dayton Wright XG -I0s. In my living room,

The review may have appalled you. as I'm
sure it did the manufacturer but it was

which is quite large, (18' by 36') they are the
closest thing to seeing God that Ihave experienced: deep, guts); accurate bass; clean,
clear, quick highs, beautifully detailed in every

nevertheless accurate for the speakers we
had in our situation. We're glad some XG- las

respect; incredible depth of image, sound-

sound good in some environments, and
son:) ,it didn't happen to us; we couldn't

ing as much as 20 feet in back of the speaker plane (or right in your lap, depending on

have tried harder to get them to sound
good. It will be apleasure to visit Mr Green

the material)—in my opinion, the best
speaker Ihave ever heard (I haven't heard
the WAMMs).

and hear his XG- 10s, but Idon't predict a
necessarily positive result, based on simi-

Iwas especially shocked to read that in
your listening room, the XG- lOs had some

lar past experiences. It is somewhat instructive that SWW bas put away his
XG-10s in favor of DW's XAM-4s, which is.

bass suck-out. One of the things that always

in our opinion, a mucb more successful

bothered me about electrostatics was that
they had no bottom end. My former

model. It also costs only $1250, or S24 S0
with the ICBM subwoofers.

speakers—the Koss 'As—had that liability.

Will We Ever Hear of
McIntosh?

The XG- los, on the other hand (in my audition in two locations), have always had
seamless, tight, thunderous bass—the kind
which you heard at Steve's. Also, to explain

Editor:

As Iam enclosing achange of address and
acheck for renewal of my subscription, Ido

away the difference because of room size
not want you to think Iam offering negative
doesn't fit with my experience. The room I criticism. Actually, Stereophile has become
have my XG -10s are in alarge room, and
my reference publication for hi-fi interests,
none of the problems of which you spoke
with the possible exception of Richard

are present there.

Ihave heard Steve's pair, and believe me,
his small room doesn't do them justice.
These speakers benefit greatly by being further apart in awider room. Also, due to furniture constraints, his listening area is too
close to the speakers; in my opinion, this
cramps the sound.

4

Heyser's loudspeaker reviews in Audio (to
which I've subscribed for over 13 years).
Ido, however, have aminor gripe which
I'd like to see addressed. You've probably
heard from others on this topic, but Istill
wonder at your disregard of McIntosh
Laboratory's products-1 read continually
of the woes involved in finding apower am-

Ipresently drive them with apair of BEL
2002 pure class Aamps. You are right in one

plifier capable of driving 2-ohm loads, and

respect: these speakers are very amp-sensi-

yet own afive-year-old product (the MC-

tive. I've tried amps of lesser quality, but

2200) which will easily drive down to 1ohm
in stereo form, or V
Iohm in bridged mono.

none have lived up to the BELs. 200 watts
per channel, class A, does make adifference!

Further, the I5-year-old amp (MC-2105) it

Liabilities include the need for very careful

with aplomb. Ibelieve that McIntosh currently offers aline of power amps with this

adjustment in the room to maximize their
impact, and the XG- lOs showing up of any
Stereophile

replaced also handled low impedance loads

capability, from 50 to 500 watts per channel.
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appraisal of loudspeaker abilities—my cur-

great mat system.
Originally, Ihad been using the Audio-

rent "reference" set (McIntosh ML-4s),
though "ancient" at 12 years of age, is still

quest Sorbothane mat, and was quite satisfied with its performance. Since Iown a

Further, Ihave some problem with your

quite pleasing to me. I have yet to ex-

SOTA, Ifelt more and more compelled to

perience abottom end able to equal the four
12 "woofers per side, and am still impressed
with the excellent balance, even at very low

buy their mat, and finally succumbed. After

volume levels. Perhaps Iam cursed with the
poor taste attributed to musicians (I first

detailing, more air around the instruments,
more focus, less smearing. However, Ifelt t

took up clarinet at age nine, and have continued the practice), but Ibecame enamored

wasn't getting the bass response Ihad been

of hi-fi at age eleven, when my father
bought asystem comprised of AR-3a speakers, Dynaco PAS-3 and ST-70, and an ELAC
(Benjamin) changer.

listening to it for just ashort time, Ibecame
abeliever. All the claims were true: more

used to, and that the high frequencies
sounded alittle too tizzy or bright (cymbal
crashes seemed unnaturally shrill). Thus
came the obvious experiment: How would
the acrylic mat sound coupled with the Au-

Oh well—I guess Fm saying that Ihave
some technological quibbles (which Itruly

dioquest sorbothane mat instead of the

would like aresponse to), but essentially
agree with your published stance. At any
rate, keep up the excellent standards (I

bass was thunderous, tight, and deep; it ri-

SOTA intermat? Dramatically better! The
valled the bass from CD. And high frequency transients sounded correct (i.e., more

would say work, but Iknow better), and I'll

neutral). In other words, the sorbothane

keep renewing.

mat was did abetter job of damping vibraMark O. Hays
San Jose, CA

It seems your only problem is liking what
you hat ,
e! Ican't think of abetter state of affairs. or one more unlike that of an audio
reviewer lthink you said it all in describing your speakers: Will quite pleasing to
me. - I'm sure they are and nothing wrong
with it, but there's every chance they are
loaded with problems that would show up
as soon as we booked them up and that, in
fact. they wouldn't be pleasing to others.
The only reason we don't review Mac
equipment is that they don't send it to us.
We've been in touch several tintes in the last
few years, and there haze been afew promises of review samples, but they don't come.
Since we suspect Mac's lack of eagerness
stems from acertain lack of technological
creativeness (why change something that
ain't broke?), we don't pursue vigorously

Why Spend Big Bucks For a
SOTA Mat?
Editor:
Iread with interest your review of the
new SOTA Supermat (Vol. 8, No. 3). Ibelieve
Ihave found an easy and relatively inexpensive way to improve the sound of even this
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tion than the SOTA intermat.
Itried the same experiment on afriend's
system (he had been using an unaccompanied AQ mat), and the difference between
the two intermats was even more dramatic—
he was beside himself with joy. Recordings
he had earlier rejected earlier because of
"poor sound," now sounded great.
While our experiments were not exactly
scientific. Ibelieve our findings are valid. I
think it is possible to buy the acrylic mat
($100) and the intermat ($35) separately. If
you can swing that, take the $35 and buy an
AQ mat (conveniently also priced at $35). By
the way, the Audioquest record clamp seems
to complement the SOTA/AQ mat system
perfectly. Place asupplied felt washer under
the record label, push the concave clamp
over the record, and tighten aknurled knob,
coupling the clamp tightly to the spindle. It
really, really works! And, at $25, it's half the
price of the SOTA reflex clamp! By the way,
the SOTA/AQ mat-coupling works better if
you leave the AQ mat's shiny side facing up;
it bonds much better to the smooth underside of the acrylic mat.
Tom Bergman
Pleasantville, NY
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One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
aMonster.

Introducing the New
Alpha 2- moving coil
cartridge from Monster
Cable.'
We borrowed alittle knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking, ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow-tube sapphire cantilever. Finally, we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
'The Alpha Two ha. berg, awardrd Inirmahonal
Add,.
le, •l' r1•1111 d
1.1 r
th,
opth Mt,

It worked.
the Alpha
Two is acartridge transducer
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.
Listening to your records
all over again.
You'll be hearing things on
your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation,
with extreme clarity and focus.
placed across asmindstage with
exacting precision,., yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
Aldn.trr CaNtt . Prod. t..

The world's "other" fine
moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother. the Alpha
One, has established itself as the
leader in anew generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2... at amore modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
cartridges at your Monster
Cable Alpha Dealer.
They'll turn your sound system into aMonster.

2.
111011STERMar
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The Monster Speaks:
Analog

or

Digital?

The latest generation of moving coil cartridges like the Alpha Series clearly
demonstrates that the best sound comes from an analog disc. When
comparing acompact disc to an analog record one needs to consider the
cartridge used. You'll find analog to be superior. We invite all music
listeners to do the Alpha 2 vs. CD comparison.
It's an eye opening experience!
Tips

on

Getting

the

Best

Possible

Sound.

Pay careful attention to cartridge set up. Always load the cartridge as close to
the manufacturers spec as possible (80-100 ohms for the Alphas), not 47K!
Use aheadamp of the best possible quality (our Alpha Plus is really
excellent). And amazingly enough, we've found that most high gain
preamplifiers sound better with agood headamp in front of them!
Iinvite you to send me your comments. Good listening!
Noel Lee
Head Monster

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE

The Low End
of the
High End:
The Audio
Snob Impinges
on Audio
Cheapskate
Territory
Anthony H. Cordesman

T

his seems to be aparticularly vintage year.

for high fidelity equipment, including some

that's actually affordable. Irecently had to
help some impoverished "friends" put affordable systems together, and was horrified to find them quite good. Nothing, it

will produce 140 watts into 4 ohms, and
does extremely well with most difficult
loads. Both units have been quietly improved in significant ways over the last few
months.

seems, can be kept from the masses.
Here, to my consternation, is some truly

The PS-IVH Preamp

high class equipment which is declasse only

ment in the PS-IV is the use of adiscrete

The most immediately obvious improve-

in price

stepped attenuator with asilver contact ro-

PS Audio IVH Preamp and Two
C Plus Power Amplifier:
An Update

fittable at $50). The PS-IVH also has more
linear phono and line stages. There is 5dB
less noise, and the IVH now provides agreat

tary switch and 1% Resista resistors (retro-

Iha‘ epre% iously recommended the PS

deal of transient life and dynamics without

Audio IVH Preamp and Two-C Plus Ampli-

the faint noise common in many equally
open or "live" transistor preamps.

fier as excellent "affordable" high end gear.
Admittedly, affordable is relative. The PS Au-

Depth is improved, transient detail is

dio IV Preamp sells for $725, and has long
been excellent value for money. The Two-

cleaner, there's more low-level harmonic information, and the slight upper midrange

C Plus also sells for $725, and while its 70
watts do not make it asuper power amp, it

transistor glare has been significantly re-
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duced. Frequency extension is excellent in
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both bass and treble, with tight powerful
bass and naturally extended top octaves that
Ihaven't heard before in a transistor preamp
under $1000, not to mention many of those
well above $1000.
In fact, Iknow of no transistor preamp
now available under $1000 that is superior
to the latest version of the PS-IVH, and I'd
strongly advise comparative listening to
more expensive transistor units before you
go in that direction. The PS-IVH is not a
Krell or Klyne, but the sound through its
moving coil gain stage rivals that of such expensive rivals

as

the Perreaux SM-2 and

monics. It works superbly with the Quad
Etil.-6Ss

The Superphon Revelation
Basic Preamp and Hafler DH
120 Stereo Amplifier
It you arc looking for rock bottom prices
in the high end, Iwould strongly recommend the Superphon Revelation Basic Preamp

($349)

and

the

DH-120

($320

assembled, $260 kit). The Superphon is by
far the better of the two, though; Iwould
recommend you spring for amore expensive amplifier if possible

Threshold FET Two. You will need to pay
careful attention to cartridge loading, but
this is true of any pre-amp, and changing the
loading is literally asnap (-in).
As for the sound through the PS-IVH's

Superphon Revelation Basic
Preamp
Ican't add much to the previous praise
the Superphon has gotten in Slereopbile ex-

high gain stages, you may be surprised to

cept to say that if this preamp was British

find how very little coloration they provide
compared to even the most expensive pre-

and cost $2500 everyone would be be

amps, and they are virtually passive when

and looks, but possesses asoundstage that

switched out. If you are heavily into tape,
video, or CDs, you will find the PS-IVH to
be exceptionally neutral.

The IIC-Plus Amplifier
The PS IIC-Plus has considerably more
competition. It is up against the Adcom,
Belles, Eagle, and New York Audio Laboratories Moscode 300. The Adcom has more
power, and amore neutral bass and lower
midrange. The Belles and Eagle have deeper
bass and amore detailed highs and upper
octaves (although less sweet), and the Moscode 300 is notably warmer and more
romantic.
Choosing between these sonic flavors is
amatter of taste. Nevertheless, the 11G.Plus
is very musical for long listening into avery
wide range of speakers. It is also now dual
mono, adds another diode bridge, and has
more capacitance in the power supply. PS
Audio says this reduces IM distortion—and
we all know how important this specification has proved in the past! The newer PS
IIC-Plus creates an expanded soundstage,
and the highs provide an exceptional combination of information and natural har-
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praising it to the skies. It is short on features
virtually all the competition lacks, anatural sweetness without glare in the upper octaves, and amusicality that is sadly lacking
in virtually every receiver or cheap transistor preamplifier I've heard.
The Superphon is more detailed and harmonic than the NADs, Haflers, Adcom,
Carver, and is more musically natural in the
critical midrange area than the PS Audio
SR-1. If you're willing to settle for the better
high output moving coils, Grados, etc., you
can count on excellent value for money,
and sound that may be the envy of friends
with far more expensive transistor preamps.

The Hafler DH-120 Stereo Power
Amplifier
Igenerally feel that the entire Hailer
range of products needs amassive sonic upgrading, the DH-120 included. Most of the
line is no better than the standard Japanese
units; the moving coil stages of the Hafler
preamps are usually worse. The DH-120,
however, is capable of better soundstaging,
and has less upper midrange hardness, than
most of its competition in the $300 price
range. It is also alittle more solid in controlling the bass than the cheaper NADs I've
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heard, although the NADs have a more
pleasant and musical midrange.

Despite a tendency
toward mass riots
that has left several
of England's scenic
manufacturing
cities in smoldering
ruins—British
audiophiles do
have afew small
merits.
The main point is that this is one amp
you can combine with the Superphon to
get decent, affordable sound until you can
afford avery good amp like those mentioned
earlier.

Ortofon T-5 Transformers ($50 U.S.)
Ibought these two small moving coil
step-up transformers as alark in the UK—
for all of $20. They fit .at the end of your
phono cables and plug into the phono RCA
jacks. They provide 26 dB gain with moving coil cartridges of 3-40 ohm loads and
are suprisingly flat from 20-30,000 Hz.
Phase linearity is also areasonable ±25 °,
and rise time isn't bad. The 1-Ss ring or
saturate with the higher output moving
coils, are abit hum sensitive, and collapse
the soundstage and dynamics abit, with
some minor loss of harmonic detail. They
are, however, a$100 way station equal to
many step-up transformers costing $200 or
more. Good value for money

Acoustic Research ES-1 Turntable
With Fixed Headshell Arm
Despite atendency toward mass riots that
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has left several of England's scenic manufacturing cities in smoldering ruins—and
forced many innocent refugees to flee to
the malaria-ridden neo -Georgian highrises
and tidal swamps of London—British audiophiles do have afew small merits. Led by
several beer-ridden reviewers, they .once
surrounded AR's British director during a
Polo scrum in the ninth inning of the West
Indies test match at Wimbledon and forced
him to re-open AR's turntable production
lines.
As has been mentioned previously in
these pages, the initial result was agood
turntable which rivaled many far more expensive British designs. (It should have;
most were copied from the original AR.)
The initial AR turntable did not, however,
live up to its full promise: the arm had a
mediocre detachable headshell attached to
amediocre arm; the main bearing was of
uncertain quality; the motor was noisy and
often far from smooth; and the motor
produced asignificant hum field with some
cartridges, notably the Grado.
Well, the arm is now agood-to-very good Japanese OEM arm with afixed headshell, the bearing is atungsten carbide ball
on a disc of sapphire, with a precisionhoned sleeve, and the motor is quieter and
much more smooth.
The end result is abit of ashock. At $475
with arm, it is the rival of many far more expensive units; the AR is also readily available, and has a very attractive finish. I
cannot say it is better than competitive
Ariston, Heybrook, Michell, Systemdek, or
Walker products, and Ihave not heard the
new Sonographe. And the AR is definitely
inferior in every respect to the Oracle,
SOTA, and VP!, particularly in its failure to
either couple the record to the platter or
eliminate the midrange coloration and lack
of deep bass that are all too common in
lightweight three-point suspension designs.
The AR's bass, however, is well controlled,
and there is considerable air and soundstage space, with good dynamics. Ihave
heard much more expensive British combinations sound no better, and many far more
expensive Japanese direct drive turntables
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The Reviewers' Choice...
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is now even better

The Premier H S-12 Headshell
will give you adramatic upgrade in
performance in four important ways:
The solid magnesium body provides unparalleled rigidity with
moderate mass. The linear crystal/oxide-free copper cartridge lead
wires allow clearest signal transfer. The azimuth adjustability allows
perfect cartridge azimuth alignment. The double lock pins
improve torsional stability.

The Premier VTA-16 Adjustable Base
allows MMT owners to easily adjust VTA
without compromising rigidity, even while the
record is playing. Retro -fits all Premier MMT
arms and all tonearms with a 16mm arm post.

The PIB-1 Universal Interface Box
provides an optimum electrical
mechnical link between any tone arm
and the outside world. Use the
connecting cable of your choice.
PREMIER
P. 0. Box 5046

Berkeley, CA

94705

By SUMIKO

415 843-4500

sound far worse. This new AR is definitely
ahigh end turntable at abest-buy price.'

timbre is very good for aspeaker in this
price range. Voice can be very good indeed.
The detailing is excellent, perhaps just

Fanfare Tempo Loudspeaker
The new Fanfare Tempo loudspeaker is a

slightly exaggerated, although anyone who
likes the treble balance in most of the better

long-overdue entry in the high end marketplace. It is an exceptionally well-designed

British speakers will like this one. The bass

medium-sized box speaker. At $500/pair, it
doesn't sound like the very best $1000 pair

definitely there and well balanced. This is

of speakers, but it is aremarkably affordable

rock, jazz, and full orchestral music than
the vast majority of small monitors, and al-

way to get aspeaker with excellent imaging
and soundstage data, very smooth and ex-

from 38-70 Hz will not play loud, but it's
makes the Fanfare far more listenable on

tended frequency response, and excellent

lows it to rival the Spica TC-50 on agreat
deal of music, in spite of the Spica's superior

transient and harmonic detail. In fact, it outperforms anumber of good British speakers

detailing and air.
The Fanfare should be elevated about 16 "

that do cost $1000, largely because its bass

above the floor, at least 2' away from the

energy matches its treble energy—a consistent design failure in far too many British

rear and side walls, and kept clear of any
furniture. A slight toe-in toward the listen-

designs.
The Fanfare weighs 35 lbs, measures 12 "

ing position is desirable. Almost any good
speaker cable will do, and the impedance is

by 11" by 24 ", and is covered in greyishblack knit cloth. It has two 6"drivers: one

sufficiently flat that the Fanfare will work

covers the midrange and upper bass, and

with virtually any amplifier. Don't be put
off by the size and slightly unusual styling

the second one acts as apassive radiator in
the low bass, with anominal crossover between the two at 400 Hz. The midrange

(that grey fabric)—this is an exceptionally

unit crosses over to the 1" dome tweeter at

ing the elements of your system should be-

3500 Hz, with relatively smooth and limit-

gin with your choice of speaker, where you
make the most compromises at the low end

ed phase drift.

good buy.
Iwould, however, remind y-ou that choos-

The Fanfare is relatively efficient at 90 dB

of the high end. Listen carefully before you

one watt/one meter. The -3 dB points are
38 Hz and 20 kHz, and the frequency response is quite smooth. These are measured

TC-50 are obvious contenders, possessing

at one meter, however, meaning the Fanfare
has considerable treble energy, rather than
the slow downward roll of many East Coast
designs. The system also narrows in dispersion above 2kHz to reduce room reflection,
and has aslight rise above 10 kHz to compensate for the high frequency loss at normal listening distances.
The end result is aspeaker with excellent
imaging and centerfill. The soundstage is a
bit restricted in width, but depth is good.
The placement of instruments is stable and
IIf your sense of humor runs to such things, howrver. put
afelt mat on the new AR and compare it uith the Linn
tiondek, using the same arm on both tables Or if you'd
like to hear aPink Triangle tone that works. that is). try
putting the Audioquest mat on your AR. No. they don't
sound exactly the same. hut unless your dealer is there to
psyche you every moment of thr way. your listening may
persuade you to not spend adime on the difference.
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buy. The Dayton Wright LCM and Spica
somewhat similar prices and sound characteristics. This is one area where the equipment must suit your taste above all.

An Apology to the Audio
Cheapskate
Speaking of taste, let me close by apologizing to the Audio Cheapskate for invading
his territory While suitably patrician in origin, the dark secrets of his past drive him to
review lower-priced equipment (he used to
cover female mud wrestling as a sports
reporter in Hamburg). Iwill try to avoid
repeating this invasion, if only for the sake
of my own class-consciousness. Affordable
equipment is getting distressingly good,
and, if money isn't sacred, what is?
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Ihe rnoclest\y -priced arneer that
de1\vers price-no-oect son\ cperk orrnance

•

This high-povver, hig-current
amplifier eake
easily and
h
accurately interfaces With virtually any spr systern
available today --including sonie troublesome
exotic types whose irnpedance falls as loW as1oh rn.

,, e, nstefloe,
East E3 \Pe \ci`-, NJ 08816U S P
icg çannnt oi con‘otele çev\eW ‘n Stereophile
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MORE CHEAPSKATE

Whatever happened
to the good old days of
"Product of the Month"

Publisher's Note:

Publisher:

The Audio Cheapskate look a break ibis

In your direct mail advertising, you—

month. seeing hou. ANC stepped in with his

Larry Archibald—say that "Stereophile can

(cheap)cents north. Actually ST's copy

steer you right." You talk about audiophiles

arrived On lime but bad to be accompanied

who huy and sell equipment at six-month

by some material on a controversy (hint:

intervals: audio neurotics.

it's about the B&K amplifier)) which wasn't

Then, lo and behold, Sam Tellig, in Vol. 8

completely ready But, one of our readers—

No. 4, raves on about the Quad 34/405-2

who for some reason wanted to remain

combination only to say, in the sanie arti-

anonymous—wrote in to attack ST. ST.

cle, that the Superphon Revelation Basic is

never one to turn down a challenge.

"the best preamp" he has ever heard with

responds.

moving coil cartridges.
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The PRO MCD
all CD players
are not created
equal...

the Meridian MCD w ich has set new
standards for musicality in CD
reproduction, has been developed
with the help of major recording
studios — designed to be asonic
reference in the production of new
compact discs. The MCD Pro
recovers more of the musical details
recorded on aCD than many critics
have considered possible. The
Meridian dealer can tell you the
technical reasons why the MCD Pro is
capable of'such resolution, but your
own ears will tell you how much better
it sounds.

BOOTHROYD STUART

MERIDIAN

)(elusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL LTD., PO. Box 78 I, Middletown, CT 06457

ITT TLX 4942 158

Is this "steering you right"? What's Sam
going to like next month?
Anonymous
Norwalk, CT

not better than what Ipreviously liked? It's
anecessary evil of the reviewing profession
that products get better; when they do, 1
must report it.
About the Quad 34 and Superphon Reve-

Sam Replies:

lation Basic. These are two very different

Next month—actually, this month-1 am

preamps for different needs. The Quad 34

going to like the Audible Illusions Modulus

does add

2and the Nuance preamplifiers. The following month, Ihave two more preamplifiers

word) to the sound; it's aasmoothing-over

a

"portiere" (to borrow DAS's

effect that tends to smother fine detail. But

scheduled to arrive, and they may be signifi-

it's musical; nothing ever sounds had

cantly better still.

through the Quad 34, especially with those

Seriously, there are times when areviewer

unique tonal balance controls. It's also bet-

is torn between different pieces of equip-

ter-looking than the Superphon, and my

ment. On some days, and with good source

experience has been that Quad equipment
is built superbly, for the long run. Super-

Istarted

phon has no track record. On Monday, I
may like the greater clarity of the Superphon. But if, on Tuesday, Iwant to play
Beecham's 1938 Magic Flute, I'm glad to

reviewing to

have the Quad 34; it could be pretty hard to
take on the Superphon. So what do you

avoid going

detail in an inconvenient-to-use preamp

broke buying
all this stuff So,
Ihave to admit:
Iam an audio
neurotic.

want? Excellent sound quality and superb
from abrand-new company, or tremendous
user features in amusical-sounding product
from one of the oldest of audiophile companies? For me, there aren't easy answers in
this area. For you—whoever you are—
perhaps there are.
Part of my problem is that Iget all this
stuff to review—I don't go out and buy it, it
comes to me. If Iwere not a reviewer, I
might be perfectly happy to stick with, say,
aSuperphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono
or aQuad 34 or an Audible Illusions and
not worry about whether another preamp
sounds alittle better.
But then again, Imight not. As Ionce
wrote, Istarted reviewing to avoid going

material, Ithink the Eagle 2power amp is

broke buying all this stuff. So, Ihave to admit: Iam an audio neurotic. Reviewing

the best Ihave heard—to date. On other

doesn't cure my neurosis, it feeds it. "The

days, with other source material, Imay prefer

Audio Cheapskate" could even be read as

something like the B&K ST-140, the NYAL

the chronicle of one man's illness.
By the way, Idon't think anyone should

Moscode 600, or even the Quad 405-2. Progress being what it is, Imay have anew favorite
power amp next month. For instance, there's
anew 100 watts/ch Adcom on the way . .
What am Ito do, pretend that all amplifiers
sound the same, that succeeding ones are
38

run right out and buy anything just because
Igive it afavorable review. Audition it. Read
other reviews. If you're favorably impressed,
arrange with your dealer to borrow the
equipment and try it out—this is one way a
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RECORD

CLEANING

hcprPOTED
1
t-Leri

Have you ever listened to atruiy
record', If so,
you know the musical results can be intoxicating But.

if you aren't familiar with Nitty Gritty Record Care
Products, your answer would have to be. "No" The
fact is. if you're not cleaning your records on a Nifty
Gritty, your records are still dray!
Dust, grease, and static electricity contaminate your
records Record brushes and their related ointments
do little to change this Microscopic examination
reveals the garbage left behind by these hand held
cleaners This garbage is preventing you from hearing

Ilierri

as much as 3040of the music. And it's ruining your
records and stylus prematurely
Nifty Gritty record cleaners employ a unique
cleaning fluid, deep scrubbing action, and apowerful
vacuum that totally purifies the record's grooves The
results of a Nitty Gritty cleaning is the elimination of
dust, grease, and static electricity And much more
musical enjoyment
Your local Nitty Gritty dealer would be happy to
demonstrate these results. Call or wnte for information
and a list of dealers

MODEL 2.5 Fi

Awarded "Product of the Year" in 1984 by AUDIO VIDEO
INTERNATIONAL.
Selected for the "Design and Engineering Exhibit" at
the Consumer Electronics Show in June 1985
Recommended by
STEREO REVIEW -"
Nifty Gritty is avery effective record
cleaning system It performed much better than one of the most
hghty regarded manual systems in a direct comparison"
AUDIO MAGAZINE - "(Nifty Gritty) yeilded massive
improvements in noise and musical detail over the best hand
brushes
"
STEREOPHILE -"
these record cleaners effect a major
sonic improvement, even on new records
they literally clean
up the highs, improve tracking, yield better air and imaging and
extend record life You will be amazed
"
AUDIO AMATEUR-This is the first time Ihave felt that Ihave
,ecord care under control"
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW - "(Nitty Grittyl made
previously dirty records sound like heaven
"
SENSIBLE SOUND -"Thanks to Nifty Gritty, there is now no
reason for any music lover to deprive themselves of the best
possible sound their record collection can provide SON HI El -"The Nifty Gritty is, in conclusion, the best audio
component this decade has produced"

Maio, manufacturers of compact disc players now recommend that Ctrs be cleaned for best results The reason for this
is simple any obstruction of the player's light beam will cause a reading error
The new Nifty Gritty CD CLEANER is the first motorized CD cleaner to use bechrectional. asymmetrically pitched
rotation It's faster, easier to use. and more thorough than any other CD cleaner
But. that's not all Nitty Gritty PURE CD is the first CD cleaning fluid that restores tiny surface scratches and even
protects against future surface damage while it cleans and destats Your CD's will love Witty Gritty just as much as
your records
NITTY GRITTY,
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4650 ARROW HIGHWAY #F4, MONTCLAIR, CALIFORNIA 91763

(714) 625-5525
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dealer earns his right to charge you list

(the Synthesis went up to $550). And Ican't

price.
In any event, Idon't think you have a

tell you that the Accuphase sounds any better. (Unfortunately, Idid not have the two at

legitimate complaint. LA annotated my

the same time for direct comparison.)

Quad article to quite clearly indicate the na-

So what do you get with the Accuphase

ture of my neurosis, lest it be communi-

that you don't get with the Synthesis? Fea-

cated to the Cheapskate faithful. You were

tures. The Accuphase gives you defeatable

warned, Mr. Anonymous.

tone controls with variable turnover points.
A speaker selector switch. A balance con-

LA annotates (yet again):

trol, of all things! Creature comforts, in oth-

Iwon't address ST's illness lest some clever
reader say, "Physician, heal thyself!" Iwould

er words.

like to point out that "product of the month"

Iparticularly like the looks of the Accuphase compared with the other Japanese

is areal problem when every manufacturer

integrateds in the survey. This unit sports a

who sends you stuff is trying to achieve just
that. In the long run, the result is much bet-

handsome gold-tone fascia that might not
be out of place in one's living room. And the

ter equipment for us all, and usually at low-

controls have the kind of solid feel that in-

er prices than before. In the short run, it can
be confusing and frustrating.
Readers do, however, have aright to ex-

spires confidence in the longevity of the

pect from reviewers some constancy. And,
in fact, this is just what Sam was demon-

made. Too had, though, that all the other integrateds had been sent back by the time the

strating. He's been writing about the Quad

Accuphase arrived. , Iwould say that the

for three years now, and still loves it. It may
not do everything well, but it does some

The NEC's preamp is slightly more detailed.

product.
As for the sound, no apologies need be

Marantz sounds alittle sweeter (sometimes).

old, great performances. Most important is

The NEC and the H/K have more in the way
of balls (Archibald's going to censor that

not that he pronounces which is the abso-

one). 2 But the Accuphase produces avery

lute best piece of equipment (there frequently is no "one best"); most important is

pleasing overall sound—including good detail from the preamp and asilky, slightly

that he successfully characterize what he

smoothed-over MOSFET sound from the

hears from each product. allowing you to

power amp that is quite forgiving with most
source material. (1 do not mean to suggest

things wonderfully, particularly with his

decide.

that the Accuphase compresses and smoth-

Accuphase E-204
And still they come! The Accuphase
E-204 is a75 watt/ch integrated from Japan
with MOSFETs in the output stage. The Audio magazine directory gives alist price of
$1950. What? Nearly two kilobucks for a75
watt/ch integrated? Iwas on the phone to
Madrigal, Ltd., the Accuphase importer;
surely you must mean $950. Well, almost—
the price is actually $900.
Of course, $900 isn't cheap. Look at the
Onkyo A-8067: 80 watts/ch for $399; less
than half the price. And the British Fidelity

ers the sound, as does the Onkyo.)
The difference between the Synthesis and
the Accuphase (besides $350) is that the
former is for died-in-the-wool audiophiles
(no balance controls, shame!) while the latter is for normal folk. The Accuphase E-204
is for your basic non-tweak who is willing to
spend for quality, likes creature-comfort features, and wants something that will probably last ten or fifteen years—maybe even
longer. Iliked it, but, as aCheapskate—I
would probably opt for the Synthesis.

ig

gives you 70 watts/ch of MOSFET power vs

IFor this. LA humbly accepts all blame. The Accuphase
was actually on hand in plenty of time. but pnwrastination
and afeeling it might be too expensive for the survey got
in the way.
—LA

the Accuphase's 75 watts/ch for $350 less

2Not achance!

Synthesis would also seem abetter buy. It
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Music Interface Technologies
How many people know that Bryce Brisson created such
noteworthy products as Interlink Reference ,Powerline' 2,
Spectral MH-750-' ,and Spectral Ml-500® ?
How many people know that Bruce Brisson designs and produces these MIT products?
MH-750 Music Hose criticallyacclaimed for its neutrality, clarity, dimension, frequency response, and dynamic range
MI-330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance
MH-650 moderately priced,high-performance Music Hose
(MH) with the neutrality and clarity unique to Bruce Brisson's
q:D
products
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Research and Development:

Distribution:

Music Interface Technologies
Transparent Audio Marketing
3037 Grass Valley Highway, Ste. 8212 'P.O. Box 117, Rt. 202
Auburn, CA 95603
Hollis, ME 04042 r.
(916) 888-0395
(207) 929-4553
Interlink Reference' and Powerline' 2are registered tradenames of MonsterCable •
Products, Inc.. 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107.
Spectral MH-750' and Spectral MI-500' are registered tradenames of Spectral Audio
Associates, 550 Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94089.

ELECTROCOMPANIET
MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
PRISMA
RESPONS
VAN DEN HUL MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
audio interfaces that faithfully reveal the source
Transparent Audio Marketing (formerly Electrocompaniet.
Inc.) distributes these finest audio products We are committed
to the philosophy that the best transducer is neutral and
transparent Many products are designed to overshadow or
compensate for shortcomings that some other products or
source material may possess Although this approach to component matching may result in pleasing musical effects, we
believe that these effects obscure the true artistic intent of the
MUSIC and performance in acoustical space Transparent
Audio Marketing asociates only with products that were
designed to reveal the source
We challenge music lovers and audiophiles to ask us more
about these bold statements and the products that reflect our
philosophy
11.ansparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 117, At. 202 • Hollis, ME 04042 • (207) 929-4553

STŒKING STUFFERS
S

(Maybe a Little Late)

mall, inexpensive, useful gadgets for the audiophile in your Christmas life, listed

roughly in order of price. All are under $50.
Standard Penlight

Safe Stylus Cleaner

Great for identifying connection jacks, locating dropped cartridge screws, checking sty-

Brush removes dust and lint, solvent removes gunk. Audio Technica AT-6016

lus cleanness. (Get the type that uses AA

Techniclean, $1.1
Vinyl-disc Preservation Treatment Kit

rather than AAA cells. If it doesn't come
with batteries, wrap a pair separately.)
Eveready, $3.
Cable Y Adaptors
Handy for experimental hookups, stereo
/mono adaptors, feeding 2devices from one
set of outputs. Switchcraft 330-F1P1 $6.
Screwdriver/socket wrench set

LAST Factory 123, $14.
Audio interconnect contact cleaner
Actually improves the sound, and can also
be used for tube pins, etc. Week by Sumiko, $15.
Cartridge Alignment Protractor
Essential for proper phono cartridge instal-

A godsend for the person who changes

lation. DB Systems DBP-10 $25.

cartridges often. Radio Shack 64-1961, $9.

CD Disc Cleaner

Stylus Tracking Force Gauge

The essential last resort, when nothing less

Another essential for proper cartridge
setup. Shure SFG-2, $9.

will remove that blotch. Allsop, $30.
Audio/Video Recorder Head Demag-

Record Clamp
Stabilizes disc, reduces acoustic feedback,

netizer
Probe type, eliminates residual magnetiza-

prevents record slippage. Souther Clever

tion buildup which causes noise, dulled

Clamp, $10.00.

highs, poor resolution. Annis 115S, $31.

Compact cassettes or video cassettes

Cartridge-loading kit
For optimizing match to preamp or head

Find the newest-looking boxes, with blank
labels. These are probably the current favored brand and type. Buy C-90 for audio,

amp. DBP-6 for moving-coil cartridges or
DBP-6MC for moving coils. (Check wheth-

L-750 Beta HG or VHS T-120 HG for video;

er tonearm cables go to abox that is sepa-

$3.00 to $25.

rate from the main preamp, or goes into a

Records

preamp input marked MC. If either condi-

Church Windows, Reference Recordings;
Beethoven and Enesco Sonatas, Wilson Au-

tion obtains, get DBP-6MC.) DB Systems,

dio; Growing Up In Hollywood Town,

$3_,
Acoustical Wall Treatment Panels

Sheffield; Schubert Symphony No 9, Telarc;
$12 to $18.

definition and detail, can improve problems

Record dust brush
The next best thing to awet wash. Stanton
ARC-5, $15.
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Quiets listening room, improves system
with excess treble. Black color. Sonex by Illbruck, $48.00 (Four 2 foot by 2 foot
panels).
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Comments on the Watkins WE-1 loudspeaker
After nearly a year of living with it, the WE-1 remains one of the most listenable speakers we've
heard. Superb top-to-bottom balance and overall listenability.
J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile.
Never would have believed Icould like a dynamic speaker better than an electrostatic. Icannot
imagine more musical pleasure than the WE-1's bring.
J.C.. Arkansas.
Combines the best qualities of dynamic and electrostatic speakers into one magnificent musical
experience.
P.N.. Illinois.
During my years as a music professor Ihave constantly searched for speakers that would satisfy
me. Iam now delighted.
G.T., Florida.
Absolutely superb! Excellent imaging and ambience reproduction.
fast as electrostats. but with highs intact.

Highs are perfect. Sound as
S.M., Pennsylvania.

The more Ilisten, the more Ilike them. Very smooth. Records Ihaven't listened to in years sound
good again. Great.
D.S., Colorado.
Glorious! The WE-1's are musical enough to last a lifetime. A wonderfully pleasing and accurate
speaker.
R.S., Wisconsin.
Ownership of the WE-1's completes a quest of mine to get the lucidity and open sound of some
electrostats, but without their drawbacks.
Most musical and non-fatiguing speakers I've ever heard. Do everything right.
Relaxed, smooth, big stage, clean and such a PLEASURE to listen to.
Very dynamic, clear, and open.

Image well.

G.A., Tennessee.
G.C., Virginia
G.P., California.

Pass on more information than other speakers

I've owned.
DL.. Michigan.
They perform extremely well in a difficult room. Ilike the large soundstage presentation. Clarity
soutstanding.
W.T., Arizona.

The WE-1 breaks away from obsolete dynamic loudspeaker design of the
past. You cannot buy a more musically satisfying loudspeaker.
Retail or factory direct
East $2,850 — West $2,990

Watkins Engineering

1019 E. Center St., Kingsport, TN 37660

1615)246-3701

A LEGEND IS BORN

CAT. SL-1
Convergent Audio Technology, Inc.
24 Falcon Dr . • W. Henrietta, NY 14586 •(716) 359-2700
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The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel M LP-202 II

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLR-202.
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings. the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street. Brookline, MA 02146
tel. (617) 277-6663 telex 650-2499475
Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road, Ransomes Indus. Estate
Ipswich IP3 9RT, England
tel. (0473) 719212 telex 987601 Morel G

morel

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B, P.O. Box 140, Ness Ziona
70451 Israel Telex 361951

W

owee!! The last three months I've just
reviewed my second batch of 23 compact
disc players. The feeling of release upon

Although CD is growing faster in the U.S.

completion was much related to the pressures of conducting alarge scale project in

than in most other markets, its protagonists

an inevitably limited time scale, but it was
also arelief simply getting back to LPs.
Just so you know what direction I'm
coming from: my feeling about CD is that
it's pretty damn good, but, damn it, still not

here in the UK are pretty smug, too. The
record companies have just instituted substantial hikes in the price of compact discs,
in some cases by nearly 25%, and this
against the background of arelatively stable
£sterling. We even have "long play" CDs

quite good enough. So far, despite all the

(ones that utilize the entire 72-minute

advantages, any really good records-based

potential of the format) that are charged at an

analog system has CD beat for repertoire
and sound quality alike. Defying all logic,

additional premium—maybe you have these

black vinyl reigns supreme.

publicly that "compact disc is being tem-

True, pontifications of this kind are, in the

.

like it or not, we have to learn to live and
deal with CD.

too. All this prompted Sony UK to comment
porarily poisoned by its own success and it

final analysis, irrelevant. No music storage

now seems clear that major record pro-

medium can prosper without the support

ducers have sat down to make aconcerted

of the software publishers, and their invest-

effort to slow down its successful introduc-

ment inevitably goes where the money is.

tion .... Record companies have long been

Increasingly, money is going into CD, and
no amount of teeth-gnashing by the audiophile lobby can change that. Whether we

surprising that they have little grasp of the

Stereophile

run by accountants and lawyers, so it's not
mid and long term benefits to the music
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business of compact disc." Quite right, too.
Amidst all the euphoria and sniping,
things haven't been working out quite as ex-

claims are made on behalf of the 1610 by
people of my acquaintance, about the most
positive of which is that it can be made to

pected with compact disc. Iclearly remember attending one of the earliest press con-

sound good—if you don't mind carrying
out certain modifications and regularly

ferences on CD held by Sony in ademonstration room originally intended for their

lavishing it with tender, loving care. Confi-

Esprit range at Shepperton, which is Britain's excuse for Hollywood. There we

concerned users suggests that the JVC

heard what, for many of us, was our first
CD-derived music, using two or three discs
(which was all even Sony could lay their
hands on at the time). What Iremember
best of all was an aside from one of the
Sony staff to the effect that, with the advent

dence-inspiring, isn't it? Astraw poll amongst
mastering system, which has not been very
effectively promoted, is the best mastering
system available.
What interests me most, however, are the
differences between players. If any one
company invented CD, it was Philips. Sony

of a"perfect" sound carrier and player that

joined up at alater stage, prompting various
improvements to coding standards and error

required no tweaking, we reviewers would

correction, and changes in the size and play-

have nothing left to do, and would soon be

ing time of the disc itself. But the basic work

out looking for proper jobs.

was Philips's, who own most of the key pat-

Of course he couldn't have been more
wrong. Now that it has been confirmed that

ents and grant most of the licenses. With

the main record/playback standard for digital audio tape will have a48 kHz sampling

tive slip through their fingers, most of us in

frequency (44.1 kHz will be reserved for
playback only—i.e., prerecorded material—

anese companies to quickly dominate the
CD world. In Europe, at least, this hasn't

as asop to record companies worried about
bit-to-bit copying), we are set for anew hi-

happened.
It hasn't happened with the technology

erarchy of digital standards, just as we have

either, though Philips hasn't had it all its own
way. From the start, Philips (and Magnavox,

right now with records, tapes, and FM radio. Anyway, CD does respond to many of

Philips's outstanding history of letting initiathe press expected first Sony, then other Jap-

the tweaks applied to record reproduction:

the North American subsidiary) adopted a
pivoted laser carriage and an extremely ele-

appropriate player supports, disc mats, cables, and so on.

good measure of tracking ability and shock

More to the point, the much-vaunted

protection without need for the expedient

perfection of CD is beginning to look abit

Sony had to resort to on the CDP-101: an
anti-shock switch to alter the servo charac-

threadbare, even to its most ardent acolytes.
Why, even the "Polygram Newsletter" (aka
Gramophone) has been critical of CD
sound at times, and the latest missive on the
subject in the American Express magazine
was slightly guarded in its praises. Of course,
neither is CD as bad as some people have
been saying. It is certainly not fundamentally

gant single-beam laser, which provided a

teristics according to circumstances. One
CD plant Ihave visited swore by the use of
Sony CDP1Ols to check the quality of their
discs, because, in their words, they are more
likely to crash when presented with manufacturing defects.
The 3-beam laser (often bragged about in

amusical, and there is atendency for detractors to gloss over its advantages, which

manufacturer's literature) and non-pivoted

somewhat spoils the the legitimate case for

have inherent geometric and other prob-

criticism.

trolley standard with most Japanese players
lems which prevent them from working op-

The problems start with the discs them-

timally. As aresult, we've had astream of

selves. Ido not intend to say too much on

players of Japanese origin that have proved
microphonic in the extreme, and poor

the subject beyond noting that the Sony
PCM1610 has become the de facto standard

trackers on all but the most immaculate

for disc mastering, almost by default. Many

discs. Perhaps the most important exception
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At ACOUSTAT we choose our Dealers as
carefully as we build our state of the art
Electrostatic Loudspeakers and pure FET
Electronics. Listed below are the world's finest Audio Dealers*;
Dealers who can actively demonstrate the benefits of
owning Acoustat's legendary Speakers and Electronics.

FICOU.)TFIT
A Division of the David Haf(er Company

ow,

ALABAMA
Campbell's Audio Video, .F,ntsv lie
CALFORNA
C&M's Stereo Unlimited, F e.1 •DO Audio. Berkeley
Doital Samos, Foster Cry •Audio Centre, NoHnr,dge w He w ux,,,
GNP Inc .Pasadena •Sound Goods. Campbell
Stereo •Plus, San Franc sc. •Stereo Solution, Santa Cruz
Stereo Unlimited, San Diego •Havens &Hardesty, Hunt Bch
COLORADO
Boulder SoundGalry .
SOU(' •Innovative Home Stereo.Col Spy,
CONNECTICUT
Stereo Lab. Ne. Longo- •Take Five Audio. New Haven
FLORIDA
Audio by Caruso. M a, •Audio, Etc.. JackSonv.lie
Audio Insight, F, Lauderdale •Audio Visions, Tarn,
Sound GezuM
Aelbourne
Hi•Fi Buys, Atlanta IS locat one)
Stereo Shop, Mart net •Audio Warehouse, Savar
IDAHO
Intinate Audio/Video, Keichurn •Stereo Shop, Be''
LIMON
Audio Musicale, Belleville
Columbia AuchoNideo, H.ghlano Park. Rocktoro Buttais
.•
Greenfield Equip. Rver Forest •Sundown One, Stpr ,igtield
INDIANA
Alan Audio Inc ,Bloomington
Audio Trend. F+an, 'le •KBajound &Sight). Indianao
The Music Room. Roo/ano Park
KENTUCKY
Hi -Fi Buys.
LOUISIASNA
Wilson Audio. New Out., •Art Colley's, Baton Rouge
MAINE
New England Music. Scarborough
MARYLAND
Th e Listening Room, Upperco
MASSACHUSETTS
Sound &Music, r..., ,,a^,Anr, •O Audio, Cambridge

MICHIGAN
The Sound Room, Grano Rands Kalamazoo
MINNESOTA
Audio Perfection, M nneapolis
MISSOURI
Audio Doctor, Buffalo
MONTANA
The Logical Choice. K.1 spe. •The Stereo Shop, Helena
NEBRASKA
Sound Dimension, Lincoln
NEVADA
R P Miller Audio, Las Vegas
NEW HAMPSIIRE
Cuomo's. Salem
NEW JERSEY
Hi•Fi Haven. New Bruns
•CSA Audio Design, Upper Montclair
NEW SEX/C0
The Candyman. Srntu Fe
NEW YORK
Audio Den, Ltd., Lake Gro., •Audio Eosins, Inc, Rochester
Eardrum Audio Video, Nase? •Innovative Audio, Brooklyn He
Lyric 111.F, Inc ,We te Plains •Sound by Sin
York •Unicorn Audio. Batas a
NORTHA
Mr. Toads StereoNideo, Asheville
OHIO
Audio Center, Toledo •Jamieson's Inc. Toledo •Golden Gramaphone, Akron •Oxford Audio Consultants. Oxford
Progressive Audio. COU -us •SO To, Audio. C nc.nnat •ThreshOld Audio, Hearn
OKLAHOMA
Youngblood Sound. Okla Cry
OREGON
The Audio Alternative, Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
Better Sound Concepts.
•Opus One Rttsburon •Sassafras Audio, Bryn Mawr Feasterville Jenkintown Montgomeryville White,
SOUTH CAROLNA
Read Brot ers. Caries,' •Upstairs Audio. West Columba •Wise Audio, Greenville
TENNESSEE
Hi•Fi B ys (Sound aSight), sus, , e•Mr Toads Stereo/Video. Johnson City
TEXAS
Dallas Audio Concepts, Da/,i s•Houston Audio Concepts. Houston, •Omni Sound. Dallas •Sound Ouest. El Paso •Ultra Electronics.
UTAH
Discriminator Music. Sall Lake City
VIRGNIA
Digital Sound Inc ,V•,-; naBeach
'(This fist was accurate and up to date
WASHINGTON
Audiophile Mike's. Wenatcnee •Definitive Audio. Seattle
at the time of production, but is subject
3101 Southwest First Terrace
WYOMING
to change. For further information,
Caspar Sound Studio. Caspar
Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33315
please contact Acoustat.)
CANADA
Phone 305 /462-6700
Distributed by Korbon Trading LTD, Mssissauga Ontario
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here is Sony, whose latest players are defi-

Ihave been unable to trace the existence of

nitely not microphonic and are extremely

asingle player with more than apaltry 4K of

fine trackers. Only Philips has demonstrated
greater technical prowess, which is perhaps

on-board memory.
Given aperfect player, and discs kept in

one of the reasons why no love is lost be-

perfect condition, correction systems don't

tween the companies.
None of these shortcomings would mat-

datastream using the redundancy that is

ter too much if the discs themselves were
perfect. It is possible, under laboratory conditions, to make discs with very few defects,
but in practice the majority come complete
with quite high levels of data error, caused

matter; they can reconstitute the digital
built-in. But what happens when imperfect
discs are played on imperfect players using
simplified, incomplete error correction algorithms? Well, what doyou think happens?
And we've only scratched the surface of

by pinholes and other problems. So far,

the differences between players that cause

Polygram, at their Hanover plant, appear to
be the worst offenders, and the Japanese—

audible problems. There are, for example,
obvious shortcomings of the kind we're

especially Sony and Sanyo—amongst the

used to from the world of analog, notably

best. Nimbus, whose discs at one time were

poor audio (as opposed to digital) engineer-

quite poor, now rank somewhere in the

ing in all its many guises. As a matter of

middle.
Then there is the error correction system
itself. Contrary to popular wisdom, CD er-

general principle, running audio and RF
bandwidth circuits in parallel inside the

ror correction isn't asingle, fixed system,
but ahierarchy of systems. In its full im-

is arecipe for disaster. Yet very few manufacturers do much about this apart from using

plementation, a considerable amount of
high-speed memory (I6K, Ibelieve) is need-

separate regulators (usually between three
and five) for the power lines to the various

ed to act, in effect, as aframe store. To date

circuit elements. Then there are elementary

same box and from the same power supply

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
puts perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
no-compromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realism. Such an instrument is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a 5-year warranty and why.
in the fickle audiophile world.
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose, CA 95132
(408) 259-8648
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Price is no object.

One look at these exquisite audio components will tell you we spared no expense
building them. But one look at their price tags
will confirm the fact these audiophile-quality
components are realistically priced.
Consider the B-2X Power Amplifiez;
the accurate and musically powerful foundation of this trio. You get 170 watts of Class
A power RMS per channel, both channels
driven into 8ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz at no
more than 0.002% total harmonic distortion. But without the size and heat problems

The C-2X Preamplifier is adelight to
hear. Or, rather, to not hear. The internal components were selected to meet the tightest
tolerances. And every section of the circuitry
is isolated and specially shielded to virtually
eliminate noise, distortion and crosstalk.
A dual-transformer power supply

And finally, the T-2X Tuner, with its
computer-controlled five-digit servo tuning
system. So you can enjoy broadcast reception accuracy to within one hundredth of a
MHz (or 1kHz) to deliver the renowned
Yamaha natural sound. Even on stations
that were previously unlistenable because
of poor sonic performance. And for sheer
pleasure and convenience, you'll have
10-station random access tuning with

conventionally designed Class Aamps give you.
Internally, the B-2X shows engineering taken to extremes. Massive power supply
capacitors (488,000uF total) handle awide
current output range. So low impedance
loads, whether resistive or capacitive, are
handled with ease (625 watts/ch. dynamic
into 2ohms). And atwin monaural configuration makes the B-2X beautifully transparent and dynamic.

Suggested retail price is $1,500.

provides completely independent power for
input and output. All this attention to detail
results in apreamplifier whose pinpoint
image placement, dynamic contrasts and
soundstage come alive on adead silent canvas.

Suggested lead price is $1,300.

multi-status station memory operations.

Suggested retail price is $600.
The Yamaha Audiophile Series .'compoiwnts are
only available at select Yamaha dealers. For more information and the name of your nearest Audiophile Series
dealer, write: Yamaha Electronics Corporation. P.O. Box
6660. Buena Park. CA 90622.
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examples of bad practice, such as running

else is boat anchors." 2 That player was in-

the output signal from back to front of the

deed pretty good, but turns out to have

case to avolume pot, then back to the out-

been fitted with Wondercaps and the like.

put terminals. Or, in the transport section,

Nothing wrong with that, but production

inadequate and often eccentric disc clamping.

samples have not lived up to the standard, 3

There is aawhole class of other problems

and Iwould suggest that at least some of

caused by trying to stretch technology in in-

these heavily output-filtered clones from

appropriate ways. Single chip sequential
DACs with I6-bit linear decoding and ana-

specialist companies sound dull and un-

log filtering inevitably mean significant in-

communicative. Idon't think it works to use
analog filters specially designed to make CD

band group delay and phase lag between

players sound like analog records.

channels. The result tends to be aflattened,

No, if you're looking for the state of the

sterile, and non-dimensional sound. The

art, I've just heard it in the form of aheavily

good news, however, is that more players

modified early prototype of the Marantz

now use parallel decoding or sample-and-

CD65. There is an equivalent Philips model,

hold circuits to cure interchannel phase lag,

and together these are the first players to use

and oversampling combined with digital

Philips's new two-chanilel, single package

filtering to reduce group delay and other un-

16-bit chip with four-times oversampling.

desirable filter characteristics.
There are more sophisticated examples of
poor engineering practice. Revox, whose

This is areal technological tour deforce, and
not to be confused with the Kyocera 16 x4
chip set which uses much more primitive

player is based on the Philips chip set and

noise shaping.

transport, cleverly "corrects" Philips's mistake in biasing the output stage with a4V DC

In the Philips/Marantz case the technology
is far from firm, and it is anyone's guess what

offset, which fortuitously allows the output

production players will sound like. Based on

stage to run in Class A, and correctly biases
the output capacitors. In the Revox im-

early (and somewhat limited) listening, however, it appears we at last have aplayer with

plementation, the output amp runs in Class

much of the tremendous resolving power

AB, and the output cap is unbiased. Further-

promised—but not delivered—by CD from

more, to improve linearity, the DAC is run in-

day one, aplayer that presents asoundstage

side what is, in effect, afeedback loop. It's

with an integrity previously only associated

difficult to assess what this means in audio

with the best of analog.

terms, but it is not impossible that it partly
accounts for the rather dead sound this play-

At the present stage of the game, and contrary to the fond beliefs often expressed in

er produces—in common with many high-

the specialist press, it is the major electronics multinationals, not the small, caring

feedback amplifiers.
I'm also rather disturbed by the players

specialists, who are making the running.

brought out by smaller specialist companies, notably Meridian and Mission in the
UK. Icannot comment on the Meridian
case, as I've only, so far, heard their players
in passing. ,The Mission player, however, is
interesting. 1was at Mission's factory when
Peter Moncrieff was there, and actually
heard the player he later described with the
infamous corruption of Herbert von Karajan's stupid "gaslight" remark on CD: "All
This exception should be taken note: Meridian and Mission seem to do quite different things in modifying the basic Philips design. According to ANC, who has heard both
and spent alot of time with the Meridian MCD. the results
arc significantly different
—LA
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2For those of you not up on all sectors of the underground
press, one of the most recent issues (about ayear ago) of
Moncrieffs IAR came out with aIrViCW of the original Mission CD player, claiming it the hest of only three (-yen halfway decent players (the others were the Meridian and the
NAD); you might as well use any others you own as boat
anchors, they sound so bad. Needless to say. Stereopblle's
point of view has seen amore incremental process of improvement in CD sound.
—LA
3 Which might cause some reviewers to temporize their
rave reviews based on pre-production prototypes. Stereoewes policy—and you can call us on it anytime we violate
it—is to review finished products, preferably from aproduction run after the first. Es-en the best manufacturers
usually learn akx from the first run, and subsequent buyers
are the better off for it. Otherwise, we carefully warn you
if the product is pre-production, to hedge our bets. —LA
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IF YOU LOVE MUSIC...
Mounting your speakers on
HERCULES, the RIGID •
SPIKED • STABLE,
speaker stand, is the least
expensive way to
DRAMATICALLY improve
your systems performance.
YES, YOU CAN UPGRADE
SPEAKER STANDS'

wcagoSpeaker_Slance=
THE AUDIOPHILES CHOICE

1-800-882-2256

"... the most successful design of all"
J. Gordon Holt StereophileJuly, 1985.
Mr. Holt elaborates further: "of all the speakers in this price class that I
have heard, Iwould say that Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all ...The system is beautifully balanced and almost
perfectly neutral.

the low end from these is lust amazing'.. these little

speakers will play LOUD! Unlike most small systems.

they have the

most accurate middle range Ihave heard from any speaker.. the high
end sounds as if it goes out almost indefinitely... Iwould gladly take this
high end in preference to that of most over-52000 speaker systems Ihave
auditioned in recent years.. The Maxim reproduce massed violin sound
superbly— with not a trace of steeliness, yet with all the resinous sheen
of the real thing. .1 have never heard strings on good ('Os sound more
natural. the imaging and soundstage presentation from these are excellent. They do not sound small...It can make most audiophiles land
practically all music lovers) quite happy for an indefinite period of time.
Recommended.•*
Siefert Research, dedicated to excellence in sound, is a pioneering
designer and manufacturer of minimum-group-delay
intermodulation-distortion speaker systems.

and

low-

Send for a reprint of the entire review
along with complete specifications of
this walnut 2-way bookshelf size
system. Save $100 from the $499 dealer
selling price. Buy the Maxim Ills
factory-direct for $399, including shipping. 30 day, satisfaction-guaranteed
return privilege.

5IEFERT RESEARCH
Phone: 213/45"-4239

Stereophile

31212-ti Ballard Rd.. Malibu. CA 90265
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THE
TURfIrIBLE
SinfID
This is no hapless coffee table,
hi-jacked by a hi-fi enthusiast.
The Rata Stand has been designed
from first principles to optimally
support the turntable.
Lightness and Rigidity are two seemingly incompatible requirements
for turntable support; but Torlyte, based on light materials and
ingenious construction has brought these together to create the
optimum foundation for turntables and amplifiers.

0TORLYTE

©

For more information please
write or phone the Exclusive North American Distributor
May Audio Marketing, Ltd. 646 Guimond Blvd
Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8
(514) 651.5707 Telex 05.25289
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Linn vs. Nairn; Now It's
Official
The unthinkable has happened: Linn and

Country cider. For relaxation, Julian makes
sailboats. It's worth noting that Naim dealers invariably sell Linn as well, but the op-

Naim are at loggerheads. Personnel from

posite doesn't apply; only aproportion of

the respective companies hardly talk to

Linn dealers are deemed good enough to

each other in public anymore. Linn's new

sell Naim.
Linn is quite different. Although also very

amplifier hasn't exactly oiled the wheels of
friendship.
But it was all so predictable. For some

much involved with the esoteric, Ivor Tiefen-

time now, Julian Vereker of Naim Audio has

brun's overriding ambition may be to take
on the Japanese at their own game. And who

been muttering that if Linn would only pull

knows, he might just succeed. To Naim, the

their fingers out ,and improve the turntable,

Linn amplifier seems akin to treachery. At

Naim could make their amplifiers better.

the very least they feel sold down the river,

I've heard few such complaints about

and are aggrieved they were not consulted

Naim from Glasgow, but it has become

earlier. It's not long ago, after all, that Ivor

abundantly clear that the two companies

categorically denied any interest in produc-

are going in completely different directions.

ing electronics, preferring to leave it to what

For Naim, it has always been sufficient to

he termed the experts, viz., Naim Audio.

make their products in relatively small

To Linn, however, the amplifier is an ab-

quantities and to make them well. There are

solutely essential stepping stone to the fu-

always new things on the boil (a cassette

ture. For the first time, every Linn dealer

deck and, Ibelieve, some loudspeakers are

will be able to sell acomplete Linn record

on the way), but Naim always left things to

playing system. Before too long, we can

mature at their own speed, like agood West

look forward to a full range of Linn elec-
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tuner, cassette deck, and, in the fullness of

der the heading of service to the public,
BADA was not to be an umbrella marketing

time, probably acompact disc player as well.

organization or ginger group (except in the

tronics, including an integrated amplifier,

There is one intriguing thing about the
Linn amplifier that Idon't believe has been
voiced yet: Linn/Naim dealers have traditionally had it relatively easy. They've been
told what to say, what to think, and gener-

narrow sense already described) in any way,
shape, or form.
But somehow things changed; the atmosphere between an ever more powerful
BADA and the rest of the industry is rapid-

ally how to carry on their affairs. Now, for

ly turning sour. BADA decided to promote

the very first time in their careers, many

their own show, not in one location but

Linn/Naim dealers are going to have to do

three: in the Midlands, in London, and on

something that comes foreign to them: decide for themselves between the two radi-

the south coast. Although each show was to

cally opposed philosophies embodied in

be under the aegis of alocal member dealer, the shows were to be promoted strictly

the amplifiers from the (now) rival com-

as industry-wide and national in scope.

panies.

The battle lines were drawn. You would
think that where it is difficult enough, even
at the best of times, to put on any kind of

Shows and Politics
Politics seems to rear its ugly head in al-

showpiece exhibition, competition of this
kind among four different supposedly na-

most every aspect of the industry in this

tional shows is the last thing anyone needs.

great antique shop of ours called Britain.

This is exactly what happened, however,

This story concerns Hi -Fi News & Record

and BADA used every trick in the book, in-

Review and BADA, the British Audio Dealers

cluding pressure on manufacturers who

Association.
The hi-fi show scene has been in ashambles for some years now, the demise of the

wanted to continue doing business with
BADA dealers, to scupper the rival organization.

Harrogate annual bonanza being about the

The predictable happened: none of the

last straw. So in 1984, HFNRR decided to

shows was adequately supported by

sponsor a specialist hi-fi show at the

manufacturers showing their wares. The

Heathrow Penta Hotel, avenue well known
to the public and within relatively easy road

public, most of whom left wondering why

reach of London, the prosperous and heav-

they'd come. The three BADA shows were

Hi-Fi News show was well-attended by the

ily populated south-east of the country,

conducted in anarrow parochial way, with

and, via air, Europe. The show, held in Sep-

the local dealers' involvement pushed to

tember, wasn't particularly large even by

the fore in each case. Attendance at the

British standards, but was reasonably well
supported by the trade. It also came at a
psychologically important time: the industry was suffering the blues due to an almost

BADA shows varied between mediocre and
poor. The manufacturers Ihave spoken to
so far are dissatisfied, to put it mildly. And
attendance at the BADA shows varied be-

complete cessation of sales. As it happened,

tween mediocre and poor. Whether sense

the show was full of good feeling, and at-

will prevail next year remains to he seen.

tendance was good. Not unnaturally, Hi -Fi
News decided to renew their sponsorship

The Acoustic Research EB101

for asecond year, which is where BADA

Turntable

enters our story.

Finally, let me introduce to you a UK-

BADA, aself-help group of specialist deal-

designed and built turntable that bears an

ers, was formed just three or four years ago.

American name—the Acoustic Research

Rigorously promoted as being dedicated to
improving standards of knowledge, and

EB101.

salesmanship, and all matters that come un-

the AR turntable. It is afine, straightforward
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Most readers will be familiar by now with
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product that answers the need for amidcost unit with the ability to take different
arms and make constructive use of them.
But it has not been without its problems.
Early production was plagued by the kind

Ihope this anonymity doesn't work
against the 101. AR have latched onto an important truth that seems to have evaded
many turntable designers: weight can be,
and often is, asevere handicap, and not the

of start up snags with bearings and the like

positive virtue it is often taken to be. The

that should have been anticipated by a

101 is lightly built, but usefully so. It sounds
taut and clean, without the low frequency

manufacturer which had, understandably
enough, forgotten how to make turntables.
The EB101 is aless expensive model. In
the UK it sells complete with arm and Glanz

overhang that plagues many decks. The
midband is translucent and clear, the treble
both energetic and lean. There is little mud-

OEM cartridge (it's not available without)

dle here, and the deck recreates arealistical-

for just under £190—say $250. It is also a

ly vivid sense of soundstage, while the bass

test bed for improvements that will be built

has attack and tunefulness. The cartridge

into the senior deck later this year. These in-

supplied is no great shakes, but it's OK as a

clude amuch up-spec'd main bearing and a

starter, and can be readily upgraded with an

new and more solidly built arm with an ex-

alternative stylus assembly, though I've not

cellent diecast headshell that clamps solidly

heard it yet. However, the arm is fully capa-

around the armtube —now aworthy com-

ble of making use of something altogether

petitor to the Linn LV-X. The rest of the

better—one of the low end moving coils,

deck is pretty much as before, except that

say, or aGrace or Supex moving magnet.

the excellent but costly wood-finished

And it's cheap. Idon't know what the U.S.

plinth has given way to alighter vinyl-wrap

marketing plans for this deck are, but if it's

box, cheaper to build but rather anony-

not on sale yet, it ruddy well ought to be.

mous in appearance.

A JAA\ S BASS SYS ILV
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUE3WOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL [XI)

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

JOHN VA

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

SAUDIO SYSTEVS, IN

2889 Roding Avenue, Bronx, Ni lia-k10461 (212) 892A19
Stereophile
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EQUIPMENT REFORTS°
THE EMINENT TECHNOLOGY TWO;
TONEARMS AND THE STATE OF THE ART
Anthony H. Cordesman

Eminent Technology Two
Air-bearing straight line tonearm with
detachable arm tubes. Wide range of user
adjustments. Price: $850. MANUFACTURER: Eminent Technology Inc.. 508 Cactus Street, Tallahassee, FL 32301. (904)
575-5655.
If analog disc is fading, it is atwilight of the
gods. Tonearms, cartridges, and turntables
get steadily better; the overall quality of the
best analog disc systems today is far better
than it was two years ago. Bruce Thigpen
and Edison Price's new Eminent Technology Two tonearm is acase in point. It has
evolved from ahighly specialized product
for only the bravest of audiophiles to arefer56

ence quality arm that any dealer can install,
and any audiophile can safely use. More importantly, it may have no sonic equal at any
price

The Technical Background
Bruce Thigpen y. js one of the original developers of the

air- bearing arm; at

the same

time he developed an air-bearing turntable
marketed by Colony and later taken up by
Maplenoll. ,He sought to create africtionless
straightline, with nearly perfect geometry,
requiring no servomechanisms, decoupled
IA complec description (and ewer drawing) of the Cokiny
Air Bearing ltuntahle and Arm is found in ‘iilumc S. Number S.
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from the turntable and its acoustic break-

iliary weights of 15, 5, and 5grams, provid-

through problems, and inherently low in
resonance.

ing arange of 15-40 grams in 5-gram steps.

Like many inventors, however, Bruce had

A heavy weight can be put near the fulcrum
for high-compliance cartridges, and alight

serious problems getting the capital to put
his ideas into the form of aproduct, partic-

for low compliance cartridges. The whole

ularly in aform with good ergonomics and
low risk to the cartridge. The Eminent Tech-

system is designed to minimize resonance as
felt by the cartridge.

weight can be placed away from the fulcrum

nology One, his first tonearm, worked well

• The counterweight system is decoupled

sonically, but the arm was still not afinished

on adamped leaf spring that permits hori-

consumer product. The tonearm lift was in-

zontal but not vertical motion. The system

adequate, and aminor mistake by the user

has agraduated millimeter scale; various

could slam acartridge down to its doom.

weight packs, for given cartridges, can be

The Eminent Technology 1%vo is quite
different. A fully finished product which

quickly returned to the proper tracking
setting.

any consumer will find safe and easy to use,
it has fully functional and easy-to-operate
adjustments in each of the following important areas:
• A system for changing cartridges that
quickly locks tonearm tubes in and out,
with aseparate, pluggable signal

connec-

tion. The setup gives far more repeatable
and exact results than even the best two-pin
removable headshells, although changing
the arm tube may require slight re-leveling
of the arm.
• Arm tubes that are tapered and internally damped to minimize resonance.
• An excellent VTA/SRA setup, easy to adjust during record playing, with aprecise
vertical scale for repeatable VTA.
• Avery good and completely reliable cueing lift, with adjustable range and height.
• Removable arm tubes on which azimuth
'and overhang remain set up; this makes the
Eminent Technology Two one of the few
tonearms Iknow of, in which the audiophile can rapidly change cartridges while
maintaining precise azimuth and overhang.
• Tonearm and tonearm pivot height are
fully adjustable and can be measured precisely.
• Horizontal and vertical balance can be
precisely adjusted.
• Tracking force and tonearm mass are adjustable using four separate lead weights: a

• Once mounted, the arm can be precisely
leveled relative to the turntable. In fact, almost everything seems adjustable with a
3/32 "alien wrench.
Set-up is not easy, but aprecision jig is
available for dealer use, and is available at
a reasonable cost to audiophiles (around
$50). This jig allows very easy set-up and
ensures excellent alignment —in fact, probably more precise alignment than is possible with any other tonearm. The standard
jig is suitable for the SOTA, VPI, Linn,
Goldmund, and most other leading turntables. A special mounting bar is available
for Oracle owners.
About all that Ican add by way of tips to
anyone using this alignment and set-up jig is
that the arm base couples to the tonearm
mounting board on tiptoes. It is easy to secure the base too tightly to aplastic mounting board, which will slightly deform the
base under each tiptoe; at that point, it can
no longer be moved to just the ideal position (if you don't already have it). You
should set up the arm very carefully with
the tiptoes just touching the turntable's
tonearm board. When everything is correct,
secure the arm so the tiptoes are firmly making contact. Do not overtighlen the arm's
mounting post to the turntable; a good solid
fit will work fine.

Leveling is critical, and necessary for both
master weight of 15 grams and three aux- arm and turntable. The last thing astraight2The others are the Mien, Seiki and the Dennesen. this inline tonearm needs is sidethrust, particularformation gracitiu.4
by Eminent Technology
I
not. apparently. in thr Inicresis tif vicious competition).
—LA
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ly that provided by gravity. The tonearm
wire must also be carefully dressed for free-
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dom of movement, especially at the end of

cause of the measurement, or in spite of it.

the record.
I'd also be careful about air pump and fil-

The same is true of trying to correlate
tonearm sound to bearing design. Designers

ter placement. They are relatively quiet, and

have shown during the last two years that it

free of the hiccups and burps that affect the

is possible to get excellent sound from a

pumps of other air-bearing designs, but the

very wide range of designs.

pump is still noisy enough to require place-

One of the saddest comments on British

ment in acabinet (or in another room). You

manufacturing is that the reviewer's "cream-

will have to ensure that the hose from pump

puff' sample of the more expensive British

to arm remains free of external or internal

arms is often praised for its tight and expen-

obstructions. Just as with the SOTA Star Sapphire, the tweaker who cuts off his air sup-

sive bearings. Unfortunately, the product

ply is likely to strangle his system.

slightly sticky, or maladjusted, bearings,

Further, the pump has to be hooked up to
some switchable outlet on your system

that goes to audiophiles all too often has
which makes me doubt whether the particular results achieved by reviewers will ever

since it lacks aswitch; it should not be left

be duplicated in the homes of audiophiles.

running indefinitely. Otherwise you might
try to track a record with the air bearing

For some reason, the British tend toward
overtightening, and the Japanese toward un-

records.

dertightening. Iregret to say that the Alphason and Linns are the only British arms 1
have seen in recent years with consistent

Technology and Sound

quality control, although Ishould note that

The sound of the Eminent Technology
Two is fully state-of-the-art. With soloists

the Syrinx has been improved and may now
well prove aworthy competitor.

airless—not good for the health of your

and small musical groups, the Two is better

Tapping the tonearm with ascrewdriver

than the One, and better than any arm I've

or pencil and listening for ahollow sound or
resonance is auseful test. Iagree that most

encountered, including the far more expensive Goldmund and Fletcher. Iknow of no

pivoting arms that sound inert when tapped

tonearm at any price that provides more detail, and seems as free of coloration.

are better than those which do not. Icannot,
however, get terribly excited about this test;

Tonearm evaluation is extraordinarily dif-

alarge number of arms that met this test still

ficult. While Peter Moncrieff and Martin Col-

sounded mediocre, and some hollow-

loms have made some progress in the area of

sounding arms reproduced music quite well.

measurements, Istill find little positive cor-

As Martin Colloms has pointed out in his

relation between their resonance graphs

tonearm reviews, the situation is further

and the resulting sound of the tonearm—

complicated by the fact that no tonearm/

provided that the basic design is good to

turntable combination can provide fully ac-

start with.

curate bass. From record cutting to final

If anything, the tests that Martin Colloms

reproduction at the speaker, there are nor-

has published in Hi Fi News and Hi Fi

mally at least twelve mechanical and electri-

Choice, which are unquestionably state-ofthe-art in this area, indicate why tonearms

cal filters affecting the bass, and arm performance here is remarkably sensitive to the

are so hard to review. The complex reso-

way the arm is mounted to the turntable.

nance differences revealed in arm after arm
must color the sound, but in what ways?

Just as changing turntable mats can change
the sound of turntables, changing mounting

Compare the review of the new SME arm in

boards from wood to plastic to metal can lead

Hi Fi Choice No. 40 to other reviews in the
same issue—it is impossible to tell whether

to major variations in bass from tonearms.

the result is good or bad on the basis of the
data provided. Even the review seems am-

quarrel with the idea that it should be kept
at 9-12 Hz, and that cartridge compliance

biguous as to whether the SME is good be-

should be matched to tonearm mass. The
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As for low frequency resonance, Icannot
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problem is that few tonearm and cartridge
combinations produce major problems in

tition I've heard is less apparent in reproduc-

this area, provided some attention is paid to
the counterweights or other adjustments

small musical groups. Other arms may also

used. Further, Iam uneasy about this criterion because it ignores the fact that car-

tridge. Nevertheless, most cartridges will
not perform as well with any given compet-

tridge/tonearm interaction is often very sensitive to vertical and horizontal mass: the

ing tonearm as with the Eminent Technology.

ing large orchestral music than solo and
produce abetter interface with agiven car-

right mass relationship affects the music far
more than it affects low frequency resonance.

Most cartridges will not
perform as well with any
given competing tonearms
as with the Eminent
Technology

The Usual Reviewer
Complaints and Quibbles
Is the Eminent Technology Two technically and ergonomically perfect? Hell, no!
Nothing is. The arm's lateral mass is apotential problem under one rather weird circumstance. If you happen to be heavily into 45
rpm 12 "singles, the combination of agrossly eccentric record (more than 1/8" offcenter) and a high-compliance cartridge

It should be clear that reviewers are ultimately stuck with their own ears. Given this
preamble, it should also be clear why Iam
not going to praise the Eminent Technology

could cause more deflection in the groove
than with competing tonearms. For most
audiophiles, this will be about as serious a

Two with long discussion of the merits of

risk as the chance of the turntable being hit
by a meteor, but the problem is there.

straightline tracking or air-bearing design.
My praise will instead focus on the fact

like the Souther, to allow easy change of

The arm does not flip back off the record

that, after several months of comparative

records. Bruce could also do afew things

listening, the Eminent Technology has al-

more to ensure that the audiophile will get

ways provided enjoyable music with more

the best from his arm. You really do need to
buy the setup jig to get an ideal setup. And,

natural detail than provided by any competing arm. It has an extraordinarily live and

despite how essential it is with an arm re-

open soundstage, hut doesn't change the

quiring such fine adjustment, there is no in-

soundstage in ways Iwould not expect from

struction manual as of this writing.

agiven cartridge, tonearm, electronics, and
speaker. The Eminent Technology is consistent, convincing, natural, and musically
pleasing.

The arm's effective mass

may

be alittle

too high for some high-compliance moving
magnets. As for other cartridges, Iwould
like to see very specific suggestions from the

If it has any sonic limitation, it may lie in

manufacturer as to the proper combination

the deep bass, which is provided by the very
best pivoting arms more powerfully and ac-

and location of weights for agiven cartridge.

curately, and in the feeling they give of more

The arm is now too adjustable for the con-

powerful musical dynamics. This is the only

sumer or dealer who does not measure low
frequency resonance, and Istill do not fully

area where the Eminent Technology Two

understand how the location of the counter-

has ever raised any serious questions regard-

weight package best interacts with agiven

ing its ability to outperform or equal any

type and compliance of cartridge.

arm Ihave heard, but this area is so contro-

The tonearm wiring termination may also

versial—as to what is right—that Ican do

need improvement. The present RCA jack

little more than raise the issue.

mounting plate works, but you have to sol-

My only other caveats lie in the fact that

der the tonearm wires to it, and mounting

its general superiority over the best compe-

the plate can mean the equivalent of hard-
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,fiej

Alphason HR- 100S
wiring the arm to aturntable. Finally. Isus-

bles Ihave really liked, make the Alphason

pect that Eminent Technology may ulti-

FIR- IDOS atruly excellent pivoting arm. The

mately have to manufacture a mounting
board for some of the hest turntables that

Alphason and the Linn are also the only British companies Iknow of with aproven track

provides precisely the right sonic interface

record of getting tone-arms to the consumer

between arm and board, or persuade the
turntable manufacturers to do so. (Such an

in fully working order.
The sound is very neutral, though possi-

accessory would probably benefit any top

bly lacking in the consistent fine detail

quality arm.)

provided by the hest straightline arms. The

The Competition:
A Status Report
All these quibbles aside, however, it is a
superb audio product, and impressive
enough to make me recap my impressions

high frequency response is now cleaner and
more musically detailed than when Ioriginally tested the arm. The soundstage is
good. it just slightly forward.
The deep bass and dynamics may he ahit
less accurate than the higher mass pivoting

of other top arms in the light of the Eminent
Technology Two.

arms, and the effective mass may be ahit too

Alphason HR-100S: $795

terweights has helped in virtually all the

low for afew of the truly low-compliance
moving coils, though using different coun-

Steady minor improvements in manufac-

problem cases Iknow of. The only serious

ture, amarginal improvement in damping,
internal damping of the tonearm tube (as

drawbacks are that (a) VTA/SRA is apain to
adjust. and (h) azimuth cannot be adjusted,

suggested by Tom Miiller of TAS), and one of
the first monolithic crystal and/or silver ca-

grade product.
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which is aproblem. Otherwise, areally top
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Alphason Xenon

Alphason Xenon: $495
Those of you who remember your Greek

Ido have anumber of criticisms that indi-

mythology may remember that Xenon was

cate that Dynavector may have to turn the

condemned to spin endlessly above the

Dv-5(r into aDV-507A for many users.

The

cave of the muses. The name notwithstand-

most important: 'Pl is the only suspended

ing, this is an excellent buy. It is virtually the

subchassis turntable Iknow of that can take

same arm as the Alphason HR-100S, hut

both the shape and weight of this arm, for

lacks the monolithic crystal silver cable and

which even the VPI needs special rear

uses special stainless steel bearings instead

springs. The Dynavector isn't suitable for

of tungsten carbide. It also uses adifferent
bias weight adjustment, which proves abit
awkward in using the tonearm lift.
Replace the stock cable with a good
tonearm cable, and the Xenon is a damn
close competitor to the 100FIS. There is a
slight loss of upper midrange clarity and
soundstage detail, but very little indeed. You
save $300 for no more than a 5 percent
sound loss. A very good buy.

Dynavector DV-507: $850
The newest version of the Dynavector

Dy -5(r is, by far,

the best version yet of this

complex arm design, and is unquestionably
the new leader in pivoting tonearms with
removable headshells. The sound is exceptionally solid and coherent, and many
troublesome moving coils are cleaned up
through reduction their resonance or "tizz"
in the upper midrange. Very powerful bass
and good dynamics. The DV-507 produces
aremarkable amount of natural life from the
hest moving coils. It has a"big" soundstage
and superb imaging. VTA/SRA adjustment is
well worked out, and can be easily made
while the record plays. It is not,
however, calibrated for repeatability.
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Linn Ittok LVII
the SOTA, and just too heavy for the Oracle.

advise you to very carefully compare the

As for the Linn, Pink Triangle, etc.—not a

Eminent Technology Two to the Goldmund

prayer.
Ialso have ahost of quibbles. Azimuth

before buying the latter. You may well find
that the Eminent Technology is at least as

badly needs to be made adjustable at the

detailed, and possibly abit better in resolv-

headshell. The standard counterweight is
too light for most moving coils. The cable

ing fine harmonics and transient infor-

that comes with the arm is mediocre and
should be replaced by ahigh-quality inter-

mation.

Koetsu SA-1100D Mark II: $700

connect. The headshell and its wiring are

Ive had several hoetsus pass through im

mediocre; substituting the Grado headshell

hands, and can do little more than issue a
caution: the arm's bearings were slightly

and atop quality tonearm cable vastly improves the arm. My praise is based on using

loose on three of the four samples, and the

it in this manner, or with the Audioquest - tonearm lift erratic on two.
Orsonic headshells and some other good

The headshell is good, and VTA/SRA ad-

tonearm cable. The base plate is rather light,
and is affixed with only asingle screw.

justment is better than most, though not
competitive with the Dynavector or Grado.
The sound is reasonable, but bass is not par-

Grado Signature: $485
I
in, arm's peculiar shape, height, and spe-

ticularly tight, and there is afair amount of

cial set-up instructions have deprived it of

range. This can give aslightly live sound, but

much of the recognition it deserves. The
Dynavector 507 now outclasses it as apivot-

is not particularly accurate.
All in all, this is agood $200 tonearm

coloration in the midrange and upper mid-

ing arm using standard removable head-

which sold for $700 with uncertain quality

shells, and possesses more natural life and
sweetness with moving coils; it also costs

control. Iam now told the arm is no longer

twice as much. The Grado is still very good

would be cautious about buying aused one

indeed, and, as might be expected, is an ex-

even at the $250 level; the Improved Sumiko
MMT, with its new headshell, is sonically su-

cellent match with moving magnets and the
higher compliance moving coils. One of the
best soundstages around.

Goldmund T3-F and T-5 ($2800)
Ihave not had either of the latest Goldmund arms in for review, or been able to examine them in depth on my reference system. Ihave, however, listened to the T3-F on
two other high quality systems, and would
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in production, which is understandable. I

perior at that price.

Linn Ittok LVII: $530
This arm seems to steadily improve in detail. It is excellent for low- to medium-mass
moving coils with relatively live bodies, and
very good for virtually all but the heaviest or
highest-compliance cartridges.
My quibbles are that (a) it is just alittle
Stereophile

bright and hard, and (b) its "life" is not

loss of detail in the highs.

matched by afeeling of solid, stable musical
sound or natural deep bass. The soundstage

Souther Thquartz: $850

is good, but slightly lacking in depth. There

Since my last review, the Souther has been

is no azimuth adjustment, and VTA/SRA is

steadily improved in detail, set-up instruc-

very time-consuming. Nevertheless, it still

tions, and sound. A third quartz beam has

has to be rated as one of the top pivoting
arms available.

been added; the result is amore solid sound,

SAEC 407/23: $495

tonearm rod and better instructions on using the weights also ensures far greater ease

Still very good value for money, but the
Dynavector and awell-set-up Grado take
Not quite as smooth amidrange as the top

of proper setup for agiven cartridge.
These improvements make the Souther
competitive with the Eminent Technology
Two, but there are subtle differences in the

competition, and some minor coloration or

way each arm provides upper midrange and

the lead in the detachable heacishell area.

Stereophile

more detail, and more bass. Asolid titanium
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esynthesis
T I
,M250
expresses the
excitement and
impact of the
original
Iforrnance.
ly amusician's
loudspeaker"
Lewis Lipnick
Principal Contrabassoonist
National Symphony Orchestra

Musical accuracy—the ability to produce the
illusion of alive musical event. lb achieve musical
accuracy aloudspeaker must be tonally correct,
image precisely, reproduce fine detail cleanly,
and convey the wide dynamic contrasts of live
music. lb meet this challenge taxes the state of
art and science of loudspeaker design. At
SYNTHESIS, we employ advanced computer
measurement and design techniques to provide
accurate data on the acoustic performance of
individual elements (drivers, crossovers and
cabinets) taken in isolation and ultimately as a
system. This, however provides only astarting
point. Prospective designs are then auditioned
at length in avariety of environments. Each
speaker design is fine-tuned during extensive
listening sessions using recorded music carefully
selected to illuminate the design's potential and
limitations. Competing approaches are evaluated
and afinal design arrived at. By this process,
every SYNTHESIS model has been designed to
meet our ultimate objective—musical accuracy.
SYNTHESIS.
Musically accurateloudspeakers for as little as
$600 per pair.

sL, nthesis
2817 M Darr Avenue •Falifax, Virginia 22031

treble detail—and the Eminent Technology
Two is abit more convincing in terms of imaging and harmonic detail. Imay get in deep
trouble with my adjectives here, but the
Souther is more "live" with many cartridges,
while not as dynamic, harmonically natural,
or convincing in timbre. The Souther may
be somewhat better in terms of overall musicality with medium- to high-compliance
magnetic cartridges, but the Eminent Technology is consistently better with most
moving coils.
Both the Eminent Technology Two and
the Souther require very careful set-up, and
close attention to the proper choice of
tonearm mass (provided at the headshell on
the Souther) to get proper tracking and
good bass. The Eminent Technology, however, benefits from its setup jig, provides for
rapid interchange of cartridges and easier azimuth adjust, and allows easy adjustment of
VTA during play.

Syrinx PU -3: $700
No other major tonearm manufacturer
has shot itself in the foot with the foolish
consistency of Syrinx. Poor quality manufacture and adelicate and vulnerable design
have badly hurt the PU -3, making it alegend
in its time. Syrinx has, however, been reorganized, the PU -3 has been improved in detail, and Assemblage has taken over responsibility for ensuring that legitimate imports
into the U.S. actually work.
The latest version of the PU -3 incorporates major improvements to its oncelow-quality bearings. The base of the arm
has been redesigned to stop the internal
snagging of wires during VTA adjustment
that killed so many samples of the previous
design. Cartridge pins are now crimped and
soldered, where previous versions built up
serious resistance problems because of poor
oxidation between the pins and tonearm
wires. The tonearm lift has been redesigned,
making the arm rest rounded and rubber-

Souther Junior: $550
If you want many of the benefits of the
Souther, with only aslight loss of detail and

ized; the arm no longer drifts so much during raising and lowering.

bass information, the Souther Junior is an

A re-test of this most recent version of the
Syrinx PU -3 shows it has excellent treble,

excellent buy. ou give up gold plating on

with unusually good harmonic detail in the

the RCA jacks, cosmetic covers on the end

highs, and alack of hardness or unnatural

molding, and the magnetic end-of-record

life with the better moving coils. The midrange was not quite as clean, but was very

lift. None of these are great sacrifices. The
$300 saving over the regular Souther Tri quartz or Eminent Technology make the
Souther Junior the "best buy" in straightline arms.

Sumiko "The Arm"
The Fletcher arm is now a collectors
piece. It was, however, my reference for
some years. It probably achieved the tightest bass of any pivoting arm I've heard. It
also did avery good job of balancing out
slightly live moving coil cartridges and cartridges with arising high end. "The Arm"
does not, however, have quite the resolution
and detail of the best current competition.
The upper midrange and highs are very
good, but can appear slightly lacking in life.
"The Arm" also lacks any azimuth adjustment, and SRA/VTA adjustment is difficult
and time-consuming. Still one of the best
pivoting arms ever made, however.
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good. My only serious question is the
smoothness and naturalness of voice; other
arms seem to give voice slightly less chest or
character.
Soundstaging was good, with aslight tendency towards better depth than height and
width. Much depends on the interface with
aparticular moving coil cartridge, since the
Syrinx sounds only good to very good with
some cartridges, but "locks in" to sound excellent with others. The larger and lower
compliance moving coils with aslight upper
octave rise seem to do the best.
The PU -3 retains its outstanding ease of
overhang and azimuth adjustment. Achoice
of terminations now permits the use of topquality interconnects. VTA/SRA adjustment,
however, is still the laborious task of raising
and lowering the arm in the tonearm base
and trying to set the screw at just the right
point.
Stereophile

The bearings seem tight and friction low.
However, when Iused an 8"by 3
4 "
/
piece of
bond typing paper to push the Syrinx, fully

designed, as many are, with some slight bias
compensation in the arm, carefully level the
tonearm (not the turntable, since mounting
boards, etc. often ensure that the table has a

balanced, up or down, the paper deflected
more than with other top pivoting arms.

slightly different level), get the arm perfectly

This normally indicates slight friction, al-

balanced so that it floats just slightly above

though most designers seem to feel that a
bearing friction of less than 1/10th of the

and see if it slowly coasts outward. If it does,

tracking weight is completely acceptable,

friction is all right.

and the friction of the Syrinx was well below this level.
All in all, the PU -3 "Il" seems to live up to

the record, put it in the middle of the record

If the arm can totally cancel all bias so that
it will float just above the outer edge of the

its original design promise: it's now avery

record without moving to the outside when
the tonearm is level, blow gently until the

good tonearm. But, before you buy, call As-

arm moves towards the inside of the record.

semblage to make sure you have the latest

It should continue easily all the way to the

model with proper quality control. Iwould

inside of the record. If you have to blow

be very hesitant to buy an earlier version

hard, or if the arm sticks anywhere once it

PU -3, or any sample of the PU -2 at any

moves, you have abearing or cable binding

price. These two arms were some of the

problem.

Zeta
products that helped give the British tonearm industry aterrible reputation for quality.

Zeta: $875
Ithink this arm deserves the importer's
comment on the current status of its availa-

Do not buy any arm that has apermanent
azimuth error or any sign of bearing problems, and insist on acheck of both before
buying. There is no real way to repair most
tonearms except at the factory. The history
of such repairs by dealers or importers is
filled with repeatedly unsuccessful service

bility and quality control. Long-standing
bearing adjustment problems remain unsolved, and azimuth alignment has been

attempts; that, or the bearings were merely

erratic.
Incidentally, if you want to make aquick

ment. If atonearm is not perfectly aligned,
and does not work perfectly right out of the

test of bearing friction in any arm, Joe Grado

box, consumer and dealer should insist on

suggests one of two tests. If the arm is

atotally new product.

Stereophile

loosened, or the arm tube twisted, to give
the appearance of proper repair and adjust-
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Well Tempered Arm

Well Tempered Arm: $550
A tirprisingly neutral arm with great flexibility in coping with different cartridges,
the WTA is ideal for Deccas and moving
coils. Generally lacking in resonance and
coloration. Dynamic, and with aslightly

ing top-quality arm. Nor would !say that the
Eminent Technology Two lacks competition. Itrill be using the Eminent Technology Two as areference because Ithink it is
that good, and because Ifeel it is that neutral
in terms of turntable and cartridge compatibility. Ihave not heard every top arm, how-

larger-than-life soundstage. Good detail,

ever, and hope the above mini-reviews indi-

but not equal to the top super-rigid pivoting

cate that the competition is still very close.

arms, or the Eminent Technology in resolving fine musical detail or harmonics.
Set-up is abit complicated, but scarcely a

In fact, today's best tonearms are so good,
and offer so much variety. that any given audiophile or reviewer could easily prefer

problem for anyone who is literate and has

several of the above arms to the Eminent

half an hour. Very good value for money for

Technology Two. Further, I'd put money
into abetter cartridge, turntable, etc., long

the Decca or moving coil lover who does
not want to change cartridges often.

before Irushed out to exchange a top-

Ishould stress that in using the Eminent

quality competing arm for the Eminent
Technology. That said, Bruce Thigpen and
Edison Price have done adamn good lob!

Technology Two to recalibrate my percep-

The Eminent Technology Two is certain to

tions of past arms, Iam not recommending
that you should rush out and sell your exist-

most demanding audiophiles.

Summing Up
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be ahighly popular product with even the
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RE VOX B-215 CASSETTE RECORDER
J. Gordon Holt

Revox B-215
A high-performance automated cassette
deck. Frequency response: +2/-3, 30 Hz to
18 Khz with Type 1tape, 30 Hz to 20 kHz with
Types II and IV tapes. S/N ratio: up to 70 dB
(Types Il and IV tapes.) Wow and flutter:
0.1%. Inputs: Line level. Outputs: Line level,
fixed. All-pushbutton control. Automatic
record bias and EQ adjustment, storable for
later recall. Real-time counter displays minutes and second. High-speed automatic
search for up to two programmed locations
on tape. Programmable continuous repeat
(loop). Automatic record-level set. Noise
reduction: None, Dolby B, Dolby C (HZ Pro
included with both Dolbys). Multi-plex filter.
Selectable automatic program fade-in/fadeout. Headphone outlet with volume control.
Full-logic tape handling. Remote control
with optional infrared transmitter. Dimensions: 17 3
/ "W by 6" H by 13" D. Price $1400.
4
MANUFACTURER: Studer/Revox America,
Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville TN 37210.

3,250-Hz upper limit, was deemed adequate
only for dictation. Even today, the best
open-reel recorders can claim only a15 kHz
upper limit at 33
4 ips. By contrast, acassette
/
recorder that can't deliver flat response out
to 20 kHz—at 1% ips!—is considered to be
strictly mediocre by modern standards.
The Revox B-215 is one ola relatively new
breed of cassette machines that combine
state-of-the-art performance with a high
degree of functional automation. The B-215
is similar in many ways to the B-710, which
it supersedes in Revox's line. Reviewed in
Vol. 7, No. 1, the B-710 got very high marks
for its sound-quality, but alower grade on
versatility.
Although the B-710 had switching to
select the "standard" bias and EQ combinations (for Tape Types I, II and IV), these were
factory pre-set---via internal potentiometers—
for TDK's top line of tapes, which means the
settings were incorrect for any other brands

The audio cassette in the year 1985 is a

of tapes. (Because of the cassette's exceed-

triumph of technology over impracticality.

ingly slow speed and thin oxide coating,

Twenty years ago, it was considered im-

bias and EQ must be precisely adjusted for

possible to get HF response to much beyond

aspecific tape to avoid HF losses or peak-

15,000 Hz from an open-reel tape running at

ing.) This adjustment specificity was no prob-

71
2 inches per second, and that upper limit
/
diminished to 7,500 Hz at the "secondary"

lem as long as you always used one or
another of the appropriate TDK cassettes,

speed of 33
4 ips. The 1%
/

but it meant that you couldn't use any other
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ips speed, with its
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brand of tape without incurring errors in HF
response and record/playback signal level.
Thus, most of your old tapes could not be
satisfactorily re-used for new recordings.

particular tape, and are subsequently proven
wrong.
There are no rotary controls on the B-215
at all. Everything is controlled by pushbut-

Of course, it was always possible to open

ton, including record volume, record chan-

up the B-710 and readjust the pots for adifferent tape—assuming you had the necessary

nel balance, and headphone volume. Each
of these functions is assigned an Up and a

test equipment and know-how. But then that

Down button, and changes are effected in

particular setting on the Tape Type switch

barely audible incremental steps, rather than
continuously.

would, again, be suitable only for the tape it
had been readjusted for. This was an inconvenience, albeit aminor one.
With the new B-215, Revox has addressed

Although practically everything in the
B55 is automated, overrides are available for
every function. For example, prior to actual

itself to, and pretty much solved that prob-

recording, the B-215 stays switched to

lem. The new 215 has abutton on it marked

Source, but Tape (play) mode can be

Align. Before making a recording on an

selected by hitting the Tape button. Con-

"alien" cassette, you first press the Align but-

versely, as soon as recording starts, the

ton to select amemory location (Al or A2)
for the alignment parameters. Then, with
the tape loaded, you press the Align button

machine switches itself to Play, but Source

again to initiate the alignment procedure.

can be selected with the same Tape button.
Record level can be set in two ways:

ing with that tape, checking output level and

Manually, according to the LCD display, or
automatically. For auto setting, play the
loudest section of the music to recorded

treble response. If there is adiscrepancy

while holding down abutton marked Set

with either, the record bias and treble
equalization are automatically adjusted, and

record level will be set according to the

This causes the machine to do atest record-

Level. When that button is released, the

the settings stored in the memory location

loudest passage that was encountered dur-

you chose. You may then go ahead and

ing the Set procedure.

make arecording on that cassette. The next

Incidentally, the record level is not sup-

time you wish to use that particular kind of

posed to set to aMeter-Zero reading, but

tape, just call out its Type and memory loca-

rather to reflect the headroom capability of

tion, and the machine is ready to go again.

the tape. Suitable settings (ranging from

There are six such alignment memories in

metered +4to +6) are listed in the manual.
These are the settings the automatic Level

the B-215: Two for tape Type I(regular iron
oxide coating), three for Tpe II (chromium
dioxide coating), and one for Type IV (metal
coating, which is pretty much standardized
from brand to brand). Any one of the stored
setups can be called up by pressing the Type

Set procedure goes for.
Another new (for Revox) innovation in
the B-215 is automatic fade-in/fade-out.
The fades, which are moderately fast in both

and then the Align buttons to select Al, A2,

directions, can be toggled' in at the beginning or end of any recording (while record-

etc. (Type is selected automatically with the
modern coded cassette shells.) The only

ing) by pressing the Fade switch and then using the Pause control. If you do this from

possible hitch is that you must remember

Record, the fadeout occurs before the

which memory was used for which tape. I

machine pauses the tape. If you do it from

recommend writing them down. Failure to

Stop (or Pause), tape motion begins before
the fadeup.

remember the proper memory location is
hardly a disaster, though, because, if in

The B-710 had afour-digit tape counter

doubt, you can always repeat the Align procedure before recording. The worst cir-

which, while quite accurate as ameans for

cumstance would be if you are certain you
know which is the correct memory for a
70

locating adesired place on the tape, did not
IA toggle (unction is one that alternates bet ween On and
(Why means of the same switch or button.
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tell you anything about elapsed or remaining tape time. The 215's counter reads real
time, in minutes and seconds, and is ac-

in mike preamps on the 215 would rarely be
used anyway. For unattended recording or
playback—another rarely used function—

curate to within asecond or so—at least if
you wind to the beginning of the tape before
using the high-speed shuttle functions. (If

timer. For this purpose, the B-215 has a
useful feature which the 710 lacked: the Save

you don't, the indication may be off by
several seconds in either direction.)
The counter's high accuracy is utilized to

Revox simply advises adding an external

Status mode. Depressing the Save Status button puts all of the current settings—for
Level, Tape Type and Alignment parameters,

permit automatic high-speed searches for

record status, etc —into a non-volatile

specific places on atape. Searches can be

holding buffer using EAROMs (Erasable

made manually, by callout in minutes and

Read-Only Memory). 2 Programming the 215

seconds, or automatically by addressing

for record, then hitting Save Status, will

either of two previously-programmed
memory locations (Loc 1or Loc 2). Loc Iis

as it is turned on. It will only do this once in

cause the machine to start recording as soon

automatically logged into memory at the

the record mode so as to avoid recording

start of arecording, regardless of where on

over what you just recorded. (Programmed

the tape it starts; Loc 2 must be put into

in the playback mode—to fool burglars, for

memory manually. If you're searching from

instance—the 215 will save the parameters

the middle of atape, the deck unerringly

indefinitely, and keep playing back when-

shuttles in the proper direction to find Loc

ever it is turned on.)

1or Loc 2, depending on which you specify.

As you can see, this is apretty sophisticated

Both locator addresses can be used to
delimit the beginning and end ola recorded

piece of equipment —so much so that you
will probably have to read the instruction

segment

playing.

manual before you can get the thing to work

Repetition is started and stopped with the

at all. You can't just load the tape, punch

for indefinite repeat

Record,

Loop button.
The B-215 can be used with an optional
infrared remote control unit, which can also
be toggled to control a second B-215
without interactions between them. Most
recorder functions can be performed from
the remote, as can anumber of others in-

and go.

How

does

it

work?

Superbly!
I was immensely impressed with the
sound of the earlier B-710 at its best. The
new B-215 sounds at least as good, and,
because of the automatic Align provision, it
is at its best more often. Sonically, the B-215

volving other components in an all-Revox

is a little on the warm side, very liquidly

system. (You cannot, however, change a

transparent (no harshness or graininess at
all), and very detailed. HF clarity and open-

cassette from the remote location.) The
B-215 also has what they call aSerial Link
socket, at whose wondrous purposes the
manual but tantalizingly hints. This appears
to be for acomputer hookup, but no details
were mentioned as to what computer control might do.
The 215 lacks three features that were included in the 710: output-level adjustments,
microphone inputs, and aself-contained
timer-controlled play/record function, for
unattended operation. Idon't feel any of
these constitutes

2 serious

omission.

The B-215's 0.77 volt output is standard
line level, and so few audiophiles ever do
"live" recording without amixer that builtStereophile

ness will of course depend on the tape you
use. Metal tapes, for example, gave the
crispest, most detailed high end, but with a
very subtle edginess which Idid not much
care for. Chrome tapes gave what Ifelt to be
the best sound overall, but not everyone
will prefer their slightly softer, sweeter high
end. Iron oxide tapes proved to be alittle
unpredictable in performance, apparently
2EAROMs. according to afascinating conversation with
Revox, consist of thousands of microchip diodes, which
are oriented once ton or off) when settings are saved, and
subsequently defamed when you create new settings (using the next set of diodes, obviously). In spite of this pnithgate destruction. Revox estimates you coukl reprogram
the settings every hour mad the EAMON!, in the
2IS
would still last 10 years! Even then the cost for the new.
pan would he only S5.00.
—LA

because some of the cheap ones Ihad on
hand had such low coercivity (resistance to

can imagine.
The B-215 handles tape with asolidity

erasure and magnetic pole reversal) that they

reminiscent

required bias settings below what the Revox

machines. Never once did Ihear speed vari-

could provide. These cassettes produced
reduced signal level and adull high end,

ation, even from some old cassettes which,
because of wow problems on other ma-

despite prior alignment. Better grades of fer-

chines, Iknow to have worn slip sheets. 3 In

of

professional

open-reel

rous oxide tapes were pulled perfectly into

fact, wow from the B-215 was lower than

alignment by the B-215, but, at best, they
still had somewhat less HF range than the

that from most analog discs, few of which
are perfectly concentric. Flutter, too, was as

chrome tapes. This, of course, is all what

low as Ihave heard from tape. Icould detect

one would expect in any comparison be-

none, except in comparison with digital

tween tapes. It's why some cost more than

tapes (from which Icopied some piano music

others; they have better HF response and
lower noise than the cheaper varieties.

and some reedy pipe-organ material.) Only
then was it evident that the PCM material

Tape hiss was more related to the cassettes
and the noise-reduction system used than to
the recorder, which indicates that the
B-215's hiss is as low as the cassette medium
permits. Even with the cheapest tapes and
no noise reduction, the rather obtrusive hiss
was smooth and dull, like gentle rain on a
paved street. (Peaky loudspeakers could
make this quite obnoxious, but anyone who
would pair a$1400 cassette deck with lousy
speakers deserves what he gets.)
Only in the playback of previously

had more of afeeling of stability to it.
The high-speed shuttle functions are
gratifyingly fast, stops and starts are almost
instantaneous, and built-in logic prevents
damage from user stupidity. The cassette
even locks into place while in Play or
Record, preventing accidental
while the tape is running.

removal

My only serious criticism of the D-2I5 has
nothing to do with its performance, but
rather with one aspect of its ergonomics.
The LCD readouts are hard to see, compared

recorded tapes is the B-215 bettered: by

with LEDs, particularly if the recorder is in-

Nakamichi's 1000ZXL ($3800) and Dragon

stalled low in arack or cabinet. The display

($1600). Both of these feature automatic
head azimuth alignment in playback, as

display at all; it only shows when the

well as bias and EQ adjustment in play (The
latter is manual in the Dragon, automatic in

recorder is On. The recorder should be
placed at or near eye level: below this, some

the 1000ZXL.) The play alignment on those

of the data readouts are hidden under the

machines makes aperceptible difference in

upper edge of the display recess, making
them even harder to see.

liF openness and detail from some old tapes

"illumination" does not illuminate the LCD

and adramatic difference in others. (It does

All in all, though, Ifound little about the

not have any effect on tapes recorded on the
same machine.) Whether or not this feature

B-2I5 to criticize. Its slight sonic imperfections, such as they are, appear to be related

is worth an additional $450 to you depends
on the extent your collection of previously-

more to the shortcomings of the cassette
medium itself than to this recorder, which

recorded cassettes. Some of you will prefer
the cooler, somewhat drier sound of the

means that no other recorder is likely to do
significantly better.

Nakamichis, but Iprefer the Revox.
The maximum headphone output level

Asuperb cassette recorder, for the person
who wants and is willing to pay for the best

from the B-215 is high enough to produce a
satisfyingly loud level from phones of

quality cassettes have to offer.

below-average sensitivity, or very loud (but

3 Slip sheets are thin sheets of lubricant-coated plastic
which serve as stationary huh "flanges - inside the cassette
shell. After extensive use the shiny, lubricated surface
wears off. causing friction against the rotating packs Worn
sheets can he replaced if the cassette is put together with
SCICWS, as most are.

probably not damagingly loud) sounds from
highly efficient phones. The phone output
level is high enough to drive any headset I
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AD ASTRA PER DESPERA:
THE CARTRIDGE SURVEY CONTINUES
Anthony H. Cordesman

Sometime in the last few months Ireviewed

which further compounds reviewing prob-

my 100th high end cartridge. lam also now

lems. Though my broad results are reasona-

in my "forties" in reviewing high end tone-

bly consistent in shifting from the Quad

arms and turntables, although some of the
products reviewed died before the reviews

the ultimate cartridge is different with each

ESL-63 to an Apogee to an Infinity RS- lb,

could be published. The combinations of
various phono front ends, even excluding

speaker system. Some nuance of cartridge

electronics, number in the hundreds.

speaker: speed, frequency response, imag-

performance best matches the particular
ing performance, etc.

Reviewing and Buying Your
Own Cartridge
Imention this not as proof that Iam now
endowed with divine wisdom, or as preamble to my claim for Stereophilis famous
pension benefits,' but rather as an introduction to several broad observations.
The more Ilisten to any given cartridge in
awide range of tonearms and turntables, the
more reluctant Iam to say that any review or
demonstration can predict the subtleties of
how well agiven cartridge will do in your
system. It is frighteningly easy to overreview cartridges based on aspecific reference system on the assumption that the
qualities noted are repeatable in other systems. Not to mention that reviewers often
get hand-selected models, of which few
buyers will ever hear the likes. Further, some
of the most expensive hand-built cartridges
are tuned by ear, vary from sample to sample, and quite legitimately shift in sound
quality as the builder improves technique.
The only valid test of acartridge is to hear it
in your system.
The more cartridges Ilisten to, the more
convinced Iam that the cartridge/speaker
interface is the most important single factor
in determining the natural musicality and
pleasure available from recorded music—
IGood thing!
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—LA

After speaker match-up, Irank tonearm,
interconnects, and preamp as the most important factors in choosing acartridge. Assuming you own aturntable as good as the
AR, Ariston, Rega, or Systemdek II, and possess intelligence regarding turntable mats
and placement, the upgrade to aVP!, Oracle, or SOTA —or even Linn or Pink Triangle
if you don't mind a little masochistic
tweaking—is less important than finding
the tonearm that really suits agiven cartridge. The particular results with agiven
cartridge will then be extraordinarily sensitive to wires, azimuth, sidethrust, mass, headshell, counterweight, etc. Different headshells or very slight changes in effective
mass often change details of imaging and
transient resolution as much as changing the
cartridge, and there is no question that given cartridges lock-in best with given tonearms. The precise ranking of Zeta, Alphason,
Syrinx, Eminent Technology, Grado, Souther,
Goldmund, or WTA is highly cartridgedependent.
Cartridge loading and electronics are also
critical. Higher loadings tend to compensate
for speakers that have trouble "floating" an
image to awide range of listening positions.
Lower loadings stabilize the soundstage and
reduce dual mono effects.
But such generalizations are dangerous.
Bass response, for example, is sometimes
73

sensitive to loading; the best treble loading

Koetsu, keep it aKoetsu.

may not produce the best bass. Most tube

Buy an Ortofon test disc, or something

preamps sound better with high loadings

similar; regularly conduct your own track-

than do transistor preamps. A"warm"' -sound-

ing tests, checking the downforce necessary

ing or "slow" cartridge obviously makes a

to maintain good tracking. Slowly raise the

poor combination with most tube preamps,

tracking force to the maximum recom-

just as amoving coil with apeak or rising

mended, or slightly above, to find the point

high end works poorly with transistor mid -fi

at which no further increase in tracking

equipment.

capability is possible. In terms of both

Tracking force is also critical. Let me re-

sound and record life, it is far better to track

peat apiece of advice that Iregard as abso-

alittle high than have the stylus begin to lose

lutely critical to buying an expensive car-

contact with the groove (which sounds like

tridge and system set-up: Never buy acar-

a"shattering" of the sound).

tridge incapable of cleanly tracking at least
70 microns, and preferably 80, at adealer

These observations put the burden firmly
on the reader to do his/her own listening. 2

demo of the cartridge with your tonearm

Ifully admit that they limit the guiding role

and turntable. Insist on hearing the result

of reviewer or dealer. Ieven admit to making

from a test record; avoid substitutes like

some of these points before; but, judging

those cartridge clinic machines using scopes

from mail and phone calls, such advice is
still critical.

or musical tracks. Ialso recommend seeing
the stylus and cantilever assembly under a

More unhappy audiophiles emerge out of

microscope. You don't need to be an expert

poorly planned efforts to buy aphono car-

to recognize poor alignment, irregular stylus shape, or an off-center cantilever.

tridge than any other single audio experience. These problems are compounded

For cartridges costing $500 or more,

by inadequate dealer set-up and poor qual-

check with the importer or manufacturer to

ity control—regardless of price. (In fairness

make sure the cartridge is not outdated or

to dealers, Ihave also seen too many audi-

gray market, and determine the exchange or

ophiles try to return mishandled cartridges,

repair policy. I'm appalled that many high-

or purchase on the gray market after listen-

priced Japanese cartridges don't have their

ing privileges were extended by the dealer.)

model name and serial number stamped on
both box and cartridge, and exert terrible

The Cartridges at Issue

quality control over the products they

This cheery preamble may be enough to

should know will enter the U.S. as gray-

drive anyone to the nearest compact disc

market products. Far too often, the result is

store, but things now improve. All of the car-

adealer or discounter taking advantage of

tridges to be discussed are good, and afew

unlabeled boxes or cartridge bodies to sell

are outstanding.

outdated or gray-market models. Most dealers are honest about this, but such acall is

The Audioquest B-100 M: $595

still an essential part of buying any true
high-end cartridge.
While on such themes, let me strongly
recommend against the re-tipping of any
cartridge by anyone other than the manufacturer. Much as Ilike the Garrot Decca,
and as good as afew of the van Den Hul retippings have been, far too many re-tipped
cartridges have cantilever and damping
problems, or degraded high frequency and
transient performance. If you want avan
Den Hul, buy avan Den Hul. If you want a
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The B- 100M is amedium-output version
of the Audioquest B-100L (tested in Volume
8, No. 4); its 1.1 mV output was designed to
eliminate the need for a headamp. It is
generally similar in sound character to the
B- 100L, and is avery good cartridge. Ihave
to say, however, that its merits are overshadowed by two competitors.
The first is the B-100L. The 100M seems
2We MY Min searching for n011-NCIIi« humanoid pronouns
for we in reviewing I.A ha.. pnimised to draw on the collective wisdom .4 the old 10.11 in Santa Fr. which is la mou.. for Its asexual*
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few words. As Imentioned in my initial review, this cartridge provides imaging, soundstage data, and transient information that
equal or exceed that of any other cartridge
Ihave heard—at any price. It is undoubtedly
of reference quality, though many of its
competitors have asomewhat more musically natural (if not necessarily more accurate) timbre in the midbass, and mid- and
lower midrange.
Ihave now clocked many listening hours
with the ClearAudio/Veritas, and Istrongly
recommend it for your audition list. It is
Audioquest B-100 M
to get its added gain at the cost of aslightly
more apparent rise in the upper octaves, less
smoothness in the upper bass/lower midrange area, slightly less coherent upper oc-

strikingly different in sound from the 51500E3500 Koetsus and Kisekis, but firmly competitive with them. It is the ultimate moving
coil in imaging life and soundstage detail;
only the Argent Diamond and Monster Alpha
2are serious rivals.

tave imaging and soundstage data, and a
limited but still noticeable loss of speed and
transient detail. The "master tape" sound of

1111'lr.

the B- 100L made it outstanding; the13-1(X)M
is only good to very good.
The second competitor is the Shinon Red

II. lii.
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to the B- 100M, but is slightly superior in vir-
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Boron (Vol. 8, No. 4), which sounds similar
tually every respect. The only exception is
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tenor or female voice with adark tonality
(Tina Turner, etc.); the B- 100L keeps the vocalist forward, and the Shinon Red recesses

Eco

ooze now
ClearAudio Veritas

her/him.

Iam still concerned with the issue of proper
loading. The manufacturer now recommends 50-200 ohm loads for transistor
preamps, and 2,000-47,000 ohms for tube
preamps. Detailed technical tests of my
universal tonearm mount sample indicated
better performance at the manufacturer's
recommended 50 ohms; bass and lower
midrange are slightly more solid and natural
with such loading.
Inevertheless prefer the dynamics and
so

loo

20010

Audioquest

8100 M

The ClearAudio/Veritas: $800

soundstage Iget with loadings of 100 ohms
and up, in spite of the fact such loading produces the rise in high frequency response
revealed in the attached chart. (The rise in

Ihope you will forgive my returning to

the chart, measured at 47,0(X) ohms, is exag-

this cartridge, but prolonged listening indi-

gerated. It is much less notable in the

cates that it's good enough to justify another

100-2(10 ohm range Ifind best with avariety
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Clear Audio/Veritas
of tube and transistor preamps.)

100-300 Hz. Discontinuities in the separa-

Two additional caveats: though it does

tion at 6.8, 8, and 9.8 kHz may explain why

very nicely in the new Dynavector DV-507

imaging in the top octave is not quite up to
the rest of the frequency spectrum.
The 0.4 mV output is certainly high

and improved Alphason pivoting arms, the
ClearAudio/Veritas does best, in terms of
consistent fine detail in harmonics and imaging, in astraightline arm. The improved
Souther is highly recommended.

enough to eliminate the need for a
headamp, but is achieved at aloss of speed
and transient detail. The rise in upper oc-

Second, it is very sensitive to side thrust

tave performance may be adeliberate at-

and tracking force in pivoting arms. Isug-

tempt to restore "life" and "speed" to the

gest experimenting with aside thrust range

cartridge

of 1.0-2.2 grams; listen carefully for the

So nit', h for the tech In, al results; the

point at which you get best imaging detail.
Tracking force is also very important: a

110s
11110 ,
111111.

2-gram tracking force results in clean track-

.11111/1{lb

ing of 80 microns; 1.5 grams yields clean
tracking at only 60-70 micron>,

Koetsu Rosewood Signature: $1500
Ilove high end products like this: They
appeal to my sense of anarchy and to my
general belief that the "science of audio
testing is an art form in which the art is often

ICOC

10.0,
»

20000

missing. This cartridge tracks terribly! It

Koetsu Rosewood Signature

only reaches 60 microns, and inadequate

Koetsu Rosewood Signature is a definite

downforce will push it down to 50 microns.

sonic competitor for top reference cartridge

The frequency and separation sweeps are

in spite of all these problems. It outperformed

mediocre. There is a clear "resonance"

the now discontinued $2500 Koetsu Dia-

glitch at 6-10 kHz, and arelatively steep rise

mond, and the $3500 Kiseki Lapis Lazuli (at

above 10 kHz. Channel balance separation is

least the sample Iheard ayear ago). The
Koetsu excels in making most music natural

merely good, with some rough spots from
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The Shure Ultra 500 Cartridge

and enjoyable in the midrange area, where
the music really counts.
In fact, the full merits of this cartridge

This may sound terribly neo -Luddite, and
Hi Fi News may well give me their annual
Golden llirkey award for the "review in

become clear only if you listen for hours to

which the reviewer most thoroughly trashed

awide range of music. It has good imaging,
transient performance, depth, overall timbre,

his own technical results in the course of

and bass in spite of its technical limits. These

pressions." 3Ican only suggest you listen for

characteristics are immediately apparent.
They are not, however, more outstanding

sider whether $1500 is justified in light of

falling in love with his own subjective imyourself, with sufficient patience to con-

than on many under-5500 cartridges. The

much less expensive, sonically excellent,

better Adcom and Argent medium/high output cartridges are generally as good or better

and technically superior competition. The

in these areas—at prices around $385. But,

number of manufacturers and importers use

if you give the Koetsu Rosewood Signature
time, you will find it extracts pleasure out of

this Koetsu for their own listening.

only thing Ican say in its defense is that a

record after record after record.
Icannot more clearly tell you why. It's a
matter of a particular sonic balance and

The Shure Ultra 500 Cartridge: $400

nuance—the designer/manufacturer's per-

This is the same Shure Ultra 500 reviewed

sonal taste. For some reason, the Koetsu

by JGH (Vol. 8, No. 4—the Spring 1939 edi-

simply sounds right in the midrange in ways

tion, according to the original publication

unrivalled by any but the better samples of

schedule). Given Shure's past history, Ineed
hardly say it tested superbly. It cleanly tracks

the Kiseki Purple Heart Sapphire. On ordinary pop records, for example, even the

90 microns at 2grams, has perfect channel

best competing cartridges have trouble with

balance at 1kHz (as did all of the cartridges

the relationship between instruments and

tested in this installment, except the Ventas,

voice. They'll do superbly on some records,

which had aminor 0.5 dB imbalance), and

then lose the voice or the instrumentation
on others. The Koetsu does less of this than
any competing cartridge. The Rosewood

has a2.7 mV output in both channels. The
frequency response curve is dead fiat, with

Signature also draws you into the music, and
makes you forget your system.
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only minor glitches in response and separa3See AHC's review of the Meridian MCD for his anticipatory reply to the HFNRR "award:*
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tion below 150 Hz, and in the left channel at

even the most dedicated moving coil fanatic

8- IIkHz.

should hear in order to understand the

Ifind myself in general agreement with
Gordon's detailed comments on the cartridge. He made its strengths and weakness-

trade-offs he/she makes in selecting amoving coil. It raises the level of progress Shure
made with the V- 15 Type V MR to the point

es quite clear, and specified his preference

where Shure can again be taken seriously

for accuracy in timbre over the life and detail

by the High End.

common to moving coils. My preferences
are almost the reverse of Gordon's in these
areas, but Ihave to agree that the Ultra 500
is an excellent cartridge, remarkably free of
any special emphasis or coloration.
Iconcur that this Shure has good soundstage detail, realistically mixing image and
depth. It never has quite the harmonic detail
or transient speed of either the best moving
coils or even the newest "audiophile" CD
players, but is fully realistic in terms of a
mid- to rear-hall sound. As Gordon said in
his review, its extreme high end and its entire upper range (from lower mids on up) are
just not quite as good as those of the best
moving coils."
Iwould add only one significant criti-

Shure Ultra 500

Updates and Concluding
Technical Comments
In looking over past installments of what
Iam tempted to call "Cartridges: The Never-

cism. The bass is powerful, but not tight

ending Story," Iam surprised by how little I

enough to be realistic on anumber of drum

would now change or update. The car-

and bass viol records. It's abit warm and

tridges Iliked at the start, Istill like. The

loose in comparison not only with the same

state-of-the-art is improving, but not fast or

performance on CD, but open-reel tape as

far enough to make me regard any initial fa-

well. The bass defects, however, err on the

vorite as outdated. In fact, Istill go back to

side of impact rather than dullness.

the Argent Diamond—a design now three

upper octave transient life described by

years old—as competitive with the best of
the current crop. Accordingly, Iwill delay

JGH as making the Ultra 500 in any way un-

any major retrospective or re-ranking; Isug-

Further, Idon't see the lack of detail and

musical. This is unquestionably the best

gest instead that you consult your back is-

Shure yet; if you've liked past Shures, you'll

sues of Stereophiie.

definitely like this one. It is also the most
musically accurate moving magnet cartridge Ihave ever heard, with none of the
rising high end of the Grace, or the im-

Tiptoes for Cartridges?
Let me conclude this installment with a
technical tip and atechnical comment on

balances in imaging and upper octave

the response curves we have been publishing.

response Ifind in other moving magnets.
Icannot, however, go so far as to rank the

The tip relates to the Mod Squad equivalent

Ultra 500 cartridge over all the competition

of their TipToes. This SIS accessory is a
small flat plate with raised plastic bumps,

you exclude all low-output moving coils,

and goes between headshell and cartridge.
Not intended or suitable for cartridges with

the Grado Signature moving irons—and the

plastic threads or unusual bodies, it gives

Adcom, Argent, Audioquest, and Talisman
higher-output moving coils—are worthy
and possibly superior rivals. The Shure

the most dramatic results with tonearms
that have relatively poor cartridge moun-

in its price range, as Gordon did. Even if

Ultra 500 is an important cartridge, one
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ting plates or detachable headshells, and
with cartridges that need alot of damping
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help from the tonearm. It can, however,

and more detailed upper midrange and

make auseful difference with many metal
bodied cartridges, and with the Koetsus,
Kisekis, etc. The result is often asmoother

lower treble. Isuggest you call the Mod
Squad (619-436-7666) to see if it will help
your cartridge.

The CBX vs the JVC Test Record

àS-Ita-170

001

CBS
STR- 70
JVC
TRS- 1007
548

RT.LIMA
Tie,

24 .e
L.410,111$

100

1000

10,000

20,000

TEMP 74 F
VTF 18grams

Curves run using Adcom XC/Linetrace Il Serial #411302
Several cartridge manufacturers have suggested that the rising high end in many of'
my cartridge response curves is the result of
using CBS test records, and that their car-

record's timbre sound like that of the CD.
While more tolerant of moving-coil rising
high end than JGH, Ihave to say that Inormally prefer the resulting timbre when I

Sorry, Charlie, but that explanation simply

equalize aslightly bright cartridge, at least
with the better cone tweeters, ribbons, and

tridges would be fiat if Iused the JVC record.
isn't star-kissed. The attached chart com-

electrostatics. Istill can't stand the major in-

pares the sweeps from the two test records

formation loss inherent in equalizer elec-

using the same cartridge in the same arm un-

tronics.
Isuggest that manufacturers use slower

der carefully controlled conditions. As you
can see, the practical differences are zip.
I'm afraid that the rise Imeasure in many

and more exacting sweeps, and make greater efforts to get flat upper octaves. Irealize

that a little upper octave emphasis gives
moving coils really is there. It is certainly
sonically apparent (in many cases) when I "punch" and "life," but I'm not always sure
compare arecord with aCD made from the how much of my "life" Iwant to have
"punched' .around
same tape. Ialso find that equalizing acartridge's rising high end often makes the
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To Be Continued.
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CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER FIVE
POWER AMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

All-tubed mono power amplifier. Rated power: 200 watts. Power bandwidth: 20 to 15,000
Hz. THD: 1% at rated power. Weight: 81 lbs.
Price: $3000 each. MANUFACTURER: Conrad Johnson Design, 2800R Dorr Ave., Fairfax VA 22031. (703)-528-8650.
Many audiophiles who have only recently
subscribed to Slereopbile will be surprised
to find that those clunk, heat-producing,
short-lived tubes that reigned up through
the mid-'60s are still Executive Monarchs in
the mid-'80s. Why, for Heaven's sake? Because, despite everything, people like them.
That "everything" includes the aforementioned liabilities, very high product cost
(because of the massive output transformers and high-voltage B+ storage capacitors
required), and gut-busting weight in highpowered versions.
Then there's the terrible emotional price
one must pay for owning atubed component. One is constantly thinking, whenever listening, that all those warmly glowing
glass bottles are in phase two of agradual
self-destructive countdown. (Phase one is
the break-in period.) Eventually, they wear
out and need replacement; will anyone still
be selling tubes in the U.S. when that happens, or will you have to special order them
from Vladivostok? But that's not the worst
of it—there's the suspicion that !hose aging
tubes may start sounding alittle "off" before they become obviously bad. Will you
hear it when it starts happening? When will
you hear it? Early on, so you can tell your
audio friends "It doesn't sound quite as
good as it did. Iguess the old output bottles
will need replacing soon"? Or (more likely)
will it creep up on you like senility, so slowly you won't notice it at first, while all your
friends whisper among themselves about
80

how awful your system sounds? It could be
worse than ...
body odor!!'
Why, then, would anyone like tubes? For
the best of all possible reasons,

as

far as I'm

concerned: because they sound good. We
haven't discussed the special sound of tubes
in Stereopbile for well over ayear, so arecap
won't be out of order.
Ten years ago, even the best tubed amplifier had a uniquely characteristic sound
which immediately identified it to experienced listeners. The first impression of that
sound was one of warmth and forwardness.
Comparing it with the sound of a good
solid-state amplifier of that time, we would
note that the midbass was fat and rich rather than taut, deep bass was often noticeably
weak, the entire middle range and middle
highs were somewhat prominent, and extreme highs tended to be soft or dull, depending on how you felt about it —but
with a superbly musical delicacy, sweetness, and naturalness.
There was more: for reasons no one has
satisfactorily explained to this day, tubes always seem to reproduce magnificent depth
perspective in simply miked recordings.
Thus, "the tube sound" was an interesting
mixture of strengths and weaknesses, and
how you felt about tubes depended entirely
on how you felt about each of those aspects
of reproduced sound quality. Like digital
sound, tubed equipment has traditionally
been adored or despised, with no neutral
camp.
During the past 10 years, however, tubed
components and solid-state components
have been edging ever closer in sound. Solt Surely you jest. JGH: even rabid tube-lovers don't
demonstrate these melodramatic tendencies. Have you
been watching morning soap operas on your surroundsound Kloss widescreen?
—LA
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Id state is losing its high-end bite, sizzle, and
grit, along with the middle-range suckout;
tubed components have been grown more

systems with which we've used the Fives
that sounded as good overall with them as

neutral through the middle range (though

JBL 250-Tis, for instance, sounded more

this has been their strongest suit, anyway)

natural through the whole middle range
and superb at the high end. Although the

and more extended and detailed at both
ends of the spectrum, but without losing

with any in-house solid-state amp. The big

high end of the Fives is slightly softer than

any of the marvelous depth presentation or
high-end euphony. It is probably safe to say
that the perfect amplifier, if there ever is

avery good solid-state amp, and the high
end of the 250-Tls more extended and nat-

one, will sound almost exactly midway between the best tubed and the best solidstate amplifiers. Or, to put it alittle more co-

the combination did superbly. The Fives
didn't do as much as some solid-state amps
at compensating for the overly loose and ill-

gently, that it will embody the strengths of

defined low end of the JBLs, but it's hardly

both, with the weaknesses of neither.
The Conrad Johnson 2 Premier Five is a

aproblem to be laid at C-J's doorstep. The

perfect example of how these differences
have dwindled in recent years. Ihave, in
fact, encountered—although not all in the
same sample—instances where solid-state

ural than most any other dynamic tweeter,

ESB 7106s, which received aboth good and
had report (they do some things superbly—
dynamics and tonality!), delivered asmoother
-sounding high end and even greater depth

amplifiers have actually done solid-state-

and presence (realism) through the
midrange, with little loss of bass perfor-

type things less well than the Premier Five.

mance. Some of the inexpensive speakers

They have exhibited poorer low-bass per-

I've tested recently also did well with the
Fives,
but
detailed
recommendation of a$6000 amp for $400 speakers hardly

formance, more forward middle range, and
less open-sounding high end than the
Fives. But none was aparagon of solid-state
performance. It's when the Premier Five is

seems justifiable.
However. ..
As nearly perfect as the Five

We have mentioned many times in these

seems to be, there is still some of that tube
sound. In terms of deep-bass impact and
midbass control, the Five is bettered by

pages that certain loudspeakers seem to do

several much less costly solid-state ampli-

stacked up against state-of-the-art solid
state amps that it begins to show its mettle.

better with tubes than with transistor elec-

fiers. Its high end is equalled—almost

tronics, or vice versa. That is still true. The

duplicated, in fact— by only one solid-state

most recent example we found was the Infinity RS-IB, which did not begin to sound

amplifier Iknow of: The Rowland Model

right until we tried the Premier Fives on the

Seven, which, at $5500 amono pair, is in
the Five's price class but has acompletely

midrange and tweeter sections (the low end
of the RS-lBs sounded good with avariety

different sound. Both have as nice an extreme top as I've heard anywhere.

of amplifiers). And electrostatic speakers,
notably the Quad ESL-63, have generally
sounded much better with tubes than with

where most of the music is—that the Premier

transistors, though the reverse is not all that

range just comes to life! It is forward, detailed
and alive without being hard, and has a

true. Unlike most previous tubed amplifiers,
which were just too fat and dull to sound
right with most dynamic speakers, the Premier Fives are almost—but not quite—a
universal amplifier: an amp for all speakers!
There have been anumber of dynamic
2VIC join our colleagues at TAS in refusing to spell "Conrad Johnson - in all lower cabe letters. despite the manufacturer's pleas
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It's through the middle range, however—
Five just shines. On any speaker, that mid-

beautiful sense of depth and spaciousness.
Imaging is as stable and specific as I've heard
(if the speakers can match that capability).
The only solid-state amplifier I've encountered that competes with that middle range
is the Electron Kinetics Eagle 2, which has
better bass, but not as suavely musical a
high end as the Five. (On the other hand, it's
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abit less than 1/6 the price.)
One of the best arrangements Icame up

of us flabby souls are accustomed, and the
result is very likely to be apulled back mus-

with while working with the Fives involved

cle or something worse. A word to the wise:

using them to drive the upper-range elec-

Do NOT try lifting these amps above knee

trostatic panels of the Martin Logan

height without some fairly brawny help. Or,

Monoliths, while biamping the low end

better, pay acouple of stevedores to stow

with the Eagle 2and aCottage Industries

the things on their shelves. Better still, let

electronic crossover. 3 Full-range, the Fives

them stay on the floor, underneath some-

did not do as good ajob of controlling the

thing so you can't bark your shin on them.

Monoliths' low end.

You really have to admire what asuperb
amplifier like this can do, sonically, in order

The Premier Five has already earned a
reputation for excellence shared only by

to to put up with the hassle of owning one.

some of Audio Research's tubed units

But, oh, what this does do well! This is the

(which I have not heard). Unlike its

kind of sound that critical listeners have in
mind when they use the term "musical" in

predecessor, the gargantuan, 140-pound
Premier One (two channels at 200 watts

apositive sense. The Premier Five is, simply,

per, on asingle chassis), Idid not find the

agorgeous-sounding amp, and if you can't

Five to be "best suited for electrostatics." It

get this kind of sound for less money, at less

can hold its own with the better solid-state

weight, then so be it.

amps in some areas and beat them in
others, and with awide variety of speakers.
1must now admit the undeniable. These
mono amplifiers are no bargain in terms of
dollars per watt, or of convenience. You can
buy more power for much less money in
any one of anumber of solid-state power
amps. Most of those amps can be moved
around without using ahandcart. (Try dragging aloaded handcart upstairs sometime!)
And none of them contain devices which
will ultimately wear out—not within a
short lifetime, anyway.
There is agenuine risk in handling amplifiers this heavy (not to mention the Premier
One!). Unlike heavy loudspeakers, which
usually end up sitting right on the floor, am-

KYOCERA DA -910
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt
CD player with remote control. Dimensions:
17" W by 13" D by 51/
2"H. Weight: 22 lbs.
Price: $1600. MANUFACTURER: Kyocera
International, Inc., P.O. Box 4227, Warren NJ,
07060-0227.

plifiers are often installed off the floor—in

Those of our readers who are still anti-CD

arack, or on shelves. Frequently, this is not
done just for appearance's sake; those solid,

are going to be offended by what Iam
about to say. Partly because they do not

square corners can give your ankle one hell
of abruise! But stashing the amps out of
ankle's way has its risks, too.
Each Premier Five has alarge pair of handles
at the front, which make it deceptively easy
to lift the unit an inch or so off the floor. But
hoisting it afoot or so above the floor involves the kind of lifting effort to which few
3Cottage Industries is the name of Threshold's kitchentable division. where are manufactured very small quantities of I
OW -demand specialty items.
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want it to be true, but mainly because it is.
Ishall utter the heresy anyway: the Compact Disc is, right now, doing more for the
cause of high-end audio than anything that
has ever come along before!
There, I've said it. Now Ishall explain it.
Prior to CD, the world's major audio
equipment manufacturers—and face it, that
means the big Japanese manufacturers—
generally scorned high end audio as impractical, fanatical tweakery. They loaded
their products with features of all kinds-
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flashing colored lights, sophisticated
switching, and fancy signal processing
circuitry—everything but high-calibre
sound quality. If you wanted a"purist" design, you did not buy Japanese. (It must be
said that Sony, Yamaha, and Kenwood did
try to enter the high-end field with some
superb, albeit overpriced, products, but

end manufacturers have been using them all
these years: they improve the sound. Don't
ask why; they just do. And so, we have the
Kyocera DA -910.
The DA -910 is the first CD player we have
tested whose designers evidently took the
view "So what if we don't know why it
works, if it works, do it!" Instead of two-

were scuttled because of their mainstream

times oversampling of the playback pulses,

image among consumers. Only one Japa-

this one samples four times, at 176.4 Hz. 3

nese firm ever earned apositive image with
perfectionists, but Nalcamichi is hardly a
major Japanese manufacturer.) The CD is

for circuit isolation, it has three. It has sep-

changing all that.
A major contributing factor was the unre-

Instead of ()tie, or even two, power supplies
arate D/A converters, one for each channel.
It (of course) uses digital output filtering
with agentle, final-stage analog filter (Look,

companied CD's release: "perfect sound

Ma, no ringing!). It has acompletely DCcoupled analog section, neatly sidestepping

forever." The mainstream audio press —

the issue of capacitor audibility (of course,

strained ebullience of the hype which ac-

Stereo Review, High Fidelity and Audio—
even reported initially that the first players
were perfect. , But the so-called underground audio magazines, and alot of perfectionist recording companies, soon made
themselves heard as having strong misgiv-

no one can hear capacitors!) by getting rid
of them entirely And, perhaps most controversially of all, it uses extensive shock isolation for its disc drive and optical system,
to minimize the "possibility" that structureborne vibration of those elements increases

ings about CD, and it is atribute to our present influence in the field that the big maga-

the incidence of uncorrectable disc-read er-

zines listened and, before too long, actual-

much the same fashion as aMark Levinson,
Nelson Pass, or Lew Johnson might design

ly reported that maybe, just maybe, they too

rors. In short, the DA -910 is designed in

heard differences between CD players.
As soon as it was suggested that all CD

aproduct.

players might not sound alike, the race was

maybe-not cateery is aheavy ceramic base

on to design aplayer that sounded "better." 2

(for added mass) and screw-adjustable level-

Now these designers, mind you, were
working pretty much in the dark, and in

ing feet to allow "firm placement of the

directions counter to much of the conven-

Included in the overkill-perhaps-but-

player onto fairly uneven surfaces, ensuring
astable, high-quality compact disc sound

tional wisdom in audio engineering, which

reproduction," to quote from the unusual-

declares that most of those measurable

ly well written and comprehensive instruc-

differences are not audible. Yet the design

tion manual.
This isn't the way the major Japanese

people soon found that when one of those
measurements was improved, so was the
sound of the player! Suddenly, conventional wisdom went by the board. Those major
manufacturers started studying perfec-

firms do things. It is the way minor American or British high-enders go about it, making everything as perfect as possible,
whether or not they are convinced that ev-

tionist audio practices and taking them seriously, for exactly the same reasons high-

ery refinement is going to improve the

IThere are undoubtedly those who will claim that yours
truly said the same thing. Asearch of our back issues will
refute this.
2Remember "planned obsolescence? It doesn't take too
much cynicism to conclude that the race was already on
when the conglomerates marketed the first players. and
that they already knew—while claiming "perfect sound
forever"' —that there would he major improvements.
How better to furl future sales?
—LA

3.
This is. of course, not new, as it was part of the first player manufactured by Philips. There's also avery logical reason, if you artificially create a 1"6 kHz sampling rate
through four•times oversampling. the analog filters at the
output of the CD player can be much less steep than a
player sampling at 44 kHz. In this case, the difference is
between 36 dB/octave and about 60 dB/octave. This
results in less of the dramatic upper octave phase shift
characteristic of all CD playback devices.
—LA
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sound. In this way, CD has been the best
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thing to come along. It has shown the major manufacturers, at last, that perfectionist

close, all by itself. Ah, that's clever, Ithought;

attention to design detail really does pay off
in terms of sound quality. Home audio will

structions made no mention of it. An over-

never be the same again!
The DA -910 offers the full complement
of features available from CD: programmability (up to 24 selections), three fastforward and reverse speeds with two offering audible, reduced-level cueing as you
shuttle, wireless remote control, automatic
seek by track or index number, and so on.
The only thing Ifound lacking was anumeric keypad on the remote unit. You can't
call anything out by number from the remote control; it has to be done at the player.

there's atimer on it, even though the insight, no doubt. Nope. It seems the remote
control was sitting on the couch next to me,
with an analog record album covering most
of it. Every time Isat down, Isat on one
edge of the album, lifting it off the remote
unit. When Istood up, the album stood
down, depressing the remote's Play button.
Oh well, atimed withdrawal might not have
been such agood idea any way ...
Okay, now to the nitty gritty. How good
is this perfectionist-designed CD player?
Well, there's bad news here, and then there's

The loading drawer opens and closes

more bad news. The first is that the DA -910
costs so much you probably won't be able

"sluggishly" or "deliberately," depending

to afford it. That was not amisprint at the

on how you feel about it. In fact, the drawer
takes so long to respond to an Open command that the onboard computer seems to

making the DA -910 the most expensive CD

deliberate for amoment before deciding to
obey. That aside, the unit is no slouch when
it comes to seek times. It took 6seconds to
advance from the beginning of track Ito the
start of track 99, on adisc with 60 minutes
and 47 seconds of recorded time. But the
fast shuttle modes take abit of getting used
to.
Pressing either Fast button causes the
unit to skip ahead or back in one-second
increments, with aspeeded-up version of
the sound audible at the correct pitch, but
at increased tempo and reduced level. After
one second, the scanning speed increases
to approximate 20-second increments. After 5seconds, the scan speed goes to oneminute intervals and the sound drops out.
From then on, you just kinda guess where
you are on the basis of the front-panel
elapsed-time readout. You can stay indefinitely in the first or second-speed mode by
simply holding in the fast button and releasing it momentarily every few seconds to
keep it from advancing to the next scan
speed.
Iencountered one pattern of mysterious
behavior partway through my tests. One
evening, every time Igot up from the sofa
to put a just-removed disc back on the
shelf, the still-open loading drawer would
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head of this report The price is $1600,
player money can buy at the time of this
writing.* The other bad news is that this is
the best damned CD player Ihave ever
heard. Ihate to say it, but it's worth the outrageous price tag.
It does everything better than any player
Ihave used until now. It images better, gives
adeeper, broader soundstage, and has tighter, deeper low end (although only by avery
small margin over that of the Sony
CDP-520ES reviewed in Volume 8, Number
2). It has anoticeably sweeter, easier, and
more open high end than either the Sony or
the other prior contender for best high end,
the Nalcamichi OMS -5. (By comparison, the
Sony sounds abit brittle, the Nakamichi a
little dry)
In short, the DA -910 is now the CD player
to beat. It raises CD sound quality to the
point where even CD's most resolute opponents are going to have to take along, hard
listen and reconsider their feelings about
this fledgling medium. This is the first time
Ihave heard any player whose high-end
quality is comparable to the best Ihave
ever heard from an analog disc. (My basis
for comparison is analog reproduction
4 Not achance. The Cambridge CD player weighs in at
S2300. and Meitner has ano-doubt-expensive player in
the wings. with Spectral and Krell breathing hard on its
heels
—LA
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whose spectral balance is as nearly as possibly identical to that of adisc's CD equivalent. Ido not feel that any other comparison is valid.)
This is an incredible player. Ican't afford
it either, but if Kyocera wants it back, they
may have to sue me!

mining which to buy. (If you feel that CDs
generally sound steely, you will prefer the
NEC or the Meridian; if you prefer amore
forward sound, as Ifrequently do, the Kyocera
will appeal.) The Meridian has, by asmall
margin, the sweetest-sounding extreme
high end of the three, but it also has the
least neutral low end. Lows are slightly ac-

JGH Addend-c:
Since this report was written, Ihave auditioned two other contenders for Best CD
Player.
The Meridian MCD Pro and the NEC
CD-705 both provide slightly better (wider,
deeper) soundstage presentation than does
the Kyocera. Both are alittle more laid-back
(less forward) than the Kyocera, the difference being great enough that personal preference is likely to be astrong factor in deter-

centuated, slightly loose, and not as deep or
solid as those from the NEC or Kyocera.
The NEC is averitable steal at less than half
the price of the other two.
The Meridian MCD Pro was reviewed by
AHC in Vol. 8, No. 6; DO's report on the
NEC is in the works. Iwould say that personal audition of all three is advisable prior
to purchase of any one, and this is one case
where the differences between the players
is not subtle.

—JGH

THE ACCUPHASE
Don Scott

,
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Accuphase

FM stereo tuner with digitally synthesized
tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.7 uV/9.8 dBf
mono, 6 uV/20 dBf stereo. 50-dB stereo
quieting sensitivity: 22 uV/32.08 dBf with
NR, 30 uV/34.8 dBf without noise reduction.
Capture ratio: 1dB. Selectivity: 100 dB alternate channel, 15 (+) dB adjacent channel.
SIN ratio, 65 dBf input: 80 dB mono, 78 dB
stereo. THD, stereo: .04%. Stereo separation: 50 dB. SCA rejection: 80 dB. AM suppression ratio: 80 dB. 19 and 38 kHz
products: -65 dB. Power consumption: 12
Stereophile

W. Dimensions: 17 1
2 "W by 13" D by 4
/
3
/
8"H.
Weight: 12.8 lbs. Price: $700. MANUFACTURER: Accuphase, Japan. DISTRIBUTOR:
Madrigal, Ltd., P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT
06457.
The Accuphase T-107 may not be the
world's best tuner, but it ranks among the
top four of 35 candidates tested. Although
there are differences among these top four,
they all stand head and shoulders above the
85

rest. To qualify in this elite category, atuner has to do most things very well, and

na) is quite low; you get more music and
less noise or grundge.

nothing poorly. If Istick my neck out to say
aproduct is good, it should work superbly

Specifications

for the largest number of potential buyers.
Given these stringent requirements, the Accuphase qualifies.

A glance at the T-107's measured specs
reveals its excellence. The tuner actually

With its 43/8" vertical height, the T-107

bettered its already-impressive specs by
10%, with two exceptions. Capture ratio is

is not asmall tuner, but the space is well uti-

spec'd at 1.5 dB, but came through with an

lized by large, easy-to-use controls, fre-

impressive 1dB or better. One station, unlistenable on my reference Magnum T-101

quency display meters, and signal level
meters. There is no mysterious, hard-to-

(see Vol. 8, No. 4) because of an interfering

operate gadgetry. In operation, the T-107 is
the digital equivalent of an analog tuner.

station on the same frequency, sounded ac-

Of course—and to my neverending dismay—the muting and mono-stereo switching are combined as one function. (Scott.
Magnum, and H-K are the only tuner
manufacturers to sensibly separate these
functions.) The only other operating annoyance is found in backwards Seek mode,
where the tuner does not go directly from
88.1 to 107.9 MHz (it scans all the way back
across the dial). The short way around is
much easier when looking for stations, rather than having to hold the tuning bar forever to get to the other end of the dial. But 12
presets are provided, which diminish this
problem's significance.
The Accuphase is very professional in appearance, and available with silver or black
faceplate. Interior construction is first-class;

ceptable on the T-107. In this respect, only
the Technics ST-G7 does as well.
In selectivity, the T-107 ranges from
above average to "you don't get any better,"
depending on the frequency selected and
whether the interfering station is on the
high or low side of the desired station. Adjacent channel selectivity is claimed as 20
dB. If the undesired station is lower in frequency than the desired station, selectivity
measured 18 dB at low and middle frequencies on the dial, and aworse 15 dB at the
high end of the dial. If the undesired station
was on the high side of the one desired, the
manufacturer's spec of 20 dB was met
across the dial. Between 91 and 94 MHz, adjacent channel selectivity reached an outstanding 40 dB under these conditions.
These variations in selectivity may seem

in fact, it's more spacious than actually

strange. The fact is that nearly all tuners do

needed. The extra interior air space helps

not exhibit uniform selectivity across the
dial. However, the .T-107 has awider qual-

disperse heat from the voltage regulators,
which seem to run very hot.

Circuit Features
The tuner uses an individual noise filter

ity range of selectivity than normal. There
was no indication that the tuner was even
slightly out of alignment; otherwise, other
measured parameters would have suffered.

in each channel to lessen noise in stereo,
rather than the conventional high-blend. It
does its job well, softening weak station

Although many tuners do well in alternate channel selectivity which is much eas-

hiss without undue loss of separation of

figure given in "glossy magazine" reviews),
the Accuphase achieved 100 dB—the best

high frequencies. Three ceramic filters are
used in the wide-band mode, five in the
narrow; ceramic filters have good flat-top
response and little phase delay The result is
atuner that, on many stations, sounds surprisingly better in narrow mode than in
wide. Overall, you're likely to get good

ier to achieve (and, interestingly, the only

we've ever seen. Interference from achannel 200 kHz away from the one you want is
almost inconceivable.
SCA rejection was claimed and measured
as an excellent 80 dB; no trace of birdies or

sound on almost any desired station, even

squeaks were heard on stations with SCAs.
The T-107 equals the Luxman TX-I01 and

ones whose signal strength (at your anten-

the Carver TX-11 in this increasingly impor-
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tant characteristic. AM suppression and rejection of 19 and 38 kHz products are similarly high.

quieted stereo can be received with a30 -uy
signal, and fairly quiet stereo is still present
with as little as 8-10 uV signals. Sensitivity

Sound Quality

is excellent. At about 5-6 uy, the tuner
switches back and forth between mono and

Icompared 10 tuners, switching in three
tuners at atime on the same station. The
McIntosh MR-80 was included as areference in all groupings. In this trial, the T-107
stood out as very exact in midrange and treble ranges, slightly blah and lean-sounding
in bass reproduction, and lacking fullness
on heavily processed stations. On the other hand, when listening to several classical
stations with better signals the low end
sounded fine. Possible explanation: Most
popular music radio stations use very fast
limiters to control high frequency response,
which more easily overmodulates the transmitter due to high frequency pre-emphasis.
The fast attack time of the limiters, geared

stereo with asharp, audible pulse caused by
a mechanical relay. A "soft" transistor
switch would have been be a better engineering choice, in my opinion. This problem occurs, however, only at signal levels
where the tuner is not useful in stereo.
In terms of absolute audio quality, the
T-107 will do as well as any tuner Iknow of
on stations suiting its inherent audio qualities. On other stations, any of the tuners
receiving favorable reviews in Stereophile
might be superior or at least as good. Acurrent favorite of mine at alow price is the
Dual CT 1260-1 ($250).

Conclusion

to the short time constants of high frequencies, catches bass notes at ahalf-cycle or
less, and distorts them. The T-107 doesn't

In some situations, the $700 Accuphase
T-107 works as well as the much more expensive McIntosh tuners; in others, it works

reproduce this distorted bass as well as other tuners (it's not the choice for listening to
disco). Fixed-level, rather than the adjusta-

(see "Recommended Components" in Vol.
8, No. 6). Do not neglect consideration of

ble outputs, produced the best bass response and sonics. More solid bass is avail-

Onkyo T-9090 (Vol. 7, No. 7) if you're look-

able from the Quad FM-4, Denon TU -767,
MR 78 and 80, Magnum T-101, and Creek

no better than the Class Bor even C tuners

the Magnum T-101 (Vol. 8, No. 4) or the
ing for asupertuner. I'd have to give the
T-107 very high marks in specifications,

CAS-3040.
Stereo separation is very good, but not

with only aslight downgrading for not per-

up to the superb performance of the NEC
T-6E, Denon TU -767, or McIntosh MR-80.

there with the other reference products,
but Ifeel it's a"try it before you buy it"

Imaging is excellent, indicating low phase
error throughout the circuitry. 50-dB-

fectly neutral audio quality. It ranks right up

item; if it fits your particular audio situation,
the T-107 can work very well.

MARANTZ ST-74
Don Scott

FM stereo/AM mono tuner with digitally
synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.9
uV/10.8 dBf mono, 8.9 uV/24 dBf stereo.
50-dB quieting sensitivity: 37 uV/36.5 dBf.
Capture ratio: 1.2 dB. Selectivity: 70 dB alternate channel, 8dB adjacent channel. S/N
ratio, 65 dBf input: 75 dB mono, 70 dB stereo.
Stereophile

THD, stereo: 0.5%. Stereo separation: 48
dB. SCA rejection: 38 dB. AM suppression
ratio: 60 dB. 19 and 38 kHz products: 45 dB.
Dimensions: 16 1
/ "W by 11%" D by 2%" H.
2
Weight: 71/4 lbs. Price: $259. MANUFACTURER: Maranta Co., Inc., 20525 Nordoff
St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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Marantz ST-74
Two of my reference amplifiers are 24-year-

however, can not be recalled for each entry.
Eight AM and eight FM presets are provided,

old Marantz Model 7s. They have given me
long-term respect for the company, and

and an additional six stations can be put in

kept me from joining the "component of

a"record memory" for use with an external

the month" club. Marantz has been asleep

timer. Each time the tuner is powered up,

over the past years as amajor high-end con-

it selects the next pre-set station. Thus,

tender. Except for the renowned Model 9

several radio programs, from six different

amplifiers, some very good tuners (the 10B

stations (or even the same station if you set

and afew others), and perhaps the finest receiver ever built (the 2285), the company
hasn't done much—especially recently.

the presets to the same station), could be

While making the rounds at summer
CES, however, Icame across one of the
best-styled tuners Ihave ever seen (though
Ithink the Accuphase T-106 is even better).
Never one to overlook appearance, Irequested
one for review. The ST-74 is designed to be
acosmetic match with the other components of Marantz's "black 74" series, but
also looks good with other manufacturers'
offerings. The front panel is atwo-tier design, the top portion protruding slightly.
This permits access to all controls with no
fumbling. The greenish-blue frequency display is on the lower level, shadowed somewhat by the overhanging "second story,"
but this presents no visual problem as long
as the tuner is placed near eye-level. If you
put the tuner on alower shelf, you might
have to stand on your head to read the frequency display. All other functions are
clearly visible, indicated by green or red

recorded while one is away. I'd guess there
are at least two people in the world who
consider this aworthwhile feature. , Since
the ST-74 only costs $259 retail, and is
probably discounted heavily, you're obviously not paying too much for it.
The unit also has provisions for cable
connections to automatically switch on the
matching PM-74 amplifier when the tuner
is powered up. The other way around
seems more practical to me. (Sam Tellig
found the PM-74 to have adynamite power
amplifier section.)

Performance and Specifications
What Iexpected from the dual-bandwidth
mode was achoice of wide or narrow; what
Igot was not-too-wide or very wide. The
so-called "narrow" mode gives you annoying distortion not present in the Denon
TU -767, Magnum T-101, or Onkyo T-9090
narrow modes. In the very wide mode, distortion drops, as expected, to areasonable

LEDs. A useful, five-step tuning-level indicator is included.

level: 0.5% vs. an astonishingly high 3.0%

Features

in not-too-wide. You can therefore expect
fairly clean sound on strong or medium-

Besides having dual bandwidths (wide

strength stations. An unusually high 85 dB

and narrow modes), the ST-74 offers an

of image rejection, plus the fine tuning fea-

outstanding memory system. IF bandwidth

ture, should yield good FM cable rejection

and exact tuning (even offset -40 to +50
kHz from the normal 100 kHz steps) can be
stored in memory. Mono/stereo switching,
88

1Ifccl this is an unnecessary jibe; as pointed out, it can't
be costing much, and some people may find it useful.
—JGH
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(you'll recall that FM cable stations "shift"
their broadcast-frequencies so that the best

excessively dull or muddy. All in all, the AM

reception on digital tuners is only possible

takes about third prize out of 40 tuners tested.
Better audio quality, and slightly greater sen-

with such fine-tuning setups as the

sitivity, is available in AM from two tuners

Marantz's), but Ihave no cable FM to verify

whose reviews were never completed: the
Carver TX-2 and SAE T2-6. Ididn't review

this. On the negative side, SCA rejection is
a rather poor 38 dB, and some annoying
birdies could be heard on stations using SCAs.
Usable sensitivity is 1.9 uV in mono and

the Carver because of its poor FM (not half
as good as the excellent TX-11); the SAE is
an excellent tuner, but was dropped from

10 uV in stereo, with no noise reduction

production because agood analog tuner is

provided. 35-37 uV is needed for 50-dB
quieting in stereo. Separation is 48 dB, which

too expensive to manufacture. (Also deliver-

is okay, but imaging is not great. Frequency

NEC T-6E, and the Scott 559-T.)

ing respectable AM are the Denon TU -767,

response is slightly down at both ends of
the spectrum, but the midrange is clear and

Conclusion

detailed, especially in wide mode. Vocals

The ST- 74has butter-and-marmalade appearance and AM performance, but dry-

sounded only good (not excellent) and
quite detailed. Overall, the sound from the
ST- 74is mediocre—neither good nor poor.

toast FM. Considering that Marantz items
are usually discounted, the ST-74, despite
its flaws, will fill the bill for the person who

AM Section

wants abasic tuner for casual FM listening,

The AM section has an effective RF amplifier that increases the usefulness of the tun-

and something to deliver sports and news
on AM. M1:antz has just announced abet-

er. , At night, Iwas able to pick up some sta-

ter, $600-class, receiver that may come

tion every 10 kHz on the dial, distortion was

closer to the fabled 10B. Time will tell if this

quite low, and no birdies or whistles were

company can live up to its past reputation.

present. The AGC works well, holding stations without fading or changing volume.
Audio bandwidth, though restricted and
with drooping response above 3kHz, is not

2 Further impnwement can he made hy peaking the AM
antenna trimmer near 1400 kHz. The trimmer. designated
CA02 and circled in red. is located near the right rear of
the main circuit hoard.

PIONEER TX-V1160 AND MONO AM
STEREO TV/FM DIGITAL TUNER
Don Scott
TV and FM stereo/AM mono tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity:
1.8 uV/10.3 dBf mono, 7.5 uV/22.7 dBf stereo. 50-dB stereo quieting sensitivity: FM,
30 uV/35 dB; TV, 18 uV. Capture ratio: 1.3
dB. Selectivity: alternate channel, 70 dB;
adjacent channel, 10-12 dB. S/N ratio, 65
dBf input: 75 dB mono, 72 dB stereo. THD,
stereo: 0.2%. Stereo separation: FM, 52 dB:
TV. 45 dB. SCA rejection: 60 dB. AM suppression ratio: 65 dB. 19 and 38 kHz
products: -60 dB. Power consumption: 17 W.
Dimensions: 16 9/
16 W by 12 1
/ by 2% H. Price:
2
$329 Weight: 9lbs. 11 oz. MANUFACTURER:
Pioneer Electronics USA. Inc.. PG Box 1760.
Long Beach, CA 90801.
Stereophile

Many of the tuners reviewed previously
(Vol. 7, No. 7; Vol. 8, No. 1) were in the $350
price range and included FM only. In their
TX-V1160, Pioneer has included afirst-rate
FM tuner, afair AM tuner, and acomplete
TV audio receiver, all contained in one black,
slimline enclosure for ameager list price of
$329. Much to my delight, the unit is very
good in all respects: it's an appropriate
means of getting better TV sound and picture quality, or good FM reception, without
replacing your present TV.
The TX-V1160 includes a total of 36
presets (12 each for FM, AM, and VHF/UHF
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Pioneer TX-V1160
channels), separate audio outputs for
AM/FM and TV audio (very handy for
simulcast listening), and separate UHF, VHF,

channels blend exceedingly well, indicating
low interchannel phase error. If your preamplifier lacks amono switch you will have
problems with borderline-noisy signals.

AM, and FM antenna inputs. Video outputs
include standard NTSC and a separately
modulated output on channels 3or 4. Ste-

channels, stereo imaging is very good, with

reo TV and FM audio are available separately, via standard RCA jacks.

sponse is very wide and flat. The only real

A remote control model is available for an

Because of the low phase error between
separation of 52 dB at 1kHz. Frequency re-

additional $49, and the unit can be pur-

problem with sound quality is noticeable
distortion, especially compared with the

chased as part of acomplete entertainment
center for $1695 upward, depending on

TU -767, NEC T-6E, Amber Model 7, Quad

options.

best-sounding tuners tested: the Denon
FM-4, Magnum, and Creek CAS-3040. Alternate channel selectivity is fine, though

FM Tuner Section

distortion is increased by the somewhat
narrow bandwidth that allows this good

Were Ito rate the TX-V1160 as a $329
tuner without the TV or AM, it would re-

selectivity. Adjacent channel selectivity is

ceive high marks. The specifications leave
little to find fault with, though none are ac-

the reception of weak- and moderate-

10-12 dB, making the tuner useful only for

tually knockouts. Usable sensitivity was

strength stations one channel apart. Strong

slightly better than claimed: 1.8 uV/10.3 dBf
i's. 2uV/11.2 dBf. The 50-dB stereo quiet-

stations will splatter into a moderate or
weak adjacent station. Nevertheless, using

ing is specified at 44.4 uV/38.2 dBf (very
poor), but turned out to be arather good 30

agood antenna and rotor Iwas able to re-

uV/35 dBf. The tuner maintains fairly quiet

able from my references: the Sansui

stereo with signals as low as 10 uV, making

TU -9600 and Magnum FT 101.

ceive clearly 70 of the 100 + stations avail-

it agood fringe area performer.
No noise reduction circuit is provided,
no muting (except between stations), and

AM Tuner Section

no mono-stereo switch. The lack of so many

local stations. There is no 10 kHz whistle fil-

The AM section is useful only for strong

features is annoying, but fortunately the

ter, so night reception is filled with birdies

tuner switches between mono and stereo at
7-10 uy, the exact point where reception be-

and whistles. However, the Pioneer does

comes excessively noisy. Also, my preamp

sound very undistorted and does not lack
for high frequency response (given that it's

has amono-stereo switch; the combined

AM) on the few stations received.
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TV Tuner Section
The TV tuner's picture quality is entirely

ming" should remain separate at all times for

dependent on the input signal and the vid-

the main program. Though Pioneer's choice
here is the same as most manufacturers,
Sharp makes SAP available separately; Isee

eo monitoring equipment used; the video
input will produce the highest resolution

listening or taping, without disturbance of

possible. ,The audio quality, though still su-

no reason why Pioneer and the others

perior to that of any self-contained set,

should not.
My other gripe comes from the non-

does not have the startling clarity and extended low-frequency response of the

defeatable weak-signal muting on the TV

Sharp 20)580 TV and ANI0001.! outboard

section. Extremely weak signals cause a

stereo adapter. The audio quality is equal to

mute/unmute condition, which is annoying

that available from the line-level outputs of
the Toshiba CZ2094 digital TV. Realize,

to say the least. As soon as Iget an answer

however, that Iam nitpicking; 95% percent

Iwill pass it along.

of my objections can he overcome with the

from Pioneer on how to defeat the muting,

use of a very good graphic equalizer. As
much as you might quail at the thought of

Conclusion

tone controls, good TV audio is awhole
new ball game: no two programs have the

90 percent as good as can be found. Since

same tonal balance, and some are loaded

unusual station that demonstrates the extra

with hum or hiss that needs to be filtered
out.

Pioneer deserves an "excellence" award

For FM, the Pioneer TX-V1160 is about
FM seems to worsen every day, it will be an
It) percent available! The V1160 performs
adequately in all respects, provided you
don't buy one that merely meets the 50-dB

for the AFC (Automatic Frequency Control)
system in this tuner. Whether used with

quieting spec, which is quite poor. As aTV

cable or a direct air-transmitted signal,
there was no mistuning smear or color loss;

larly: of the Hartford area's five stereo TV
stations, only one broadcasts audio good

amanual fine-tuner would receive no bet-

enough to justify amore perfect tuner. And

ter. Accurate tuning is needed as much for
good TV stereo as for FM. The TX-VI 160

the picture received by my review sample is
of studio monitor quality. As mentioned

audio receiver, the Pioneer performs simi-

was able to extract good stereo from my lo-

above, the AM section is useful only for

cal cable hookup. This is very unusual—the

strong stations, and night-time AM listening

stereo subcarrier is always attenuated due to
cable bandwidth restrictions, and is aprob-

is not recommended. My rating of this

lem with most cable companies. Accurate

high, particularly at the price; Ithink you'll
he delighted with how much your $329

tuning obtains the most from the least. In
all cases, the separation was 45 dB and the
stereo effect was quite pleasing.

product as an all-around receiver is very

buys. There are products that do better at
any one of the VI 160's functions, but they
generally cost quite abit more and certainly

Objections

don't include everything available here

The SAP (Separate Audio Programming)
audio was clean and free of any annoying
beats or birdies. The problem lies in the
selection of audio available: mono, stereo.
SAP, or SAP and mono mixed. You can't get
SAP separately while the TX-VI 160 is
receiving either mono or stereo. This contradicts the intent: "Separate Audio ProgramIAll video o alum is ut was done using ahigh resolution
Metchell
us 111‘191% monitor and a conventional
Samnung (
set

Stereophile

2Ihate iii disagree with this conclusion. though not with
the finding that FM in muting wore. One of the riinnincing
lennons from the Stereopiale tuner reVitIVN in that tuner>
vary dramatically in their'sound quality. and that distortion
front the tuner is added to whatever the signal quality is.
'11nr, distorted sigtitln hecome even more dintoned through
atuner of lesser s,,und quality: onlv really luirrihle signals
will flunk the difference in sound q
.uality hetween tuner..
And we're run talking adifference of .0001 and .001 here:
.2"“ dintort ion is significant. and clearly
ire: than .05"...
u
in typical of the hest tuner'.
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CREEK CAS -3040 FM TUNER
Don Scott
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Creek CAS-3040
Analog FM tuner with digital frequency display. Usable sensitivity: 2uV/11.2 dBf mono,
4.5 uV/18.3 dBf stereo. 50-dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 25 uV/33.2 dBf with NR. 35
uV/36.1 dBf without. Capture ratio: 1.5 dB.
Selectivity: 70 dB alternate channel, 6 dB
adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65 dBf: 80 dB
mono, 78 dB stereo. THD. stereo: 0.1 Vo.
Stereo separation: 43 dB. SCA rejection: 80
dB. AM suppression ratio: 60 dB. 19 and 38
kHz products: -75 dB. Power consumption:
11 W. Dimensions: 16 1/
2 W by 61
/
2 D by 21
/
2 H.
VVeight: 7lbs. Price: $299. MANUFACTURER:
M. R. Creek Ltd., 2 Bellevue Rd., Friern
Barnet, London, England N11 3ES. U.S.
DISTRIBUTOR: Music and Sound Imports,
30 Snowflake Rd.. Huntingdon Valley. PA
19006.

The 3040 is an analog tuner with agreen
digital-frequency display. It features switchable AFC, mute, mono-stereo, and highblend controls. Both DIN and RCA outputs
are included. The tuner was designed to reject the 56 kHz subcarrier of the German
VWH/ARI traffic information system used
in many European countries. The stereo
decoder's oscillator operates at 76 kHz to
phase-lock to the 19 kHz pilot tone. This
feature makes the 3040 immune to birdielike interference, or the gritty high-frequency
distortion caused by 67- and 51-kHz subcarriers in the U.S. The usual practice is to
decode using multiples of 19 kHz or divisors of 38 kHz. (I've not yet seen the Creek
stereo decoder circuit used by anyone else,

In response to arequest for aCreek 3040

though perhaps some European tuners use
it for rejection of the traffic information sys-

FM tuner, to be included in my ongoing examination of several British tuners (see Vol.

smooth, clean high-frequency response on

tem.) In any case, the end result is very

8, No. 4 for the Quad FM-4 review), I all stations, with or without SCAs. Good
received avery untweaked unit in need of
SCA rejection has become increasingly imgeneral alignment. Rather than return it, I portant: 30% of the stations in medium-todecided to very carefully align the tuner
myself, to see what it would do, and then

large metro areas have SCAs for additional
revenue.

complain loudly to the manufacturer. My

The tuner also has anicely-functioning
screams were heard across the Atlantic: I automatic high-blend; it maintains optimum
received phone calls from design engineer
S/N with decreasing signal strength. SepaTom Woodford and a concerned Mike
ration is 46 dB at 100 uV input; 40 dB at 20
Creek. Unlike many manufacturers, who
won't listen to legitimate criticism, the fel-

lows from Creek admitted their alignment
procedure was incorrect. Proper steps have
been taken to assure customers of receiving
aconsistent, correctly aligned product, as
confirmed by the importer.
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uV; and 0dB at 5uV. 46 dB separation is the
maximum available from the Creek, even
with the blend switched out. This is enough
for fairly good stereo, but not up to the 50+
dB from the NEC, Amber, Scott 559-T, and
Quad. However, ultimate separation isn't
everything, and offsetting this slight defiStereophile

•

ciency is the Creek's extended, smooth response on both ends of the audio spectrum. Midrange response is accurate.
The Creek, therefore, can be recom-

Conclusion
Obviously, this tuner isn't for everyone.
But,

under

the

circumstances

I've

mended for two types of receiving situations: medium-to-strong stations of very

described, a properly aligned 3040 can
sound almost as good as any tuner going.

good or flawless quality, which are received

Mike Creek tells me anew Philips chip is be-

with a soft sweetness usually associated
only with the best tube tuners (e.g., the Mac

ing used in late production units, and that
this will give the tuner better sensitivity,

MR-65B); and stations with piggy-backed

selectivity, overload rejection, and frequen-

SCAs. As indicated in the specs, the 3040
does poorly in adjacent channel reception.

cy stability. Ihope to receive one of these
later units for a "Followup." While Iam

6dB of selectivity yields not even listenable
sound if the adjacent channel is moderate in

quite at ease going out on alimb to recommend the Creek for specific receiving situ-

strength. Also, the tuner can be overloaded

ations, until Ireceive the latest version this

by very strong signals. Fringe-area recep-

review is guaranteed only by Floyd's of

tion in mono is only fair, on apar with the
bargain-basement Onkyo T-22 ($129 list).

London.

DID lie( REACI4
A CÓMPROMISC?

YES. IT WILL

BE A SEMI AUTOMATIC

topieete!
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Where to Buy Stereophile
The following loyal & beloved high fidelity dealers sell Stereophile over their
counters, thereby qualifying for this list of saints! They also suffer slings
and arrows in the form of unfavorable reviews of products they sell—but
somehow survive nevertheless.
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson
at 505 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Iiiway

ARIZONA
Mesa
Ili- Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
52' W. Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
DB Audio
2578 Shattuck
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Chico
HCM Audio
160013 Mangrove
Claremont
Audio Basics
96 W Foothill #139
Encino
Sound Factor West
1'265 Ventura Blvd
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 North Texas
Menlo Park
Classical Wax
1190 Chestnut
Newport Beach
Newport Audio
1000 Bristol St. North
North Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Avenue
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Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. lhstin Ave
Palo Alto
Uestern Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd.
San Diego
Stereo Design

COLORADO

GEORGIA

Boulder
Boulder Sound Gallery
1622 Broadway
Listen l'p
2034 E. Arapahoe
Denver
Sound Hounds
15"5 S Pearl

Lilburn
Stereo Shop
4110 Highway 29
Martinez
The Stereo Shoppe
Columbia Square
Shopping Center

9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 South 21st Ave
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
II Eglin Parkway SE #6
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
91213 E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 South Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Joe's News Inc.
1549 Sunset Dr

CONNECTICUT

San Francisco
Laser World
533 Second Street
San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
I130 Garden St, Suite A
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State Street
Santa Cruz
Stereo Solution
518 Front Street
Santa Monica
Jonas Miller Sound
2336 Santa Monica Blvd.
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc.
Fourth Street
West Hollywood
Audio One
8-88 WC NISunset Blvd.
Woodland Hills
Shelley 's Stereo
20512 Ventura Blvd
Sound Center
20044 Ventura Blvd

Greenwich
Aud-Vid Inc.
"9 East Putnam Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St.
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
Niantic
Bay Sounds
24 Pennsylvania Ave
Norwichtown
Sound Advice
42 Town Street

DISTRICT OF COWMBIA
Periodicals
1824 Eye St. NW, Intl Sq.
Periodicals—Georgetown
3109 M Street NW
Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
6328 N. College Ave
Southbend
Classics Stereo
6341 University Commons

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
'30 East Kimberly Road

FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components, Inc.
Ponce de Leon
Boulevard
Tampa
Audio Visions
14'33 N. Dale Maybry
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ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
Glen Poor's Audio Visual
1912 B Round Barn Road
Chicago
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Chicago Speakerworks
5-'00 N. Western Ave.
The Golden Ear
10630 S. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
"16 North Wells Street
Lisle
Sound Choice
2"91 Maple Ave
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St.

KANSAS
Lawrence
Kies Gramophone
2100A West 25th
Topeka
Senses Electronics
835 Fairlawn Rd.

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
614 E. Broadway

LOUISIANA
Lafayette
Act tustic Images
904 Greenbriar Rd
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St.

MAINE
Scarborough

Stereophile

New England Music
424 Paine Rd

Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

MARYLAND

NEW MEXICO

Baltimore
Soundscope
406 W Cold Spring Lane

Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
"611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N.E.
Los Alamos
MC2
820 Trinity Drive
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 Si. Michaels Drive

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass. Ave
Brookline
Audio Imports
414 Harvard Street
Cambridge
Q Audio
95 Vassar Street
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Road
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St

MICHIGAN
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions

Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo

NEW YORK
Buffalo
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonic
Mortis Stereo Warehouse
1593 Central Ave
Huntington Station

4128 North Woodward Ave. Audio Breakthrough
Swartz Creek
129 Route II()
Audio House
Lake Grove
4304 Brayan Drive
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plata

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave. South
HiFi Sound Electronics
'
1226 Harmon Place

MISSOURI
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
Webster Grove
The Speaker Store
8183 Big Bend

NEVADA
Las Vegas
R. P. Miller Audio
953 East Sahara B2"

2021 Nesconset Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Mount Kisco
Fox & Sutherland
15 South Moger Ase
New York City
Audio Breakthrough
199 Amsterdam Ave
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Avenue
Rochester
JB Sound
268) Ridge Rd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Avenue
Wiley Stream
American Audiophile
Trading Corporation

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audi,,
5S. Main Si
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd.

NEW JERSEY
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
5Grand Avenue
Morristown
Sight & Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave.
'Denton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plata
Verona
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Sl11111 ,c. Plata
Wappinger Falls
Sound Odyssey Inc.
55 Route 9

Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S. 22nd St
7bledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Road
Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr Street

OKLAHOMA
Edmond
K & FAudi()
194 SE 33rd Market Place

OREGON
Portland
Corner Audi()
2014 Tanabourne Mall
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
311 Cherry St.
Pittsburgh
Abbie's Audio
292" ‘Xe..) Liberty Ave.

PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #2"2

SOUTH CAROLINA
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
200 Meeting St.

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Discriminator Music
2124 S. 1100 East

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
20 - College St

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
525 S Washington
Leesburg
High C Stereo
212 East Market St.
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad Street
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc.
6519 College Park Sg.

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
4142 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
601" Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hzl's Stereo
W. 313 Sprague Ave
Wenatchee
Audiophile Mike's
1856 N. Wenatchee As-e

TENNESSEE

WISCONSIN

Memphis
Opus 2
428-i Summer As-e
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon 1
1921 West Grand As e

TEXAS
Austin
Audio File
1202 S. Congress Ave.
Audio Concepts
Dobie Mall
2021 Guadalupe
Audio Concepts
Creekside Square

3010 W Anderson Lane
Austin Booksellers
2200 Guadalupe
Beaumont
NORTH CAROLINA
Beaumont Sound
Shelby
5925 Phelan
Sound Advice-Custom Stereo
Dallas
1180 Scenic Drive
Omni Sound
Wilmington
4833 Keller Springs
Atlantic Audio
El Paso
4121 Oleander Drive
Soundguest Inc.
6800 Gateway East ID
OHIO
Houston
Audio Prophiles
Cincinnati
12651 Memorial Dr.
Soteric Audio
San Antonio
5256 Section As-e
Concert
Sound
Stereo Lab
"103A Blanco Road
11389 Princeton Rd.
Waco
Columbus
North American Sound
Custom Stereo Electronics
1411 N. Valley Mills Dr.
1391 South Hamilton Road

CANADA

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic Ness.
6650 Morris si

ONTARIO
London
Multi Mag
209 Dundas Street
Ottawa
Euphonies
órr Bank Street
lbronto
Great National Sound
402 Queens Street West
High-End Audio
2216a Queen Street East
Mississauga
Angstrom
21 - 6Dunwin Drive. s'
AUSTRALIA
Northcate, Victoria
A-0-Art
PO. Box 58
ITALY
Lucca, 55100
Sound & Music
Via Mazzirosa,
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS

Kyocera

conversation and three minutes of listening
in ahotel room.

Editor:
Thank you for your favorable comment
regarding Kyocera's no-compromise com-

We at Athena appreciate reviewers with
Anthony Cordesman's sense of responsibil-

pact disc player, DA -910. It is reassuring that
in this era of price engineering someone is

discuss audio, knowing that if he sees or

still paying attention to what is best, priceno-object.

be passed in a responsible manner, after

Thank you Stereophile

ity. We hope to see him at future shows to
hears something interesting, judgment will
careful study and evaluation.

Lowell Yamaura

Joseph J. Facer

run. NJ

San Francisco, CA

Athena Audio

New York Audio Labs, Inc.

Editor:

Editor:

In regards to your portion of the editorial
The Case Against Show Reports" (As We
See It," Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 5), Iwould

Iwanted to bring the following to your
attention. In the original review submitted
to me for comment, Mr. Cordesman made

like to say right on!

some comments to the effect that Prokofiev

Ifeel that your attitude toward audio
reporting and the realities of the trade
shows as expressed in the editorial is ma-

should have been eliminated by Stalin. Irebutted this with item (3) of my response
("Manufacturers' Comments," Vol. 8, No. 5).

ture and responsible. It is in marked contrast to that displayed by many of the audio

My response was delicately humorous,
though Ithought the sentiment about Proko-

reporters and the editors from the "underground" magazines.

fiev was tasteless. You apparently agreed be-

The pioneers on the frontiers of audio

cause you deleted that portion of the review. My problem is that you never deleted

reproduction such as Bruce Brisson and our
electronic designer, Michael Yee, have in-

section (3) of my comments. Your readers
have absolutely no idea what Iam talking

vested long hours of rigorous work investigating, analyzing, calculating, and quan-

about—it appears to be some mad ranting.

tifying the physical phenomena that under-

Moscode 600 is, and has always been,

lie the finer points of music reproduction.

$1599, rather than the $1295 reported.

At Athena we have spent long hours and
hard-earned money translating the theories
and designs of these men into products for
the marketplace.

The other point is that the price of the

Harvey
Elmsford, NY
AHC's original line read "You are warned

It is somewhat annoying to have judg-

not to jump out of the window when you

ment passed (for better or worse) on the
fruits of many tens of thousands of man-

play Prokofiev, on the totally incredible

hours of work based upon three minutes of
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grounds that you will like it. (If Stalin had to
murder several million of his most talented
Stereophile

countrymen, why couldn't he have iced

Cordesman for helping sort out the compli-

Prokofiev?)" This u•as apparently edited out
in the interests of detente or to amid offen-

cated questions concerning cartridge choice,
as well as thoughtfully evaluating the cartridges

dim? the several million of our readers who

themselves.
Ialso appreciate your comments on our
Tiptoes Cartridge Coupler. Mr. Cordesman

lote Prokofiett

Teledyne Acoustic Research

based his comments on aprototype given
him at the June CES, and his comments are
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Anthony H. Cordes- appropriate for that prototype. Since June
we have made anumber of changes in the
man for his thoughtful and comprehensive

ment to sound quality and to improving our

product.
The coupler is now a2-part system that
works with all types of cartridges, offering

products.
Any reader interested in obtaining acopy

substantial improvement in all applications.
It is still true, as Mr. Cordesman points out,

review of our MGC-1 loudspeakers. Acoustic Research indeed has aserious commit-

of the AES preprint mentioned by Mr. Cor- that using the Tiptoes Cartridge Coupler
gives the best result with cartridges and
desman should drop me aline
Kenneth L. Kantor
Acoustic Research

headshells that have large mounting sur-

faces. We have heard from many happy
owners who love the improvements it effects. One said it was "like putting the cher-

330 llirnpike St.
Canton, MA 02021

ry on top of the sundae."

The Mod Squad
Editor:
First of all, let me thank you and Tony

We, of course, agree!
Steven McCormack
Leucadia, CA

novVLANIDti>RESEARci-g

MODEL 7 MONO POWER AMPLIFIER
A new concept in power amplification
Lucid tube-like midrange and extended frequency extremes in
an exciting and powerful solid state design.
The best of both worlds ...
DIstnbuted by

C• 20 Mountvlew Ln. Und C • Colorado SprIngs, CO 80907
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FOLLOW-UP
Meridian MCD Pro CD Player
Received just before press time, but too
late for alteration to our last issue, were
AHC's significant reservations about bass

identical to the Eagle in low -end heft and
tautness (control). This last finding was surprising; in low-end control, the Eagle 2had

quality on the MCD Pro: "After prolonged
listening, I've concluded that there is sim-

surpassed every amplifier that's passed
through here for ayear, including its larger
and much more expensive brother, the

ply too much bass on the MCD Pro. This is
aproblem that's not immediately evident,

Eagle 7A.
The Adcom had ashade less mid- and

and will affect you differently depending

upper-mid forwardness than the Eagle, put-

on your system. For systems with true low

ting it about halfway in this respect be-

bass response, such as the RS-lBs or Quads
with Janis subwoofers, there will be adefinite problem. Not only that, the quality of
that bass is somewhat loose, though not
nearly as uncontrolled as the bass on the

tween the Eagle and the Rowland Research
7, BEL 2002, and B&K ST-140, all of which
sound alittle laid back. Since the Eagle is a
bit forward-sounding (some think even
more than abit), the Adcom has possibly

original Meridian MCD. In spite of its other

the most neutral middle range of any

virtues, Imust modify my almost-whole-

amp—at any price. But apparent listening

hearted endorsement of the MCD Pro. You
may wish to try the PS Audio CD player or
the Mod Squad modification of the MCD

distance (forwardness) depends more on
the speakers than the amplifie!, and the

Pro, neither of which I've heard, but both

setup of your listening room is also crucial;
the amplifier should be chosen to comple-

of which are attempts at providing true low

ment your situation, and your tastes, rather

bass, according to the manufacturers."
—ABC

than on an absolute basis. For areviewer,
though, neutrality is extremely important.

The Adcom GFA-55 Power
Amplifier vs. The Electron
Kinetics Eagle 2: A Failed
Faceoff

The Adcom's soundstaging is alittle deeper and wider than that of the Eagle 2, but

After reading AHC's very positive review
of the Adcom amplifier (Vol. 8, No. 5), Ijust
had to audition it. Not just any old GFA-55,
but the GFA-55 reviewed by ABC.
Iwas initially impressed, but not terribly.
A half hour's listening, however, revealed a
significantly better sound (by now Ishould
know better than to listen to any amp during the first half hour), so Ileft it to cook
overnight. (The Eagle 2cooked too, just to
make things fair; since then, I've found this
to be crucial for the Eagle.)
After cooking, the GFA-55 sounded like
the first real competition for the Eagle 2that
I'd heard. Two hours listening on several
speakers revealed the following differences:
the Adcom was somewhat sweeter and

front-to-back perspectives are rendered a
bit better by the Eagle.
There may be further subtleties of difference between the two amps, but my comparison was foreshortened when one channel of the Adcom died. Further observations await a replacement GFA-555, and
will be reported in afuture "Followup." It's
already clear, however, that the two amplifiers are directly comparable, though somewhat different, in sound quality. Which to
buy? You could choose based on the differences in sound quality, which are relatively
minor, but could be important in aparticular
setup. Or you could choose on the basis of
price: the Eagle is $995, the Adcom only
$595. The Adcom is also much more widely
available, though I've heard that AHC's review has put it in short supply—that's why
we don't have areplacement yet!

—JGH

more open at the extreme high end, comparable in detail throughout the middle

The Ortofon MC-2000 Cartridge

range, and, for all intents and purposes,

Still the best-sounding—and most

Stereophile
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accurate—cartridge I've found, the Ortofon

has been moved from 8to 6kHz, rolling off

MC-2000 has demonstrated durability that
belies areputation Ortofon cartridges had

the mid-tweeter before it gets into those
frequencies where it starts to sound rough.

earned some years ago for going sour after

(All tweeters (except essentially massless

afew months. A year of constant use has my

ones, like the Plasmatronics) develop ase-

sample sounding as good as the day it was

ries of peaks through the range where their
high end rolls off.)

installed. And my concern about the very
compliant cantilever folding up (you'll recall from my original review in Vol. 8No. 2
that the distance from the cartridge body to
the record surface dropped in half after six
hours of use) was apparently unjustified.

The RS-IB is still one of the most awesomely stentorian speakers Ihave heard,
with an unsurpassed (in my experience)
ability to reproduce both rock and big, dra-

No further collapse has occurred; aside

matic works, extraordinary low-end range
and detail, and as realistic reproduction of

from gunk buildup on the stylus, the MC-2000

soundstage depth and width as any system

has performed flawlessly.

I've heard. It now does those same things,

Paired with its own step-up transformer,
this is the cartridge to use if you want the

but without the slight roughness Iheard
before.

spectral balance of your phono front end to
sound as much as possible like your CDs.

this system does not do as well on small-

The only problem is hum (because of the
MC-2000's exceedingly low output); the
lowest I've gotten is barely audible, and you

Icommented in my original report that
scale music—chamber works, instrumental
solos—as on massive material. That is no

may be unable to do that well, depending

longer the case. Neither is the RS-1B as
amplifier-sensitive as it was. In its original

on your other components. At $2000 for
the cartridge and transformer, this is horri-

form, we found that only tubed electronics
could be used for the midrange and tweet-

bly expensive—but worth it.

—JGH

Infinity RS -1B
In my review of the RS-1B (Vol. 8, No. 4),
Icommented on that speaker's tendency to
exaggerate grundge in the program material
by adding what sounded like extremely
narrow response spikes in the mid to upper
treble. Since then, Infinity provided us with
amodification kit for the passive crossover
network feeding the mid-tweeter. The
modification involves changing a potentiometer, and adding aresistor, capacitor,
and choke to the crossover. It's more difficult than the instructions imply because the
leads on the cap and coil were too short to
enable the parts to go where they have to
go! To simplify things, add 2inches of insulated wire to both ends of each part before
you try to install them.
The modification eliminated virtually all
the roughness noted in the original review,
and didn't seem to do anything detrimental.
The nature of the modification confirmed
that my earlier guess had been correct: the
crossover from mid-tweeter to high tweeter
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er panels; otherwise the sound was quite
dry and almost gritty. The modified version
works fine with any really good amp,
though Iunhesitatingly confess my preference for the way the RS- lBs sound with
tubes. In my opinion, this system is now
close to being the best loudspeaker
available—without going completely overboard in price (the WAAMs at $45,000 or Infinity's own IRS-III at $32,000).
The RS-IB still doesn't sound as alive, nor
as delicate at the extreme top, as some electrostatic systems, but that does not alter the
fact it's one helluvva speaker system!
Incidentally, AHC's independent report
on the RS-IB made no mention of the roughness Iheard. Was he deaf? Nope. His sample
came off the production line later than
mine, and included the change which Ilater
added (it's now standard). And Infinity had
the effrontery to label my mod kit the "J.
Gordon Holt Electrostatic Mod," as if Irequired speakers tailored to my finicky taste—
when they already knew about the problem
and had been shipping modified speakers
for some months!

—JGH
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RECORD REVIEWS
Respighi

When Pearson learned that the recording

Church Windows

had been made, he decided—without having heard it—that this would be the one to

The Pacific Symphony Orchestra,
Keith Clark conducting.

get TAS's funding. He had heard RR's Sym-

Reference Recordings RR-15.
Some years ago, Harry Pearson, editor
and publisher of That Other Magazine, announced his intention to help finance production of ano-holds-barred symphonic
recording. The only question was, who
would produce it?
Reference Recordings' Tam Henderson
assures me he did not have HP's grant in
mind when he conspired with the Pacific
Symphony's conductor to record "something" in the Crystal Cathedral, ahuge barn
of aplace in Santa Ana, CA. When that hall,
graced by alarge, romantic-sounding pipe
organ and superb acoustics, proved to be
unavailable because of some legal wrangle,
the idea of recording something big and
romantic for orchestra and pipe organ refused to go away. The result was this recording, taped in the orchestra's usual performing hall: the Santa Ana High School auditorium.

phonie Fantastique, and was very fond of
Church Windows, so why not? It was awise
choice.
Iheard ashort excerpt from the Church
Windows master tape in Reference Recordings' room at CES two years ago, and was
bowled over by the sound. At the time, I
was told it was slated for release but that no
target date had been set. That was the last I
heard of it until my review copy arrived.
Shortly thereafter Igot aphone call from
HP, asking if I'd like to review Church Windows for The Absolute Sound. After Igot up
off the floor, Iasked him why he didn't have
one of his own reviewers do it. "Conflict of
interest," was the reply. Iwould supposedly
be impartial. After all those nice things HP
has said about me in print? Heh, heh, heh,
Ithought, rubbing my hands with glee—
Gotcha!
Iagreed. And Ilike the recording. Like it?
No, Ithink it's the best symphonic record-

62EAT KIEW.5, GUYS!
I'VE JUST SIGNED
A I) iS TR! BUT 10KI
CONTRACT WIT-1
4

RCA:
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mance since electric recording, Iconsider

ing Ihave heard, bar none.
Ihave in my collection an antique Capitol 4-track prerecorded tape of Grofe's

myself somewhat of an authority. What I've

"Mississippi Suite," which Ioften play for

understanding of Tchaikovsky's music, with

people as an example of the kind of symphonic recording everyone should be do-

not one superlative recorded performance
of Tchaikovsky's 5th or 6th symphonies in
over 25 years! Why? Because modern con-

ing. Setting it apart from the competition is
the kind of orchestral weight and solidity
usually heard only at alive concert. The cellos, trombones, and tuba sound as if they
are actually playing with the orchestra rather than out in the foyer. Outside of that, unfortunately, "Mississippi Suite" is veiled,
flat, and closed-in. RR's new "Church Windows" isn't.
Forget, for the moment, that this is some
of Respighi's most sumptuously glorious music. Forget that the performance is superb.
Just listen to the sound of the recording!
The number of available symphonic
recordings which have either the power or
the heft of alive orchestra can be counted
on the fingers of adamaged hand. This has
both! The lower and lower-middle-range
instruments are there, where they belong in
the scale of things, and the foundation they
lay for the rest of the instruments makes for
some of the most full-bodied sound Ihave
heard from any commercial recording. A

heard over the years is an ongoing loss of

ductors don't understand Tchaikovsky. ,
Tchaikovsky's last two symphonies are all
about zoofering. Not anxiety, neurosis, or
angst, but wholehearted, unbridled, selfindulgent zoofering that can only be enjoyed in the context of the blackest, deepest
self-pity. Dostoevsky wrote about it. Marx
railed at it. Previn, however, doesn't understand it.
In order to hold arecording contract, today's conductor must be ajet-setter with
smooth cheeks, ablack lamb's-wool greatcoat, and alimousine at every airport. Vot
does he know from zoofering? Add to that
handicap thirty years' commitment to the
"cool," unemotional musical schools—
those of Vincent Persichetti, Arnold Schoenberg, and Hans Werner Henze, all of whom
contributed to the currently fashionable
view that flamboyant emotion has no place
in the concert hall. (I am convinced that is
why Baroque and Classical composers are

full crescendo on this Reference Recording
sounds absolutely monumental!

currently in vogue, while the Romanticists

This is, quite simply, astupendous record-

entirely to the intellect.)
Unfortunately, Tchaikovsky's 5th symphony without unbridled emotion is merely empty drama. Andre Previn tries hard,

ing of aprobably-definitive performance. It
makes RR's last symphonic effort (the Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique)sound almost
pallid by comparison. (Well, no one could

are scorned; the former's appeal is almost

call it pallid; "brash" might be a better

God knows! But alush, silky sound or a
frenzied tempo can't take the place of plain,

word.)
Bravo, Keith) and Tam H and, of course,

old-fashioned schmaltz and palms-in-theeyesockets outbursts of anguish. This is a

HP, who didn't exactly make this happen,

good performance; it is even, in places, an
exciting performance. But it is Previn who

but helped make it easier to pay for. This
you gotta buy. No ifs, ands, or buts.—JGH

speaks through this music, not Tchaikovsky.
There are parts of this symphony which,

Tchaikovsky

done properly, can bring a lump to the

Symphony Na 5;

throat of any terminal romantic like myself.

the march from Tsar Sultan.
London Symphony Orchestra,

IThere was one who came pretty close lust afew years
ago. Carlos Palm did a6th on L(xliya records in 1980 that
almost made the grade. My choices for definitive recorded
interpretations of the Sth: Sir Thomas Beecham and the
London Philharmonic orchestra (with Dennis Brain.
French horn). For the 6th: Wilhelm Furtwangler conducting the Berlin Philharmonic. Unfortunately, both were on
78-rpm album sets, and are currently unavailable, so you
will probably never understand what Imean when Isay
no one knows how to conduct these any more

Andre Previn conducting.
Telarc CD 80107
This has been one of my favorite symphonic works since Iwas a kid. Having
heard just about every recorded perforSte reophile
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Previn's interpretation sometimes stood my

quietly reverent, melodic, gentle despite

hair on end from sheer excitement, but it

moments of great power, and the perfor-

never made me feel suitably sorry for my-

mance is inspired! Add to that the fact that

self. What this music needs is bathos, and

there are no massed (or solo, even) violins

Previn just isn't up to that. His reading of

to go steely, and you have arecorded perfor-

the Fifth is mannered, idiosyncratic, perverse, and, ultimately, perfunctory. To me,

mance that should be in every collection.
Francis Poulenc, amember of "Le Six"

this is music in the service of audio, not the
other way around. (By far the best perfor-

association of young Parisian composers

mance on this CD is the March from Tsar

during the early 1900s—has been unfairly

Sultan, which is delightful!)
Iwasn't all that enamored of the record-

'—an informal conversation-and-carousing

treated by history. Because his music is,

ing. The sound is alittle too brilliant, with

perhaps, not as "great" as the best of Beethoven and Mozart, it is deemed by many to be

a not-so-subtle sizzling quality to all the

superficial, unworthy of consideration.

loudest passages—somethingl have noticed

Those who pass it by are missing some of

on afew recent Telarcs, and attributed to ei-

the small joys of life; Poulenc's unique style

ther microphones (I don't know about
those Schoeps mikes) or Soundstream's dig-

of jaunty, syncopated rhythms and uncon-

ital recording system. These orchestras may
actually sound like that, but tdoubt it. Or it
may be that my suddenly heightened in-

sages of melting lyricism, are highly acces-

tolerance for this kind of sound stems from
hearing Reference Recordings' Chtorb Windows, which is how asymphonic recording
ought to sound!
All in all, this CD disappointed me. Tchaikovsky's 5th has been recorded so often;
there is no need for yet another indifferent
performance, unless the sound is considerably better than on this recording. —JGH
Stravinsky
Symphony of Psalms
Poulenc
Gloria for Soprano Solo, Chorus. and
Orchestra
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus,
Robert Shaw conducting.
Telarc CD 80105
At last! Telarc is breaking free from the
tyranny of the hackneyed blockbuster. Here
are two significant works of which there are
few recordings (and mediocre ones, at that).
Stravinsky 's Symphony of Psalms was
written in 1930, ten years after the Rite of
Spring, his last major ballet. With Latin texts
drawn from the Psalms, the "Symphony"
is scored for voices and a full orchestra
without violins, violas, or clarinets, in order
to obtain astark, somber quality. This is unusual music from the composer we know for
his angular, brilliantly scored ballets—it is
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ventional harmonies, alternating with passible and immensely enjoyable.
The text of the Gloria is drawn from the
Catholic mass, and the work is divided into
six contrasting sections. Shaw has again
turned in asuperb performance, achieving
the almost impossible feat of making an
American chorus, with its naturally flat
vowels, sound tres Fwanche. The recording, though, isn't quite as impressivesounding as in the Stravinsky In several sections in which the chorus sings out in full
voice the sound takes on asubtle roughness
that suggests transient clipping somewhere
in the recording system. On the other hand,
it could be something inherent in the live
sound of alarge chorus that is being exaggerated by the recording or reproducing
chain. (It was barely perceptible with apair
of Rowland Research amplifiers replacing
my Eagle 2.) At least the violins don't
screech.
This is a must-have disc for anyone
whose musical interests go beyond the banal and merely spectacular. Both performance and the recording are good enough
that it is unlikely they will bettered in the
foreseeable future. 2 It's so nice to have some
fresh repertoire appearing on Telarc.—JGH
2Please. JGH. don't foreclose on the future. Just because
aperformance is good. and makes the record as 2 whole
well worth buying. doesn't mean that the performance is
unlikely to be bettered in the foreseeable future It could
be bettered tomorrow!
—LA
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Lars Erstrand and the Four Brothers.
Opus 3CD 8402.
As Stereophile ex-music editor Margaret

hanced by the CD's completely noiseless
background. Second, there's anice feeling

Graham said in these pages some years ago,

of depth and warmth, much like the sound
one hears from arow-M seat in aconcert

jazz isn't dead, it's alive and well in Scan-

hall—at least, during quiet passages. (I'll

dinavia. Here's more evidence.
This is mainstream jazz, suavely played

discuss fortissimo passages later.) Third, the
sound has amarvellous feeling of weight to

by aquintet consisting of vibes, sax, piano,
bass, and drum kit. There's no point in list-

it, and the low end is simply gorgeous, with

ing the artists on this delightful album be-

los. Massed forte violins are ashade steely,
but no more so than on most Telarc record-

cause you've never heard of them unless
you already have the analog disc—in which
case you probably don't remember their

real power and throb to the basses and cel-

ings. And that's about it for positives.
Despite the evident depth, their is virtu-

names anyway. But Ishould make one thing

ally no feeling of perspective, of receding

perfectly clear: the "Four Brothers" are not

ranks of instruments. There is also little
sense of lateral spread to the ambience, and
the imaging is positively weird! Most instru-

relatives, just the first number on the
record.
The recording is very good, but more
pleasant than spectacular. Compared with

ments sound bunched towards the sides,
and those in the center sound rather more

Sheffield's small-ensemble recordings, this

distant than those on the side. Not only

one sounds alittle veiled and closed-in at

that, but instrumental placements change
noticeably from time to time for no appar-

both ends of the spectrum. The cymbals
lack their brassy (or steely) sheen, the
plucked bass lacks the gutsy thud of the real
thing, and there is never afeeling that the

ent reason, with brasses and woodwinds

instruments are right there in the room.

diddling!
The recording was undoubtedly multi-

Having picked my nits, Imust conclude by

moving much closer and, oddly, more to
the right during fortissimos. Someone was

the music; it's simply an inconspicuous
conveyance. Recommended.
—JGH

miked, but it is less blatantly done here than
on some of RCA's previous symphonic recordings. During quiet passages, it sounds

Ravel
Ma Mere l'Oye ¡Mother Goose' Ballet,

via two widely-spaced omnidirectional
mikes (which would explain the receding

complete; Valses Nobles et Sentimentales;

middle) placed afair distance from the orchestra (20 feet back and high in the air?). But

saying that the recording never intrudes on

La Valse.
Dallas Symphony Orchestra,
Eduardo Mata conducting.
RCA CD RD81415.
Eduardo Mata must be counted as one of

as if most of the orchestra was picked up

when the music gets loud, producer Jay
David Saks apparently couldn't keep his
mitts

off

the

spot

mike

controls.

the best contemporary interpreters of
Maurice Ravel's orchestral music. Unfor-

At least there's none of that zooming back
and forth that has characterized RCA and
CBS orchestral recordings for the past twenty

tunately, his fine performances have been

years. Small consolation! It's ashame, for

consistently sabotaged by mediocre recordings. This one is by no means RCA's worst,

although this "La Valse" is alittle noncommitai, the other two works are given truly

but neither is it one of their better efforts.

magical performances.
Unless you're acutely critical of imaging,
the sound isn't really bad enough to spoil

(Ever since RCA abandoned minimal miking
in the late '50s, their recordings have varied
from okay to execrable. This one is about Yt

one's enjoyment of the music, and two of

okay.)
Before Iget started on its shortcomings.

the performances are worth owning despite

a few positive observations. First, the re-

strong reservations.

cording has very wide dynamic range, enStereophile

the recording. Irecommend this, but with
—JGH
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Canteloube
Chants DAuvergne, Series 1-3
TeKanawa, 'Pate, English Chamber Orchestra
London CD 410 004-2
Canteloube
Chants DAuvetgne, Series 4& 5
Villa-Lobos
Bacbianas Brasileiras No. 5
TeKanawa, English Chamber Orchestra,
Tate conducting.
(Lynn Harrell and Instrumental ensemble in
Villa-Lobos)
London CD 411 730-2
Marie-Joseph Canteloube de Malaret
(1879-1957) studied at the Schola Cantorum
of Vincent d'Indy, and went on to compose
two operas and some incidental instrumental music. The "Chants D'Auvergne" are
clearly his masterwork; if you haven't heard
them, you're in for abeautiful experience.
Written between 1923 and 1955, the chants
draw their melodies from folk songs of the
Auvergne section of France, but the delicate, intricate arrangements are the composer's.
One of the early Chants, the "Bailero," is
one of the most beautiful pieces ever written for voice and orchestra. The vocal line
glides across asilky, glistening orchestral accompaniment with agrace seldom heard
from any composer's work.
The melodies are catchy enough to have
been passed down through the generations
and remembered by all, and the orchestrations have the feel of Puccini's quieter love
songs. The orchestra is mostly strings and
wind instruments. Though the dynamic

The sound is some of the best yet provided
by London. Although not up to the incredible "you are there" quality of the Lyritas
reviewed below, it is still mostly natural.
Canteloube's thick, muted orchestral textures (much like hazy mornings in the Auvergne) are very well resolved in the recording. There is aslight treble peakiness, but
CD players more up to date than my Magnavox FD 1000 may well ameliorate this slight
treble lift. Overall, Iconsider these CDs required listening.

—WM

Finzi
A Severn Rhapsody, Introit, New Year Music, Prelude, Soliloquies, Romance, The
Fall of the leaf
Boult, London Philharmonic Orchestra
Lyrita SRCS.84
Finzi
Concerto for Clarinet and Strings, Grand
Fantasia and Toccata for Piano and Orchestra, Ecologue for Piano and Strings
John Denman (clarinet), Peter Katin (piano), New Philharmonia Orchestra, Vernon
Handley conducting.
Lyrita SRCS.92
Finzi
Cello Concerto
Yo Yo Ma, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Vernon Handley conducting.
Lyrita CD, SRCS.112
British composer Gerald Finzi (1901-1956),
while best known for his vocal pieces, also
wrote many concisely beautiful orchestral
works. Luckily, Lyrita has seen fit to work

range for pastoral music is typically narrow,
there is no limiting going on here and the

with the Finzi Trust to bring many of these
unknown pieces to record.
Let me begin by saying the levels of son-

result is very dynamic-sounding.

ic fidelity and pressing quality in all Lyrita

The majority of the lyrics are of the car-

records are superb, and these three are no

nal love genre so favored in folk music.

exceptions. Moreover, one of the records

Shepherds and shepherdesses call each other to "come across the valley and tend their

contains simply sublime pastoral music, and

flock." TeKanawa and Tate bring these

concertos Ihave heard.

works magnificently to life in performances
that, in my estimation, can not be bettered.

representation of Finzi's work. "A Severn

TeKanawa makes these songs her own.

Rhapsody," which is very gentle and quite

In the Villa-Lobos, TeKanawa has some
very tough competition, but she and Harrell

in the "Nocturne" does Finzi get close to

acquit themselves nicely.
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another preserves one of the most beautiful
The Boult disc presents the finest overall

lovely, typifies the music on this disc; only
brooding. Overall, this is amost pleasing
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"So here it is!

The Audio Cheapskate:

The Superphon Revelation Basic
Dual Mono is one of the greatest
preamps ever produced, and one of the
greatest audio products ever made. And it
retails for just $399. Hallelujah! And
shame on all you manufacturers who make
preamps that sound half as good for twice the price!"
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1035 Conger Street, Unit 3 Eugene, OR 97402
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disc—not one to show off your system's
power, but one that will brilliantly demonstrate imaging capabilities.
The "Concerto for Cello and Orchestra"
is completely different: virtuoso music for
the cello. Yo Yo Ma acquits himself beautifully and the sound is remarkable. When was
the last time you heard arecord presenting
a natural balance between a cello and a
symphony orchestra? But, though it may
have simply been the shock of hearing this
record sandwiched by the other two, the
Cello Concerto struck me as awfully cold
and unemotional. It would be like hearing
Vaughn-Williams's Fourth Symphony

of Finzi's songwriting background.
Overall, this is arecord you should not
be without. The sound is completely natural; Iknow of no higher compliment.
Lyrita is not widely distributed, but Allegro Imports, adistributing company owned
and operated by music lovers, will sell to
you direct if no store near you carries Lyritas. Contact Allegro Imports, 2317 N.E. 15th
Portland, Oregon, 97212. (503) 287-0098.
—WM

Electronic Movie Music
Vangells

preceded by his "Lark" and followed by

Antarctica

':Greensleeves" —a glacial centerpiece. If

Japanese Polydor 28MM 0290

you like some of the Russian concertos (particularly those of Shostakovich), however,

Birdy

this should please you. The recording, made
in 1979, is full-bodied, dynamic, and very
natural-sounding.
The real find among these discs is the
"Grand Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra"
and its companion piece, the "Ecologue."
These works belong not only in the standard repertoire but in your collection. Not
since I first heard Barber's 'Adagio for
Strings" have Ibeen so struck by the first
hearing of awork as Iwas by the "Fantasia."
It opens with along piano solo which, besides being perfectly recorded, is extraordinarily beautiful. When the orchestra
enters, you will not believe the sheer power
captured in these grooves! The work is
tuneful and eccentric at the same time. This

Peter Gabriel
Geffen GHS 24070

Film Music
Mark Mum
Mrs. Soffel, Tbe Times of Harvey Milk,
Never Cry Wolf
Windham Hill Records WH-1041
The first movie Iremember with an electronic score was Forbidden Planet. It was
perfectly appropriate music for alark with
the human id, but had little redeeming value separate from the film. Since that hallmark release, electronic music has become
quite common in films, and is growing
more so all the time.
The records under review here create a

completely individual work is one Iwould

dark and sensuous, occasionally violent

not part with.

sound world that successfully exists apart

The "Ecologue" is similarly beautiful, if
not as inspired. It was originally intended as

from the films. And they all share one thing:
magnificent sonics. The sheer loveliness of

one movement of aconcerto, but Finzi was
satisfied with it on its own. The "Concerto

sound produced by these recordings is entirely addictive.

for Clarinet and String Orchestra," written

Antarctica is another of those nature
films Vangelis is so fond of (his soundtrack

toward the end of Finzi's life, reveals aburnished, aging mood. In the Allegro, you
hear aman feeling his power, acomposer

to the nature film Dipocalypse des Animaux
is one of my desert island records). Themati-

who knows he is good. It is confident. The
Adagio then reveals the sound of someone

cally, the music is not so much impressionis-

who's had to work very hard to achieve

moods that evoke Antarctica without stoop-

tic as inferential. The music establishes

what he has. The concluding Rondo, with

ing to imitation of wind and walrus (swoosh

the clarinet floating melodically, reminds us

and blat). As in the other two records, phase
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MONEY WELL SPENT

That's how you want to feel when you purchase fine AUDIO. and VIDEO COMPONENTS.
At PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO we make that feeling happen with our Personal
Service. Professional Advice. Qualified Staff, Relaxed "No Rush - Showrooms. Free
Delivery and Free in Home Set Up.
Visit or call today and EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.
FEATURING OVER 60 FINE BRANDS
ADS •Adcom •Alpha •Alphason •Amber •AudioQuest •AR •Celestion SL6/SL600
•DCM Time Window & Time Frame •Denon •Discrete Technology •Dual •Duntech
•Dynavector •Energy •Grado •Harman/Kardon •KEF •Kyocera •Monster Cable
• Precision Fidelity • Proton •Quad • Rauna •Signet • Soundcraftsmen •Sony
• Straight Wire • Systemdek •Tandberg •Thorens •Tiptoes •VPI •VSP Labs
•C.J. Walker •Wharfedale Diamond •And other fine lines ....
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Call or Write Harold Mint°. Proprietor.
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365 South Bayview Ave (Corner Atlantic Ave ). Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520
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WELL WORTH A TRIP FROM ANYWHERE

Building on Success
. Everything considered, Ifeel the SP1 is
the best loudspeaker available for under
$1500/pair . ..When it comes to replicating
the illusion of a real musical performance,
these are matched by few speakers, all of
which cost more. At $850/pair they are
a steal."

—Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW.
Washington. DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
U.S. distributors for British
Spendor, and Logic
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Mordaunt-Short,

In()

relationships are manipulated to make the
music swirl between and outside the
boundaries of your speakers. The lush syn-

introduces an achingly gorgeous melody
line. While it shares the usual quiet beauty

and the frequency range is as broad as my

of most Windham Hill records, there is also
an atypically cerebral component which rewards careful listening.

Thiel CS-3s will go. The dynamics range
from soft to overpowering. In addition,

The Times of Harvey Milk is performed
completely by Isham on synth and trumpet.

thesizers provide sounds as soft as clouds,

there is an almost startling clarity. This is
compelling and beautiful music; highly
recommended.
Birdy's soundtrack makes me believe I
may have missed awonderful movie. This is
dark, intense stuff that will raise the hairs on

Phase relationships are manipulated so that
sounds seem to come from all over the
room. The music comes in washes, with a
trumpet sound reminiscent of Miles Davis
firmly rooted in the center. It is afascinating
effect, and one I'm sure was difficult to

the back of your neck. If you have never
heard Peter Gabriel's music, this is an ideal

perfect.

introduction to his curious and unique jux-

films I've seen, is magnificent and moving,

tapositions of electronic, Javanese, and Hasselian Fourth World sources. Some of the
music here is recycled from his other albums, but is so twisted and processed you'd
have to be a fan to unravel the sources.
Gabriel enlists the help of Brian Eno's partner Daniel Lanois on this recording, as well
as Jon Hassell and Synergy's Larry Fast. Bird)'
has an almost experimental sound, however,
and may strike you as pretty strange. Sonically, it's incredible: the low bass is among
the most profound Ihave ever heard on
record; the drum transients jump out of the
speakers; the synths have amellow, burnished
sound; and the dynamic range, especially on
"The Heat," will have you running for your
volume control. This is very heady music,
and in many ways more rewarding than the
other two records. Beware, however, its
weirdness quotient.
Mark Isham is aname to remember. Just
34 years old, he has already left his distinctive imprint on some very influential
projects: Rubisa Patrol, Group 87, Pink
Floyd, and Van Morrison. He has now
scored three films, and their quality belies
his small film experience. The soundtrack
for Mrs. Soffel features the most lovely
melody of all these records. It opens with a
synthesized, distant clap of thunder followed by abeautiful wash of strings doubled by synth. Just as you luxuriate in the
beautiful sounds, pianist Lyle Mays (When,
oh when will he finally have asolo album?)
IFor the record. that's 22 Hz to Si kHz. -3 dB!
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Never Cry Wolf, the only one of these
beautifully shot and well told, and the music supported it perfectly. The record's
sound is clean, very well extended at both
ends, and beautifully "spaced" (imaging is
hardly the correct term to use for electronic
music). All in all, this record provides anew
direction for Windham Hill Records, one I
hope they pursue.
Hoist
Suite de Ballet in E Flat,
Warlock

opus lo

An Old Song For Small Orchestra, Serenade For Strings, Capriol, Suite For Full
Orchestra
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Nicholas
Braithwaite and Sir Adrian Boult conducting.
Lyrita SRCS.120
Lyrita has earned an enviable reputation
for not only the boldness of their recorded
repertoire, but the natural and lifelike sound
they reproduce. Their catalog is comprised
mostly of orchestral works by British composers of the twentieth century. For those
unfamiliar with British music during this
century, just imagine that Schoenberg and
Webern never existed, and that Elgar constituted the strongest immediate influence.
The music is typically tonal, broad, emotional, and accessible. Of the 125 records
released on Lyrita, probably 100 contain
works available on this label. For me, arelease on Lyrita is almost self-recommending.
The Hoist is unusually light and happy.
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One a Listen.
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AUDIOPHILE STEREO
Underground Sound, started by George Merrill with apromise to our clients to provide them with the best performing Audio equipment in each price category, has
served the music lover in the Mid-South for 10 years. Unwavering in this philosophy, Underground Sound has been and will continue to be very selective about
the brands we carry. In addition to an excellent offering of equipment, we also
offer state of the art advice, (the most important part of any purchase) as well as
many performance modifications, and a bimonthly newsletter.
Brands of outstanding performance.
Turntables:
Speakers:
Tonearms:
Electronics:

Merrill, Thorens. Nad
KEF, Quad, Thiel
Well Tempered, Souther. Eminent Technology. MMT, Profile. Stax.
(amps, tuners, preamps) Spectral, Spectrascan, Quad. Hafler.
NAD, Superphon

CD Players:

NAD

Tape Decks:
Cartridges:

NAD. Tandberg
Grado, Alpha, Audioquest, NAD, Stax

Headphones: Stax
Used equipment offered and trade-ins accepted
2125 Central Avenue
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•

Memphis, TN 38104

•

(901) 272-1275
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The first movement, aspirited dance, uti-

new Previn recording on Telarc is the best

lizes the full orchestra and demonstrates a

yet—better even than his previous record-

masterful palette of colors. The second

ing of the work for EMI Angel. This one reminds me of Previn's recent recording of

movement, awaltz, m.wes through aseries
of keys that gives the work aslightly dizzy-

the Tchaikovsky Fourth Symphony for

ing quality. The third movement is for

Philips. The first three movements are tak-

strings alone. The conbination of muted
and non-muted strings, with occasional pizzicato effects, provides an outstanding overall test of your system's accuracy. The final
movement, "Carnival," is fast, raucous, and
introduces avery realistic-sounding bass
drum. It can be felt more than heard, and

en at aleisurely, expansive tempo. Previn
and the RPO linger over the richly orchestrated score, bringing out details Ihadn't
noticed or appreciated before.
There is something very Russian about this
type of performance, as if the orchestra were

consequently serves as another good sys-

playing for aballet, where the forward momentum of the score is sometimes held back

tem evaluator. The performance is excellent; this work should be better-known.

cf. Fedoseyev's recent recording of Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring). The effect here, as

Peter Warlock, who in 1930 at age 36, is

in the aforementioned Previn Tchaikovsky

well-known in England for his songs. The
works reviewed here are, unfortunately, the
only non-vocal pieces he ever composed.
"An Old Song," very reminiscent of Delius,
is deceptively simple, yet quite beautiful. Its
frail, wistful sound is nicely matched by the
delicacy of the recording. The "Serenade
for Strings," meant as part of atriptych that
was never completed, stands very nicely on
its own. It is more dancelike than the previous work, but maintains the deftness of
touch. Warlock's most famous work is his
"Capriol Suite." Completed when he was
34, the piece was inspired by his collabora-

Fourth, is to give the fourth-movement climax greater impact. The overall emotional
impact is enhanced by the performance not
being overdone.
The ensemble playing àf the RPO is not
quite in the same league as the Berlin Philharmonic or the Concertgebouw. But the
sound is warm, appealing, and very appropriate for the work. Curiously, though
(for Telarc), this recording sometimes takes
on afuzzy quality; strings, in particular, lose
definition on louder passages. This must be
afirst for Telarc: arecommendation more

tion on abook about the history of

for the performance than for quality of
recording. A memo to Telarc: have Previn

All six movements are dance-based, ranging
from sword dances to slow dances. The

Better yet, have Previn record Alexander

music shows more dimension than the
previous works; there is afar greater range
of mood and sound. The recording, again,
is demonstraticr. quality; not in the boom
and bombast sense, but in terms of the
sound's fidelity to live music. Highly recommended.

—WM

Rachmaninoff
Symphony No, 2
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Andre Previn conducting.
Telarc CD 80113
There is no shortage of good recordings
of Rachmaninoffs Second Symphony; other than the Simon Rattle recording on EMI
Angel, it's hard to go wrong. For me, this
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record Rachmaninoffs Symphonic Dances.
Glazunov's second, fourth, or fifth symphonies. That type of unusual repertoire
will prove that Telarc is amajor label, not a
company that records only warhorses and
show-off works for audiophiles.
—TG
Schubert
Symphony No. 9 The Great
Cleveland Orchestra,
Dohnanyi conducting.
Telarc CD 80110
Like the Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique,
Schubert's Ninth shows up again and again
on compact disc. Telarc, do you have to concentrate so much on symphonic warhorses?
Does the world need yet another Schubert
Ninth? Not really—but if you want one on
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Once upon a time
the enjoyment of music in the home
was limited to the privileged few.
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CD, this might be it.
The Cleveland Orchestra plays very well
in places, bringing out many details of the
score with aluminescent, chamber-musiclike quality; the woodwind playing is particularly fine. Unfortunately, after many listens
Ihear shaky ensemble playing, as if the orchestra simply hadn't rehearsed enough.
At the same time, the performance itself
is briskly paced. Which is agood thing, considering the length of this piece and its
tendency to sound, under some conductors,
like it's running on automatic pilot. Not so
here. This performance is much like Sir
Adrian Boult's Ninth on EMI Angel: it gets
where it's going. Iwould have liked it even
better had it picked up the grace and charm
_of Josef Krips's version on London Treasury

Brahms
Hungarian Dances
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra,
Masur conducting.
Philips CD 411 426-2
Buy this disc! If you think of Brahms as
heavy, serious, and Germanic (though that
is one side of Brahms), you are in for asurprise. The Hungarian Dances are joyous,
earthy, soulful, and altogether delightful.
°illy three of the 21 dances presented
here were orchestrated by Brahms; five are
orchestrated by Dvorak, and the remainder
by five other composers. The same fondness for Hungarian gypsy music can be
found in other Brahms compositions, most
notably the A major Serenade. But that is a
long, more introspective, and less exuber-

(which truly is atreasure).
e,.
This Dohnanyi version [is] beautifully
played in places and well-recorded, but, in

ant work than these peasant dances, few of
which run more than three minutes.

spite of the enjoyable sound, Iwould wait
for some future CD of this work; there's

agreat late-afternoon pick-me-up. The per-

sure to be plenty. In the meantime I'll listen

Gewandhaus Orchestra (East Germany) are
just right: light, breezy, and played with

to the LP versions with pleasure.

—TG

Taneyev

Serious music? No—but alot of fun, and
formances by Kurt Masur and the Leipzig

gusto and pleasure. The musicians are hav-

Piano Quintet, op. 30

ing fun. The recording, too, is quite

Jerome Lowenthal, piano; Paul Rosenthal,
violin; Yukiki Kamei, violin; Marcus
Thompson, viola; Stephen Kates, cello
Arabesque CD Z6539

good—just atrace of digital hardness on
top but nothing to give one serious pause.
—TG

Haydn

Ah, Tanayev—along with Glazunov, my
favorite Russian composer of chamber mu-

Symphonies No. 44 and 77
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra,

sic! His dates, by the way, are 1856-1915;
Rachmaninoff and Scriabin were among his

DG 415 365-2

students. This is said to be the first recording of the Op. 30 anywhere in the world.

This is adelightful disc, and arefreshing
change. ‘IVe have asmall, 26-member cham-

no conductor.

The third movement (a Largo in C), with its

ber orchestra (from New York) playing

ten-note theme of descending eighths, is

Haydn symphonies with modern instru-

one of the most beautiful in all of chamber
music. How to explain its neglect?

tic original instruments. Hallelujah! (Musi-

Well, let's hope someone else decides to
record it, and soon: this recording can only

cians had good reasons to give up their
"original" instruments.)

ments. No steely, scrawny, screetchy, authen-

be described as abominable. The string

These are two very nice performances of

tone is as harsh, wiry, and shrill as Ihave

two fine, but not often heard, Haydn sym-

ever heard on CD. What adisservice to the

phonies. The second movement (andante

music and the players, who seem to be

sostenuto) of the Symphony No. 77 in Bflat

quite good. Isay "seem" because the
recording has robbed the string tones of

major is particularly well done. The string
tone is lovely, the ensemble playing excel-

their beauty, removing any pleasure that

lent. Best of all, the textures are light and

might be had from the performance. A bit-

airy—a lot like chamber music (which it is,

ter disappointment!

after a fashion). The recording is decent,
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Stereo Remote
Control System
AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE Charles Graham
It accomplishes its objective with the reliability and elegant simplicity
we've come to expect of preducts hom AR '
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*Al the price. this is asteal' Very highly recommended'
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Teledyne Acoustic Research

1985

330 Turnpike St.. Canton, MA 02021
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MARTIN-LOGAN ELECTROSTATICS
McLAREN ELECTRONICS
SUPERPHON PREAMPS
SPECTRALIBRISSON CABLE

As Always
SPECTRAL

MOORE-FRANKLAND

QUICKSILVER
KOETSU

VPI

ELECTRON KINETICS

AUDIOQUEST

GRADO

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY

MIRAGE

ENTEC

LIVEWIRE

EMI

C. J.

SHINON

WALKER

REFERENCE

Please call or write for our newsletters and lists of
and records. Much of this equipment is available to

STAX
LYRITA

equipment
audition in

your system.

Two Jeffreys Audio

Call Jeffrey Behr

527 West Butler Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85021

evenings and weekends
6021943-6877

though the strings turn just abit hard at times.
DG apparently did not run amok multimiking, which is arelief. Recommended.
Rimsky-Korsakov, Dukas,

—TG

Weinberger, Saint-Saens, Liszt
Orchestral Spectaculars
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra, Erich Kunzel,
conducting.
Telarc CD 80115
Telares problem is that very few of their
recordings contain truly great performances. Aside from the Beethoven Piano
Concertos with Serkin and Ozawa, and
some recent Previn recordings of Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninoff, Telarc simply
has not enriched the catalog. The time has
come for the company to grow up: stop
concentrating on sound for sound's sake,
and issue fewer Barnum and Bailey recordings like this.
Maybe once in a while; after all, this
recording is actually fun. Erich Kunzel is the
conductor who should be leading the Boston Pops, but isn't (reportedly he was Fiedler's choice as Boston Pops successor). And

1
1,7

Kunzel is perfect for pops—I should know,
he was my music prof at Brown University
twenty-five years ago. They called him Crazy
Erich then, and he doesn't seem to have
changed!
There is one orchestral gem in this
recording, in which Kunzel shows himself
aconductor of great talent: the "Polka &
Fugue" from Jaromir Weinberger's Schwanda
the Bagpiper—we even studied this piece
in Music D-1. It's wonderful music—lyrical,
inventive, exciting—and beautifully played
and recorded here.
The rest of the disc? Standard Telarc pops
trivia: Rimsky-Korsakov's "Procession of
the Nobles" from Mlada: "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice," by Paul Dukas (Mickey Mouse
music if Iever heard it); the "Bacchanale"
from Saint-Saens' Samson and Delilah; Les
Preludes, by Liszt; and "Dance of the "Rimbiers" from Rimsky-Korsakov's The Snow
Maiden.
As it turns out, I'd buy this disc for the
Weinberger selections alone. Nleanwhile,
Erich (and Telarc), how about something
that enriches the catalog ,
—TG

SECRET JAPANESE MUSICAL PASSION REVEALED

al

Why is Japan the single largest market for tube gear? Why is 90% of all
American tube gear made since 1956 living in Japan. Why does aMarantz 8b that
sold for $300 in 1960 sell for $2000 in Tokyo? Why do ALL Japanese audio critics
use tube circuits to judge the merits of the latest solid state stuff? Why do NYAL
products receive the highest awards in the Japanese press? The answer is not
inscrutable — The passionate Japanese musical soul is very refined and seeks the
subtlest most graceful natural reproduction of music which is best achieved with
tubes. Why is this such awell kept secret? Do you blame them? Would you want to
upset the Golden American Transistor Apple Cart?
"So What" you say. "Even if Iwanted to own those glorious gizmos that glow
in the dark, who can afford them? I'm no wealthy Samurai". Fret not Mr. America.
While the doyens of audio gizmology in Japan. Europe and America wrestled with
the question of how to create audio circuits that sound like tubes are affordable
and have solid state reliability, along comes Julius Futterman in the 1970's and
pioneers the first hybrid tube/mosfet circuits. There are 15 different hybrid MOSCODE hybrid tube/mosfet products priced from $169 to $3000 including amps,
preamps, and FM tuners. Now you don't have to sell your Rolex, Arabian Stallions,
or Picasso's for your down payment on le plus ultra audio gear. At last the good
stuff is affordable and reliable.
The cruel world of audio abounds in paradoxes. In the last 30 years thousands
of audio breakthroughs have come and gone and still tubes flourish. It is inevitable
when one reaches for the highest levels of musical refinement that only tubes will
satisfy. If you would like afascinating exposition on music and audio technology
send for our Free book on tube circuits. NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES, 250
Clearbrook Rd., Elmsford, NY 10523, 914 592-6100.
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SIGHT & SOUND

AL,LaiPrIA,L B&W. B&O. BOSTON. BRYSTON CAHVER L.

'.1 LE_Nu'v

ELECTROCOMPANIET. GRADO. HAFLER. JANNIti, KEE KLOSS, KOETSU
KYOCERA. MICHELL, MUSICAL CONCEPTS. NAKAMICHI. PINK TRIANGLE
PS AUDIO, PYRAMID. OUAD, REVOX. ROBERTSON SONOGRAPHE SOUTHER
STAX. SUMIKO. TALISMAN. VPI. YAMAHA. ZETA

60 Sneeciwell Avenue

Morristown. N.J. 07960

(201) 267-6700

hi fi heretic2
ISSUE TWO includes:
A special, wide-ranging report on preamplifiers, including models from Counterpoint, Klyne, ConradJohnson, Stax, McLaren, PS Audio, Amber, Rotel, and NAD: Part
One of our look at turntables under $500, featuring the Rega
Planar 2 and Planar 3, Revolver, Rotel 850, Dual CS 505-2, and
NAD 5120; Part Two of our survey of loudspeakers under $300,
including outstanding models from Linn, Heybrook, Rogers, Royd,
and Mordaunt-Short; and Part Two of the under-$500 integrated
amplifier survey, featuring the QED A230, Arcam Alpha, Rotel
820BX, and asecond look at the Creek 4040; and more.

If you believe high-quality sound needn't cost afortune, send $16
for a1year (4 issue) subscription to:
HIFI HERETIC
P.O. Box 1549
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
Please specify whether subscription should begin with Issue One
or Issue Two.
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QUICKIES
Yamaha NS-200 Speaker
System
Given the clearly demonstrated critical
nature of our speaker reviews, Iwonder
why Yamaha chose the NS-200s to send us.
They have very good imaging—stable and
quite specific—but their soundstaging is
amazingly poor: shallow and narrow, with
very little sense of depth. In fact, the
NS-200s have the worst soundstage of any
speaker I've reviewed since moving to New
Mexico in 1978.
The "Flat" settings on the driver-level
controls produced very aggressive, forward, snarly sound. The most natural
balance Icould obtain came with the mid
control at -3 and the high control at -2.
Even so, the spectral balance seemed awry.
The low end on the 200s is quite sparse. If
you buy apair in spite of this review, or
already own a pair, they will work best
when driven by an amplifier with rather
warm, underdamped bass. Otherwise, the
NS-200s should be placed close to the rear
wall, on 18-inch stands, not too far out of
corners. Out in the room on astand, the
bass is very thin; on the floor, it's boomy.
Detail is only fair; the system never
sounds palpably real, regardless of conditions. The speakers did demonstrate lots of
punch on rock music, but Isuspect they
sound best if the listener is stoned. Not
competitive.

—JGH

The Marantz Nine Revisited
This antique tubed power amplifier is as
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much legend as classic. Since DO has one—
unmodified except for replacement of the
capacitors with modern polypropylene
ones—I thought it would be informative to
give it alisten in the context of today's stateof-the-art power amps.
Iwas amazed! Though noticeably shy of
the ultimate in detail and high-end openness, the sound was remarkably real and
lifelike, with a wide soundstage and impressive depth. Individual choral voices
were clearly distinguishable, and "backup"
performers on simply-miked recordings
were just that: behind the lead players.
Highs were soft, but very nearly as smooth
and clean as from any current top-line
amplifier—well suited for electrostatic
speakers, but less so for dynamics. The bass
was perhaps the Nine's weakest point, being
deficient in range, impact, and control.
Marantz Nines can occasionally still be
found on the used-equipment shelves of
some audio stores, and often at ridiculously
low prices: $200 in one case Iknow of, but
don't count on that! Used full-range, a
Marantz Nine is acheap way to almost-stateof-the-art sound from amodestly priced
system. Driving the electrostatic section of
abiamplified hybrid system (with asolidstate amp on the bass), the Nine approaches
the best amps available for this purpose
(Conrad Johnsons, Audio Research)—but it
doesn't quite equal them. For $200, you
were expecting maybe perfection?
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STEREOPHILE BACK ISSUES
WHILE THEY LAST!

VOLUME I, Issues 1through 12
1962-1966 (a reprint in one volume) .

...$ 25.00

VOLUME II, Issues 1through 12
1966-1972 (a reprint in one volume)

25.00

VOLUME III, 1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

4.00
7.50

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10

4.00

Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9

7.50 *

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10
VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 ...4.00

4.00
Issue 3

7 50*

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 1, 3, 3, 7, 8
Issues 2, 4, 6

4.00
7.50

•Xeroxed copies
EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$225.00

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:
-

Original copies at $4.00 each:

-

Xerox copies at $7.50 each:

-

Volumes Ior II at $25.00 each:

EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!

$225.00
TOTAL

Ienclose acheck.
-

Charge my VISA or MASTERCARD

Number
Expire

SEND TO.

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPHILE, P.O. BOX 1948, SANTA FE, NM 87501

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per w ord,
$45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio
Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE
specializing in English loudspeakers by low cost
airfreight. linnet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey, England. Telephone: (1)942-956';
Telex: 8814591.
FRANK VAN ALSTINE PRESENTS THE SUPERPAS TWO, an all new vacuum tube preamplifier
circuit of stunning musical quality and stability.

Kit 58. High Torque Motor 845. Platter Balancing
Service $12. Foucault motor shield for AR-XE
515. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38104 (901)272-12 75.
MERRILL TURNTABLE: For more information,
contact Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave,
Memphis, TN 38104. (9002'2-12 75.
ONKYO P306OR preamp/M506OR amp; KEF 104.2

Hear all the music and ambience in your CDs
with no harshness or overload. Hear your records
sound as dynamic as your CDs. Hear your speakers vanish. Only 8300 for circuits that outperform 82000 preamps. Write or call for our free
catalog. We build new solid state audiophile quai
ity circuits in many Hafler and Dyna chassis too.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville, MN 55337 (612)890-3517

DAYTON WRIGHT LCM-1 LOUDSPEAKER:
world's finest minimonitor. Audio Nexus, NJ
(201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE UK.
Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous prices. For price list and price quotes
write to Audio T, Dept. D, RO. Box 152, Enfield,
Middx EN2 OPL, UK or call (01) 366-5015. For
demonstrations visit our showroom at 190 West
End Lane, London NW6. Call (01) '94-'848 for
an appointment.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AND ACCESSORIES
at discount prices: Mobile Fidelity, Reference,
Sheffield, Wilson, Telarc, Last Cleaners, CDs, VPI,
and Distech Wire. Free catalog. Class-AUnderground, 35 North Greenbusb Road, West
Nyack, NY 10994. Phone (800)45 - .4567 extension 56' (10-4 EST). Quick delivery, Mastercard/Visa.

TWO PAIRS KLH 9ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS.
Mint Condition. Make offer cash or trade. (904)
3'8-0880, Gainesville, FL.

RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE
specializing in English loudspeakers by low cost
airfreight. Violet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey England. Telephone: (1) 942-9W:
Telex: 8814591.

SOUND CHOICE AUDIO—CHICAGO AREA.
Linn, Naim, Rega, Onkyo, Systemdek, Dual, Spectrum, Akroyd, Target Aces., Creek, Heybrook,
VP1, Wharfedale diamonds, others. Call for free
newsletter. (3/2)369-61'7
THE BEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE and
outstanding prices! Electrocompaniet, SOTA,
Electron Kinetics, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Audioquest, Kindel, Sumiko, Peterson, Syrinx, SME,
MIT—much more! Call for newsletter. Galen
Carol Audio, (512)494-3551.
MERRILL LEAD COATING SERVICE with built in
mat, now available for most platter systems. $50
(Send in platter system.) For information call Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis,
TN 38104. (901) 2'2-12'5.
MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS. Tonearm
Replacement Subchassis Kit for old AR $95—
Subchassis for sonic improvement of AR-XE 595.
Following modifications are for all models: Platter Coating 515. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring
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speakers; Proton 450 tuner. (215)56 , -4626.
THE BEL 1001CLASS-A AMPLIFIER: so sweet and
pure you won't even know it's there. Audio Nexus, NJ (201) 464-8238, (201) '30-2409.

KEITH MONKS PROFESSIONAL Record Machine; Audio Research SP 1011, SP6E-1, D115,
D408; Quad ESL with Levitation Stands. (215)
2"-4415, before 10:30 E.S.T.
THIEL CS-3 SPEAKERS, TEAK FINISH, $1400;
Duntech PCL-5 speakers, 51200 or best offer;
Counterpoint SA-5/I preamp, 51200 or best offer;
Counterpoint SA-2 head-amp, $500; Berning
TF -10 preamp, 5650; Bedini 100/100 mk11 amp,
(list 51500), 8750; ARC-D110 amplifier, $750.
(419) 243-0054.
QUAD ESL-63, STANDS, 81850; Superphon DualMono, 8350; SOTA Oak, 8625; Harman-Kardon
6901, $495; Lux T-I10 Tuner, $295; Spectrum
108A, S150; NEC 90IEV VHS. new, $350; Lazarus
['tramp, $450. All plus shipping. (3/3)4'8-0857
CHECK THESE VALUES: BEL 2002 AMPLIFIER
81595; Spectral Gamma preamplifier $1595;
Odyssey Tonearm with Petersen tonearm inter-
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connect $495; Monster Cable Alpha 2 $325;
Petersen and Randall Interconnects at 50% off.
All mint, all shippable. (415)686-6613.
THE GOLDEN ERA OF RCA RECORDS. Send for
25-page paper with sound quality ratings on the
great "Living Stereo" Classics. Contains listing of
600 records with full information. Explains
meaning of labels and numbers. Also list of
records for sale. Price: $10f. Mitchell, PO. Box
843 Kingsport. TV 3 662
STEREOPHILE CLEARANCE SALE. VSP Labs 150:
$450. VSP Labs Gold: $750. Acoustat 120 amplifier: $400. ACOUSI
III1+I
S: $1195. Threshold 800A,
classic Class A amplifier (Nelson Pass's firm design):
$1250. Robertson 4010, 1AR class IA, $550, new
factory warranty. All in like-new condition.
ACOUSCI
I4s, old: $900 or best offer (you pay shipping). Cotter turntable using Technics SP-10 II, originally 54000, now $1400. Robertson 6010, marred
faceplate, very powerful: $850. Dayton Wrights
XG-10 Mk 3Series III full-range electrostatics, g,reat
clarity and bass performance, with stands: $1500.
Can be upgraded to XG-10 series for mow S. Marcof
PPA-1 moving coil stepup, $30. Symmetry phase
coherent crossover, $275. Call no matter what
you're interested in, make offer. Dina Boon, 110 ,
Early St., Santa Fe, NM 8,501. (505)982-2366.

The Chapman T-7, a loudspeaker of
true quality. Quality that comes from
fine

craftsmanship,

uncompromising

standards and attention to detail. True
honest
musical.

sound.. smooth,
The

neutral

Chapman

T-7,

and

'worth

looking for -worth listening to.'

(45-«-)
P.O. Box 18123 • Seattle, WA 98118
1-206-526-8647

KIMBER KABLETM

•••••

q>•••••lb
MUSICAL •ACCURATE • FLAT • DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE •STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4VS-$1.80/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
We have a new family of cable (TC). Call or write for
information on our new top-of-the-line cable.

KIMBER KABLE 2058 Harrison Blvd. Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530 Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE"
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MICRO SEIKI TURNTABLES, still the world's
finest. One for every budget. From $250 to
$15,000. Highphonic cartridges and SAEC
tonearms, no finer combination. Discount prices.
We also carry Counterpoint (tubes of course),
NYAL Moscode, Superphon, MCM, Clements,
Souther, Entre, Grado Signature, Hitachi Linear
Crystal. Authorized dealer. Visa, MC. We ship.

Join us in
aMoving
Experience

Write for free literature. CF. Audio PO. Box
2305, 415 W Imperial Highway. La Habra, CA

and to celebrate we are having a contest

90631. (213)691-0967 or (714)871-56 70.
OCEAN STATE AUDIO IN NEW ENGLAND! B&K,
NYAL MOSCODE, Futterman OTL, Rotel, Eagle 2,
Superphon, SOTA, Systemdek, Eminent Technology II, Grado, Grace, Premier MMT, Profile, SME,
Sumiko, Alchemist, Andante, Audioquest, Kiseki,
Supex, Talisman, Dayton Wright, Spectrum, Spica, Vandersteen, Wharfedale, Straight Wire, Petersen, Tweek, Mod Squad. T, W, Sat., after 12 a.m.
M, Th, F, after 3:30 p.m. EST. Trades welcome.
Call or write for free newsletter. Ocean State Audio, 985 Cranston St., Cranston, RI 02920. (401)
943-2580. Visa/MC. Free shipping.
BRYSTON 1B PREAMP, 3B 100/100, 4B 200/200.
V) off. Minimal or no use. All original cartons V
W (512)822-7709, 108 Chevy Chase,

78209

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! Audiophile accessories t
they come out your eats! Our free 70 page catalog
contains the largest selection of esoteric and exotic goodies this side of AHC's listening room.
From interconnects to capacitors, magic bricks to

v'Ve have moved to a great new location
rr,winners fo be selected,. All you have to do
enter is visit our new store (Out of stale
readers call or write us for special details ,97
on how to enter
lar the finest from
Adcom •Apogee •AR •Belles •B&K •Conrad
Johnson •CWD •Dayton Wri9ht •Dennesen •
Dual•Electrocomponoet•Emnient Tech •FMS•
Grado •Harmon Kardon •Infirmly RS1b •JSE •
Krell•Melos•Masion•Monster•Itebrrison•Motif
•NEC• Nifty Gritly•NYAL •Moscode *Premier •
Revolver •Rotel• Shinon •Soundlob •Source •
Souther •Spendor •Spica •Sfax •Superphon •
Thorens •Vbndersteen •VPI& many more

AUDIO
-VISION

damping materials, platters mats to headshell
wires, beer budget to lunatic fringe, we've got 'ern
all. Call or write The 'Weak Shop. 38 75Old Toll
Rd., Calistoga, CA 94515. (70 7)942-5230.
BRISSON MI-330 INTERCONNECT, superb
phase, time coherent design—specialists in difficult terminations, flexible section tonearm sets,
camaes. Goldmund. Levinson owners take note!
Tiptoes with machine threading, fittings to firmly
couple to any audio product. Michael Percy, Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-7181.
BEL 1001 2-MONTHS USE, $1200. (503)658-4044
evenings.
AUDIOPHILE LPs AT AND BELOW COST; many
collector's items. For free catalog, price list, write
to: Records, 1008 Paseo de la Cuma, Santa Fe,
NM 87501.
KLYNE SK-5 PREAMPLIFIER: superbly crafted
for ultimate listening pleasure. Auditions at Audio
Nexus, NJ (201) 464-8238, (201)730-2409.
DB SYSTEMS DB-5 TONE CONTROL—For people who hate tone controls. Corrects tonal balance of imperfect recordings. Less than 0.0008%
THD, five year warranty. DB Systems, Rindge,
New Hampshire 03461, (603)899-5121.
PS AUDIO PSIVH preamplifier, 6 months old,
$425. Gary (312)234-2000.
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1060 Mass. Ave.
Arlington, NIA 02174
617-648-HIFI
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Visit our Demonstration
Studio, fully equipped
with the latest
high-technology,

in

4.4.

End
High, End ;Vile.

Hi-Fi audio equipment from such dedicated
manufacturers as ...

Apogee • Belles • Duntech • Esoteric Wire • Gale
Jordan Amplification • Krell • Kyocera •JA Mitchell • Perreaux
Pioneer Video • Princeton Accoushcs • Proton Video
Ouicksilyer • Souther • Straight Wire • Surniko • Symdex
Thomson Video • Triad • VPI • Well Tempered Ami • Zeta

... arelaxed place. Where you can hear what can be
done with today's newest equipment. Where you can
compare...unimpaired. Where you can discuss your
needs with the experienced, knowledgeable Aud-Vid
people who can turn personal preferences into reality.
Phone...or just stop in... Mondays through Saturdays.
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s(203)869-0666

YOUR COMPLETE AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
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=MIGHT WIRE=
THT MUSC COTIO1

LSI INTERCONNECT
LINEAR SERIES IMPEDANCE is an important development that advances the state of the art in music
reproduction.

EXCELLENCE
REALIZED
AGAIN!

Other audio cables add tonal colorations and mask musical information
due to non-linear series impedance.
This problem, caused by inductance
and "skin effect", begins at midrange frequencies. LSI INTERCONNECT is the ONLY cable with "wideband" impedance linearity (±001
ohm from 100 to 20,000 HZ for a
two meter length). Special copper
conductors, an air-space dielectric,
and custom teflon-insulated plugs
are essential features that enable
STRAIGHT WIRE LSI INTERCONNECT
to achieve incomparable sonic accuracy.
FO. Box 78, Hollywood, FL 33022
(305) 925-2470
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The Nelson-Reed
5-02/TV-1202 three-way
speaker system.
Guaranteed frequency
response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
+/- 3db
"Impact bass—as from bass
drum, kick drum, and tap
dancers—was tight, deep and
solid, and had the concussive
impact that one feels as akick to
the abdomen."
—JGH, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3
RN

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

Stereopnile
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ACOUSTAT OWNERS, VACUUM TUBE ENTHUSIASTS: We extensively revise the original
Servo Charge Amplifiers using all-tube circuitry
premium passive components, active voltage
regulation, mil-spec packaging, and more. The
price: $1200, the warranty: 18 months. Also offered: COMPLETE tube preamp revisions: AR, CJ,
Maranta, etc., $600. Write (incl. phone no.): J.
Curcio, PO. Box 10503, State College, PA
16805-0503.

CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER FOUR, Iyear old,
cosmetically perfect, modest use, $1650. Earl
Weed, ("13) ,39- 5,29, (13)660-9956, Houston.

SUMIKO MMT REVISED TONEARM w/2 revised
headshells S150; Shure VIS-VMR cartridge $75.

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: Audition the fabulous
Studio IV at Audio Nexus, NJ (201) 464-8238,

RrecerldY"

(201) '30-2409.

insect '
" I("") 23".2925'9 an"

enz

BUY-SELL quality used stereo components and
speaker systems. Call for instant price quotes.
New DCM Time Windows and Time Frames 500
speakers now in stock. Re-Buy Hi -Fi, (408)
985-0344, 3561 Homestead Rd., Santa Clara,
CA 95051.

SPECTRAL DMC-I0 GAMMA $1800; Tympani IV
$2200; Threshold 500 Series II $2200; Threshold
300 Series 11 $1200; Velodyne ULD- 15 subwoofers $800 ea. All $8000. (408)84"-1436.
TAS Nos. Ithrough 12; Audio Critic complete.
Make offer (61')4'5-48r'.

e

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

ACOUSTAT
AUDIO

ciénutart. AUDIO
••••••••.

• ACCUPHASE

INTERFACE

•

• ADCOM • AR ISTON •

BEVERIDGE

•

BERNING

•

COUNTERPOINT • DECCA • DISTECH • DYNAVECTOR

NOISE SUPPRESSOR

• EAR • ELECTROCOMPANIET • ELECTRON CINE
TICS • ENTEC • GRACE • GRADO • HAFLE R • ITC •

For all recorded sound media
The choice ot recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world

JSE • KISEKI • RINSER CABLE • KOE TSU • MICRO

Three processors tor reduction of transient and steady-stale
noises Plus special features tor optimum reproduction of old
records. lateral or vertical

ACOUSTIC • SHINON • SOUTHER • SPICA • STAX •

Mono model r1.950: Mono/Stereo $2.450
Write tor literature to
P 0 Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13210 ,0335

Experience
Intelligence!

SEIKI • MIT • MONSTER PRODUCTS • ORSONIC •
PRECISION FIDELITY • PROFILE • REGA • SIDEREAL
SUPERPHON • SUPE X • TRIAD • VPI • VAN DEN HUL
AuLllor ,5

apra,r.tr ,,- ••

;%nt2

7805 Greenbeld Street • Rtser Forest, Illinois 80305
312/771-4660

7 85

Now — an Advanced
PREAMPLIFIER

• e_
With Remote Power Supply

Kinercletics KPA-1
Dual-Mono Preamp
86 Db phono gain and phase
inverting switch with our
patented processing.

See our full line of electronics at your
Kindel P-200 Mk II

KINDEL AUDIO
.3615 Presley Ave
Riverside. CA 92507

714 787 0662

nearest Kinergetics Dealer.

.12

AMSR rem

K INERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Blvd •Tarzana CA 91356 •i8181 345 2851
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Turntobles: Goidmund, Heybrool4, Mernii.
VPI Systemdel+
Toneorms: ET, Grodo. Len., Well Tempered
Cortrid9es: AudioQuest, Decco. &rod°,
Prometheon (stylus retipping)
Electronics: (tube) Audible Illusions, Melos.
MfF1 Systems, Quicksilver
(wild dots) Electrocomponiet. FM Acoustics,
Jordon. leoch, Magnum, British Fidelity
CD Plovers: Meios Audio, Harmon Hordon
Speakers: Kindel.

Merlin.

Princeton

Acoustics,

Round Spendor, Vondersteen
Rccessofies: AudioQuest, Chicogo Sp

Stands,

Goldmund, lost. UveWire, Kimber, Kinergetics,
NG, Peterson. Sims Vlbrotion Dynomics. Sonex,
COUNTErl; '(-1
, ,̀
1I •;A lp

llptoes. TOfVfnat. Tw.ek. vdHul. 1/Pl

TUBE /MOSFET il )vvi

1-201-239-1799
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615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona. NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION olso has for sole

(under $10001

occasional

close-outs, some used equipment and disploy
pieces.

Single

speaker

demonstration:

record

cleaning; audiophile discs HOURS: Mon, Tues ,
Fri.

12 to

7, Thurs

12 to 9.

Sot

11

to 6

Closed . Sun. Weds. %mace for on appointment?

GASWORKS
MODIFICATIONS
Gasworks Rebuilds
Classic Audio Components
After six years of research, we have
developed what we consider to be
universal concepts in updating the performance of older, quality equipment.
It is possible to give your present gear
the smoothness and clarity of todays
finest at a fraction of the price.
Gasworks Mods Include:
— General Parts Upgrade
— Simplifing and proper adjustment of
circut design
— Unique Power Supply Regulation and
Grounding Networks
These concepts have proven to work
well with all quality audio circuts. Mods
now available for GAS, ARC, Threshold,
McIntosh plus others.
4570 W. State St. • Boise, ID 83703
(208) 343-3463
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Countermint...nothing between the musk' and you.
P.O. Box 12294. Dept, A. La Jolla. CA 92037 16191453-9090

OPUS 2
offering the finest in audio since 1965

Acoustat Acoustic Research Adcom
Apogee
Dual

Celestion
Kloss Video

Linn /Naim
Nitty Gritty

CWD Furniture
Koetsu

Krell

Magnepan /Tympani
Proton

PS Audio

Rauna Revox Sota Spica Syrinx
Systemdek
van den Hul

Talisman /Alchemist
Vandersteen Audio

747 Brookhaven Circle
Memphis, Tennessee 38117
901-683-0117

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately
described, and are available to customers at the advertised price.
Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted. If any
Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write . Nelson & Associates, 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.
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47
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35
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE.
Designed to maximize
the performance of your
audio and video equipment, all
CWO modular component cabinets
are handcrafted and lovingly handfinished from select natural hardwoods.
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. Add as your system grows;
arrange and rearrange our cabinets to almost
any configuration.
REMARKABLE QUALITY. From the precision hardware to the
natural oiled finish, all CWO cabinets are fine furniture with alook
and style you'll cherish for years to come.
See for yourself. For your nearest dealer CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159
lin Illinois, 312-563-17451.

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

The cabinet system shown above in
Dark Oak features solid wood, glass
and roll wood doors and interior lights.
Also in Natural Oak and Natural
American Walnut.

11411 111
High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system

-

MEW

The ONKYO M-510
the M stands for Magic

The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency. Onkyob Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 300 watts per channel, the M7510
offers tremendous power reserves—stable down to six'tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum IHF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the art amplification redefined
The Onleyo Grand Integra M-510.
Artistry in Sound
ONEYO.
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